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I

Chapter I

General condition of the Muslim community in
India at the time of the mutiny and after, and
the contribution of Sir dyed Ahmed Khan to its
welfare, 1857 - 1858.

The year 1857 began in perfect peace and there was hardly

any sigji of unrest or rebellion in India against the Government.

As against this background, the coraing of the Sepoy mutiny seemed

to have stunned the British, to whose despair and consternation the

complaisant and the faithful bearers and soldiers became murderers

and villains. These soldiers and people, who had hitherto been

trusted fully, had by their treachery shaken the confidence of their

rulers in them and hence were no longer regarded fit for their

confidence. The mutiny cast a big shadow of mutual racial jealousy,

animosity and hatred between the rulers and the ruled. The report

of such massacre and atrocities a3 that of Cawnpore in which English

women and children were murdered in cold blood further added fuel to

the fire of racial antagonism. Thi3 culminated in the growth of

intense and passionate desire for vengeance. The nearest available

Indian all too soon became the victim of such vengeance. Trevelyan

mentions about a corporal fresh from England who reported a mutiny

among the bullock drivers. "I seed two moors talking in a cart.

Presently I heard one of them say 'Cawnpore' and he knowed what that

meant; so I fetched Tom talker and he heard them say 'Cawnpore' and

he knowed what that meant. do we polished them both off".^ Trevelyan

gives an account of the stories of the tortures being devised and

discussed evdn in England by some of the people in parties or in and

1. Trevelyan, G.O. The Competition Wallah. (London 1864) p.294.
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around the billiard table for the aroh leaders of the mutiny.

The Sepoys belonging to such regiments as were actually involved

in the mutiny and could not give a good account of themselves were

to be hanged, all the villages supporting the mutineers to be

destroyed and all the male inhabitants of such villages to be

killed.^ To John Nicholson "the idea of simply hanging the

perpetrators of such atrocities was maddening.' At the end

of May 1857 he proposed a Bill for "the flaying alive, impalement

or burning of the murderers of the women and children at Delhi. 3

At Calcutta too the British were deeply moved. Colonel Malle3on,

the author of the famous "red pamphlet" forcefully emphasised

upon the government the necessity and desirability of hunting

down every participant in the Mutiny. One can glean into the

bitter legacy of distrust, suspicion and hatred of mutiny by the

fact that some strongly held the view and firmly opined that "India

will not be secure so long as a single man remains alive. The

British had lost faith and confidence in the natives beyond repair

as it seemed then and even at such remote and out of way places

like Hill station of Simla the District officer reported that it

seemed at one time impossible "to persuade Europeans that every

1. Cited in Kaye, John William, A History of the Sepoy war in
India 1857-58. third vol.,(London,1875) 7th ed. pp 274-5.

2» ">id.. P.401.

3. Ibid.

4. Malleson, G.B,, The Mutiny of the Bengal Army (The Pamphlet),
(London, 1875) P.46.



native did not desire or was not encompassing his immediate

destruction. Dreed of treachery and en ardentdesire for revenge

filled their breasts to the exclusion of every other feeling."1
Consequently it became S3 John Lawrence put it "a war of races" in

o

which every Indian was looked upon as fair game. Canning aptly

3ums up the situation as it then prevailed when he said, that there

is "a rabid and indiscriminating vindictiveness abroad, even amongst

many who ought to set a better example, which it is impossible to

contemplate without something like a feeling of shame for one's fellow

countrymen. The vast majority of the European community he continued

would hear with pleasure and approval that every Hindoo and Muhammeden

had been prescribed, and that none would be admitted to serve the

government except in a menial capacity. That which they desire to

see is a broad line of separation, end of declared distrust drawn

between us Englishmen and every subject of your Majesty who is not

a Christian and who has a dark skin.This distant and tragio

conflagration in the summer of 1357 subjected England to a feeling

of panic and terror and the "intense compassion, intense wrath, the

injured pride of a groat nation surged in upon the agitated community .

1. Lord v-illiam Haye, Deputy Commissioner of Dimla to G. C.Barnes,
Commissioner of trans-outley Jtates, Pm, .jab Govt, Records. (Lahore.
1911) VIII, Part 1, P.73.

2. John Lawrence to Dalhousie, 16 June 1358, in dmith Bosworth, Life
of Lord Lawrence, (london, 1901), ii, 7th edn P.196.

3. Arthur C.Benson, ed. The letters of jueen Victoria. (Hew York,1907)
vol.iii, P.319 ——

4. Trevelyan, George 0 tto, Or. cit. P.283.
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liven Maoeulay who lied a reputation for oeing very liberal was

swept along by the current and is reported to have said that he

who could not bear to see a beast or bird in pain, could look on

without winking while Nana Gehib (a leader in the Mutiny) underwent

the uiost painful tortures,^- -these passions that were the logical

outcasts of Lie ->epoy mutiny soon subsided with the returning tide

of victory and soon a policy of moderation was followed, -throughout

the year 1358 the Indian government was repeatedly urged by the Jrtress

as well ea the r'arliaroent to deal out justice mixed with mercy and

forbearance. Lord Canning embarked upon, despite the atmosphere

surcharged with excitement arid passion, a humane policy and refused

to govern as it were in anger or to treat the Indian people as a

subject race, he disagreed very strongly with the notion that the

dark skin was to be considered the mark of a murderer. She cry for

vengeance was effectively checked by him by imposing restraints upon

the powers of the special commissions under which the Civil and the

Military officers were empowered to try the mutineers and other

suspected rebels and could award punishment, including the death

penalty without appeal since these powers were likely to be misused.

He wisely pointed that the perpetuation of a severe policy

1, Trevelyan, George Otto, '-'."he Life and totters of Lord foaceular
(London, 1876) ii, pp,435-6.
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after order had been restored could result in the

exasperation of the people and stir up feelings of

bitterness and animosity.^ There is no denying the

fact that the Indians had to pay very dearly for the

treacherous mutiny. Immediately after the mutiny was

suppressed by the government, the pent up emotions of

some of the British quite naturally burst forth in an

orgy of plunder and spoliation. W, 11. Hussel reports

that after the fall of Lucknow the victorious British

soldiers "literally drunk with plunder" ransacked the
p

p£laces of the Newab. Summary execution and spoliation

was the order of the dpy in Dehli for about four months

which was checked only when Sir John Lawrence took the

city under his charge in February 1858. Most people

1. R.C. Majumdar, H.G. Kaycheudri and K. datta:
An Advanced History of India; (London, 1958)
P.779.

2. Russel, W. H. my Indian Mutiny Jiary; (London,
1957) P.101.
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were swept along the prevailing tide of revenge hut the

British did not ehendon their responsibilities to the

people oi' India. ±he civil servants began to rule with

equity and humanity. But the^mtiny left its mark and
a line was drawn. Aa H.M. Duinnd wrote to his wife in 1861

from Lucknow, "X my keep down and on principle over

rule the boiling wrath which eats so deep into one's heart

in 1857", hut I cannot get rid of it completely and time

seems oily to go on deepening such feelings,..the brain

cannot forget; end the heart neither".1 Trevelyen sums

up the effect of mutiny as this: "the children of

1. durand, H.M. Ihe Life of Major (General djr H.M. Burand.
(London. 1885), 1, P.291.
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the soil are no longer regarded with the lively interest#•••

men cannot at will oast aside the recollection of those times when

all was doubt and confusion and dismay, when a great fear was their

companion day and night, ihe distrust and dislike engendered by

such an experience are too deeply rooted to be plucked up by en act

of volition."•*- do from a policy of utter trust and confidence came

now the policy of caution, in a conquered land that had recently

unleashed & tragic rebellion, political security dictated military

precautions. Hence the number of the Indian soldiers i« the amy

was reduced and the -uropcen force was increased, the kartial

races of the Punjab and Nepal whose loyalty had oeen proved during

the Hut iny furnished the major bulk of the portion of native recruits.

The Army was better organised as to avert the possibility of any such

uprising, Indian artillery that had proved so formidable in the

hands of the mutineers was disbanded and with the exception of few

mountein batteries, all artillery was retained in the English hands.

After the mutiny quite naturally the rulers felt bitter and

hostile towards the kuslira community. It was felt that the isusliins

who were the fonner rulers of India were responsible for fomenting

the revolt as it were they who could benefit from such a thing. In

the Britlsh view it was l ualim intrigue and ^.uslim leadership that

converted a bepoy mutiny into a political conspiracy aimed at the

1, i'revelyen, G. 0, OP, cit, « P, pQk



extinction of the British Raj J The British were somehow convinced

that the Muslim community, though numerically inferior, was far more

hostile throughout the course of the mutiny. In pieces like Agra,

Aligarh and Rohilkhand the local officers reported the acute hostility

of the iauslims and the corresponding friendliness of the Hindus.

Raikes even claimed that the Muslims had behaved 30 badly"that if the

rest of the population had sympathised with them, instead of antagonised,
p

I should despair of governing India for the future" . All over the

North Western provinces, he said, "a Mahomedan was another word for

a rebel" 3. Campbell ^ stood out against this condemnation of the

Moslems although admitting that the mutiny for a time being appeared

as if it was an effort to revive the Mughal empire, he however insist¬

ed that it was no more Muslim than Hindu.

1. oee e.g. Cir Richard Temple; Men and events of my time in
India. (London 1882) p.113.

2. Charles Raikes; Notes on the Revolt in the North Western Provinces
in India; (London 1858) p. 175.

5. Ibid.

4. A district officer in the Punjab after whose name one of the
districts in Punjab is named as Campbellpur in West Pakistan.
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It was started by the army but vjrs joined and furthered by all those

classes which had been harassed economically and culturally by

the advent of the British. There wa3 no doubt, so far as the aimy

was concerned, more Hindus than Moslems were involved in the out¬

break, and there were leading Hindu leaders too, such as the Hani

of Jhansi, Tantia Topi, Nana ->ahib and iianwer -Singh a Hajput Zemindar,

but as a whole in North India, the Muslims provided the leadership.

In Delhi and Oudh in particular the mutiny became a war between the

British and the Muslims, There were good reasons for that: These

were the places where the Muslims had been predominant. Both places

were the chief centre of the Muslim power and influence. Again,in

Oudh the Muslim industrial classes had been largely ruined under the

Company's rule, while Saygid Ahmed of Hai Bareilly and his followers

had united and inspired them with the spirit of Jihad (a holy war)

against the nan-Muslim power which oppressed them. The Hindu inhabit¬

ants of these places, who belonged to the low caste Hindus and did

the menial jobs like baries, shroffs and peasants had, however benefite

by the peace and order, and by the revenue settlement of the British.^"

1. Haikes, op. cit. p. 80,



So the Hindu attitude was friendly where the Moslem was hostile*

"I cannot" stated Reikes the judge of the Gadi Court at gra who

was in the mutiny in the fort at /gra, "give a fairer instance of

the difference between the conduct of the Hindoos and Mohammedan

people at the time of the mutiny than was afforded in our own court

at /gra. We had numerous Hindoos end Mohammedans with a sprinkling

of Christians, at the bar. With one exception all the Mohammedan

pleaders left the bar,...the Hindoos on the contrary exerted

themselves to protect and secure the property of their English Judges,

preserved our houses and moveable property, and did whatever else they

could to show their loyalty and affection. fhe Mohammedans either

deserted us or joined the rebels. And so it was all over the Worth

Western Provinces, a Mohammedan was another word for a rebel". ^
2

In Delhi the Hindus were preying for the British Government's success.

To a large extent the British hostility towards the Muslim

community appears to have been based upon a prior deductive reasoning.

As the former rulers of India, the Moslem had in British eyes,

necessarily to place themselves at the head of a movement for the over¬

throw of the British Government. And as devotees of a religion which

inculcated fanaticism and ferocity they were bound to be more actively

hostile than the followers of the mild and tolerant Hindu faith.J

1. Ibid. P.175.

2. Campbell, Sir George. Memoirs of my Indian career; (London 1895)
vol.ii, p.594.

5. Thornhill, Mark. The personal adventures and experiences of a
magistrate during the rise, progress ana suppression of the Indian
mutiny T^onden"1884) p.555.



Whether i'iitniy grounded or not, however, this anti-i ualim sentiment

left it s merk upon dritish policy for several decades. riaikes

spoke for the majority of his countrymen when he insisted that the

Muslims "have been too much trusted end must be watched carefully

hereafter." I certain number of public appointments, he said,

should be continued in their hands, proportionate to their numbers,

but they should not be allowed to enjoy too large a share of the

government's patronage.^ Thus the iraredieta consequences were more

disastrous to the w-uslias than to the nindus. The statistics of

government employment show how thoroughly this reco nendetion was

carried out. in bengal the earlier discrimination against tho Muslim

community was intensified, especially in the judicial service, where

by 1886 they could lay claim to only 9 posts out of a total of 234.

^n the North "©stem provinces, although still disproportionately

represented in the public service, the muslims by 1880 no longer
2

monopolised bhe higher posts as they had done thirty years before,

kuch of this discrimination doubtless arose naturally and inevitably

from the reluctance of the kuslim community to take up -ngliah educet-

;ion. No doubt also the revival of Wahabi activity during the 1360's

culminating in the murder of Lord kayo, in 1872, helped to harden nritish

1. itaikes op. cit. p. 176.

2. hunter, w.w. The Indian ^-usalmans (London 1871) pp. 164-66.



antagonism toward the Muslim community. But the continuing bitter¬

ness and suspicion owed much to the legacy of distrust left by the

events of 1857.

The responsibility of the kusliras for the Indian mutiny of

1857 and the extent of their participation in it was considerably
1

exaggerated by contemporary British historians and diarists.

This was not unnatural, as the mutineers made the last aged u.ughal

emperor their figurehead in Delhi who it should be noted was "surprised

as the British at the outbreak of revolt and took up the leadership

with some reluctance" 2 fhe preachings of the «abatis to rise

against the non-Muslim power ever since the beginning of the Wahioi

movement in 1826 under the leadership of Baygid Ahmed Bhaheed of

Bsreilly was another reason strengthing the conviction that koslems

were the actual fomentors of the mutiny who were attempting to regain

their lost empire. But the «ahabi movement asking for a jihad

against the non-Muslim power under whom they were oppressed was dir-

sected against the Bixh ruler in the Bun jab and the British Govern¬

ment so far had not annexed the kunjab.

1. See J. Lang "The convention with Turkey" T'ortnightly keview,
August 1878, and Sernuel umith "India revisited" Contemporary keview,
July, 1886; and laortimer ^urand Life of the Kight Honourable
Sir A.C,Lyall (London 1913) pp. 68-86.

2. kercival Spear. Twilight of the mughala, (Cambridge 1951) pp202-4.

3. Graham, G.a\I. The Life and work of Byed Ahmed tvhan. (London 1885),
p. 215.



The great preacher of the Jihad, Maulvi Ismail, seems to have uttered

not a word calculated to incite the feelings of his coreligionists

against the English, When once asked as to why he 'was not preaching

a holy war against the British who were also infidels in their

eyes, he replied that because they enjoyed religious freedom under

the British rule and were the subjects of that government, it was

against their religion to wage a holy war against them,1 The very

distinguished religious teacher, Mavdy i iteramat Ali of Jaunpur, a

Wahabi missionary and an ardent disciple of dyed Ahmed dhaheed of Rai

Bareilly "proved that British India was Der-al-Islam (the Country of

dafety) and that as such it was unlawful end irreligious for Indian

Moslems to preach a Jehad against the British Government established

in thi3 country". In fact the mutiny was a rising in which both

Hindus and Moslems took part to put an end to a foreign rule. But

though the Hindus and Moslems combined in this revolution, it was

mostly the Mo3je ;ns who were largely blamed for it,^ Already

there was a consciousness in the British mind that the symbol of

imperial power had been in the hands of the Moslems from whan they

wrested it, end they had only to fear a Moslem rising against them,

1, Ibid. P.215,

2, Mitjqa# The Indian Annual register (1936,Vol,i) p. 60,

3, dee, e,g% Gumming, dir John. Political India (London 1932)
p. 111,



Because of this they treated the Muslims harshly and patronised the

Hindus. The extent of woslim suffering has been graphically and

sympathetically set forth in the Indian Musalmans by W. W, Hunter who

quotes a Calcutta leraian paper (uurbin of 14th. July, 1869) &8 saying

"/ll sorts of employment, great and small, are being gradually snatched

away from the kuhammedans and bestowed on men of other rases, particularly

the Hindus. The Government is bound to look upon all classes of its

subjects with en equal eye, yet the time has now come when it publicly

singles out the kuhananedans in its Gazette for exclusion from official

posts. Recently when several vacancies occurred in the office of

the Junderban3 Commissioner, that official in advertising them in the

Government Gazette, stated that the appointments would be given to none

but Hindus" 1 It was not simply in the matters of jobs that the

Muslim,s were treated unjustly. The permanent settlement damaged the

position of the great I.uhammedan houses. "The officer", (Mr. James

O'iiinealy, C. o.) says Hunter, "who has studied the permanent settlement

most minutely in connection with the present xtuhamuedan disaffection

writes thus It elevated the Hindu collectors who, up to that time, had

held out unimportant posts, to the position of land-holders, gave them

1. Hunter, W.W. The Indian kusalmens, (London 1871) p.175.



a proprietary right in the soil and allowed them to accumulate

wealth which would have gone to the musalmans under their own

rule" 1 In a word, "they (i.e. the r-uslims) are a race ruined

under British rule" Muslims had lost their traditional position

in the police, Courts of Law, magistracy, J*.nay and revenue Offices.

Of 240 mdian pleaders admitted to the Calcutta bar between 1852 and

1368 only one was a tiuslim. There were no kuslim covenanted officers

or High Court judges. In all the Government gazetted appointments

of the . rovince of Bengal they filled only 92 pieces out of 1J3S.

"The proportion of the race which a century ago had the monopoly of

the Government has now fallen to less than one twenty third of the

whole administrative body? 3 Hunter, in his book, warned his country-

linen in these words "There is no use shutting our ears to the fact that

the Indian i-uhemmedans erraign us on a list of cherges as serious es

have ever been brought against a government. They accuse us of having

closed every honourable walk of life to the professors of their creed.

They accuse us of having introduced a system of education which leaves

their whole community unprovided for, and which landed it in contempt

and beggary. They accuse us of having brought misery into thousands

1. Ibid. pp. l62-6i.

2. xbid. p. 152.

5. ibid. p. 166.
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of families by abolishing their law officers who gave the sanction

of religion to marriage and who, from time immemorial have been the

depositories and administrators of the domestic law of Islam. They

accuse us of imperilling their sould by denying them the means of

perx'orming the duties of their faith. /bove all, they charge us

with malversation of their religious foundations and with misappropr-

sietion on the largest scale of their educational funds." ^
bo, after the holocaust of 1857 the Indian Muslims came under

a dark cloud. The Muslims were politically powerless, economically

down-trodden and educationally backward. Their fortunes had sunk

so low that a -British official writing in 1871 declared that "there is

now scarcely a government office in Calcutta in which a Luhammedan

can hope for any post above the rank of porter, messenger, filler of
p

inkpots end menders of pens'.' . ore tragia was the fact that the

XhUslims were still unwilling to reconcile themselves to the changed

circumstances. They were opposed to the idea of acquiring estern

education and learning which, according to them, was calculated to
3

engender disbelief in the Muslim faith. It was argued that to reed

English was forbidden by the laws of Islam. "Pride of race, memory of

1. Hunter, /■. . rndien l usalmans (London 1871) p. 145»

2. Ibid. p. 162.

3. Sir P. J. Hartog. Some aspects of Indian education past and
present (London 1939) P*13#
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bygone superiority, religious fears and a not unnatural attachment

to the learning of Islam " ^ kept the kualims from accepting their

new position. They were not prepared to change with the times,

'They were not even prepared to a ^predate that the times had changed.

»hile the Moslems were still dreaming of the glory of the bygone doy3,

the sister community, the Hindus, accustomed to foreign rule 3i#ce time

out of mind, and breathing in a religious atmosphere which was char-

:actized by syncretism (ability for absorption, end did not hinder

them seriously in their approach to Western culture), possessed enough

flexibility to reassume their position of English subject and to make

the best of it. moreover for them it was a change of masters "while

.Bengali Hindus, iuadrasis and Larhattes inspired by the arts and science,

of Lurope were experiencing an intellectual and moral renaissance, the

koalema all over India were falling into a state of material indigence
2

and intellectual decay." This was in general the position of the

kuslims in the second half of the 19th. century. They desperately

needed a bold leader who could pull them out of the quagmire end stem

the tide of their degeneration. it was at this time that dyed /hmed

Khan (1817 - 1398) came forward to lead the destinies of his coreligion-

:ists and help them steer through stormy seas of ignorance and super-

:stitions to safe 3hores of confidence and fresh aspirations.

1. ~>yed ..ahmood; liiatory of nnglish education in xndia, quoted by H.
kaemer, "Islam in India to-day" The kualim world, vol. -a.1,
Ho. 2. (New Xork 1931) p. 15*+.

2. 1. korrison, in Political India 1832 - 1932, ed. dir John Gumming,
(London 1932)—p. 37.



When the mutiny broke out Sir Bayed Ahmed Khan wes at Bijnore

es e sub-judge. The European families at Bijnore were threatened

by Newab behmud Khan end the mob of which he was in command were bent

upon exterminating all Europeans who had taken refuge in the Collector(s

bungalow. Sir Syed Ahmed Khan displayed great courage and loyalty
1

by saving the Europeans at the risk of his life. Immediately

after the mutiny he set himself to the herculean task of alleviating

the miserable lot of the Muslim community. He had fully realized

that under the circumstances when the future of the Muslims in India

was in jeopardy on account of their supposed disloyalty to the British

Government, all hope of recovery of his degraded Muslim community

depended on a resolute decision.to turn its face to the West and that

the way to obtain this goal was to become on good terms with the

English. In those days "there was no atrocity committed of which

the blame was not imputed to the Muharnmedsns although the parties really
2

guilty may have been Kamdin and Matadin." / poet in the East has

summed up the Moslem condition in those days, aptly; "there is no

misfortune sent from Heaven which, ere it descended to earth, did not

seek for it's resting place the dwellings of Mohammedans." ^

1. Graham, G.E.I. The life and work of Sir Syed Ahmed Khan,
(London 1895) pp. 21 - 2.

2. ibid. 59.

3. Ibid. p. 60.



"There was no prickly thorn in those awful times respecting which

it was not said that it was planted by a Mohammedan. do dir

dyed took upon himself the responsibility of mediation between the

Moslems sad the English who were so much alienated from each other.

After the mutiny, in order to promote understanding between the ruler3

and the ruled he wrote e bold pamphlet on Asbabi, baghowat i Hind,

(The causes of the Indian Revolt). The central ides of this pamphlet

is that the estrangement between the governor and the governed was

responsible for the mutiny. "Granted that the intentions of the

Government were excellent" he says, "there was no man who could

convince the people of it; no one was at hand to correct the errors

which they had adopted".-^ From this premise he reached the

conclusion that had there been any member of the Indian community to

represent their views in the legislature "those evil3 that have happened

to us would have oeen averted".^ In the absence of an Indian represen¬

tative in the legislature council of India, the Government could not

feel the pulse of the nation on various laws and regulations that it

passed and the people had no other means of protesting except a

1. Ibid. P. 60.

2. It was written in 1358; in the next year 500 copies of it were
printed and sent to the Indian and Hon® Government. But it was
15 years before it reached the general publicj in 1873 sn -English
translation of it from the hand of Sir Auckland Golvin and G.F.I.
Graham was published.

3. Quoted by G.F.I. Graham, The Life and work of dyed Ahmed Ahan,
(London 1885), F»38.

4. Ibid.



rebellion against certain undesirable acts. The other reason he lists

in the pamphlet is the belief of the people "that the <nglish Government

was bent on interfering with their religion and their old established
1 ncustoms." lie also critiaed the Government's policy of giving

financial aid to the Christian missionaries for spreading the Christian

teachings. He pointed out that "many covenanted officers and many

military men have been in the habit of talking to their subordinates

about religion; some of them would bid their servants come to their

house and listen to the preaching of missionaries." ^ The treatise

was dictated by his desire to help the Government acquire a juster

understanding of the truths about the revolt and to defend the Muslims

against its bittex1 consequences of the 300 copies printed, 493 were

sent to England end one to the Government of India, . . . the last

Hir dyed himself retained. ^ Gyed /.hmed strongly criticised the laws

providing for the resumption of revenue free lands, granted by the

previous Government es "most obnoxious" he said. "The people said

that Government not only did nothing for them itself but undid what

former Governments had done? ^ He also complained about the lack

1. ibid. p. 28.

2. ibid. p. 29.

3. Hampton, H.V. diographical studies in modern Indian education
(Oxford 1947) p. 219.

4. Graham, G.i'.l., op. cit. p. 33.



of social intercourse between the British and the Indian sections

of the people. "There was no real communication between the

governors and the governed, no living together or near one another,

as has always been -the custom of the Luhaimnedans in countries which

they subjected to their rule." ^ He made it clear that "it was

for Government to try and win the friendship of its subjects, not

for the subjects to try and win that of the Government." 2 He

also criticised the handling of the mutineers at keerut. The

mutineers, according to him "were punished in a manner which thinking

men know to have been moat wrong and most inopportune!' ^ He

further adds, "The prisoners, on seeing their hands and feet manacled,

looked at their medsl3 and wept. They remembered their services

and thought how they had been recompensed." ^ In the India office

the book was translated, noted upon, discussed and became the starting

point for many reforms, e.g. the appointment of Indians to the legis¬

lative council, which began almost within a year of the publication

of the book.

1. Ibid.

2. Ibid, p. 35.

3. Ibid, pp. 38-9.

4. ibid, p. 57.
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In addition to this plea to include Indians in the legislat¬

ive council, he also felt called upon to defend his community against

the charges of being the chief culprit in the mutiny. This thesis

was propounded by him in the iX>yal juuhemmadans of India (1860).

It was necessary because "whatever articles, pamphlets and books

were written by englishmen on mutiny, moat of them were found to be

against the iuussalmans." 1 fhe underlying idea in this tract

is that "if in Hindustan there was one class of people above another

who, from the principles of their religion, from habits and associations

and from kindred disposition, were feat bound with Christians, in their

deed hour of trial and danger, in the bonds of amity and friendship,

those people were the Mohamrcadens." If on the one hand he was

informing the Government through his causes of the Indian revolt and

the loyal Mahammedians of India that the Moslems in general were not

disloyal to the British and that it was wrong to believe so, on the

other hand he was exhorting his coreligionists not to be perturbed for

oeing suspected as disloyal as the Government had ample reason and

excuse to believe so, howsoever wrong it may be. In his speech at

1. Altaf Hussain Hali, Hayat-i-Jawed (Urdu), (Lahore 1957)> P« 158.

2. Quoted in .minent itussalmens, Nateson & gq. , (Madras, n. d.) p. 20.



Lucknow he said to his community "think for a moment who you are,

what is this nation of ours ? We are those who ruled India for

six or seven hundred years. Prom our hands the country was taken

by Government into its own. Is it not natural then for Govern-
A

sment to entertain such thoughts V He exhorted again and again

his coreligionists to be loyal to the Government and gradually the

stigma of disloyalty will disappear from the minds of the rulers.

Gir Gyed's actions and writings seem to be motivated by one factor

and that is the welfare of his community. lie could risk anything

for this end. While Gir ^yed was thinking of sending the copies

of his treatise Ine causes of Mutiny to the .(Parliament and the

Government of India, a friend of his advised him to burn all these

copies and not to expose himself to danger. Gir Gyed replied that

he considered it to be his duty towards the country, the people and

the Government itself to bring these matters to the notice of the

Government. But if he suffered some harm for such a cause w^ich

was profitable for the Gmpire and its subjects both, he should bear

it. His friend Rej Ghankeradaa on seeing that Gir oyed was wholly

1. Gir Gyed Ahmed: The Present otate of Indian Politics.
(Allahabad 1388) prT7:
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determined on it, and that, his advice fell flat on him, sat silent

with tears in his eyes. Cir oyed, after performing a Muslim

ritual prayer, sent a parcel with nearly 500 copies to the Govern-
1

:ment in ngland. In trying to bring about a reconciliation

and friendliness between the rulers and the ruled Sir Syed seems to

have had no personal motive. That he had no sxe to grind follows

from the following fact. Immediately after the meeting was over

the Government was handsomely rewarding those Indians who had been

helpful to the Government in it s difficult day3. "A big faluka

yielding an annual rental of more than one lakh of rupees" was re-

:commended by mr. ohakespeare, the Collector of iiynour, for dyed

Ahmed also, but he refused it, for his conscience did not permit him

to enjoy an estate that was snatched from someone else, and that in

fact he had no intention of staying in India where he could see the

degraded and heart-rending condition of his people. He later on

gave up the idea of migrating to another country, as it would be

cowardly and unmanly to leave one's country in ruin end, instead,
2

chose to work for his country. Immediately after the mutiny

1. Altaf hussain ii&li, op. cit. p. 81.

2. oir dyed quoted in Nar al Rahman hayat, .jar Gayyid, under text
(Aligarh, 1950) ppT~Ty~^T5i



Sir Syed felt faced with the questions: is it against the principles

and teachings of Islam to educate his coreligionists in accordance

with the needs of the time and whether the introduction of ..e3tern

arts and science would be inimical to Islam ? The second question

was whether or not it was islamic to inculcate friendliness, loyalty

and promote social intercourse and feeling of sympathy based on the

genuine sentiment of love end appreciation for the Christian rulers.

The answer in the first case was in the negative while in the latter

it wan in the affirmative. Therefore, ever after this, he was

determined to devote his life to the welfare of his community based

on two cardinal principles. Education of his community and loyalty,
1

cooperation and feeling of friendliness towards the rulers. rom

the end of the mutiny till 1869 constitutes the period in which he

endeavours to effect a political reepproachment between the rulers

and the ruled. This wa3 to be brought about by "weaning his

community from its policy of opposition to one of acquiescence

and participation, and by weaning the Government from its policy

of suppression to one of paternalism. Through his efforts of

proving to the rulers that the t uslims were not altogether disloyal

1. uoted in Nural Kehman op. cit. pp. 15 - 16.

2. . G. smith. Islam in Mbdexn In dia (London 1946), p. 16.
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by writing the Loyal Muhammedans of India in 1860 wherein he cited

some outstanding examples of . uslim loyalty during the mutiny and

giving the ruler an insight into the real cause of the mutiny by

writing the Causes of Indian kutiny and at the same time persuading

his coreligionists to be loyal and acquire .estem culture and learn¬

ing, the British seem to have changed their former policy 3ome time

about 1870 of distrust of Muslims to confidence and oppression to

favouring and nurturing them. 1 j-earning of Western sciences and

arts was, according to him, the panacea for all the ills prevalent

in his community. He therefore started various schools in many towns

also laying the foundation of a translation society so that books

of -estern sciences and arts could be translated to be supplied to

these schools which would prove beneficial to them in the hope that

people would learn to realize their folly and give up opposition to

the British rule. In hi3 speech at the opening of the translation

society, Chazipur, 186k, he spoke of the need of studying history

so as not to blunder as at the time of mutiny; science, so as to

increase agricultural production and political economy so that the

people might "know that the revenue is collected for their own benefit,

1. Lee diehard feiaple, India in 1880 (London 1880) p. 115;
John Ltrachey, ed. India (London 1894), p. 240.
J. K. Gregory, "Loyalty of the Indian -uhammadana" .-.'ineteentn
Century, joc. 1886. pp.886 - 900»
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and not for that of Government. 1 In bringing about a reepproach-

:ment between the rulers and his coreligionists his argument was, that

as long as the rulers did not interfere in the religious liberty

of the Muslims to conform to their religious rituals publicly, end

propagate, and defend their faith, it was unlawful and irreligious

for the ...uslims to ri3e against the British or even to help and assist
2

a Jmslim invader. I4o doubt dir dyed Ahmad Khan had a great

burden of his community at his heart. He endeavoured to uplift his

coreligionists, but in those days "to be interested in the welfare

of one community as dyed Ahmad was, did not imply any antagonism to

the other one? ^ The communal friction however, followed later

as :-e shall see in the succeeding pages.

1. Quoted in Graham, G.F.I., op. cit. pp 52 - 54, (2nd. Ld. ).

2. Graham, G.F.I., The life and work of dir dyed Ahmed Khan
(London 1885) pp. 258 - 9.

5. ... G. dmith, op. cit. pp. 24 - 25.



It must not be supposed that dir 3yed was "anti Hindu"
•j

or a narrow comruun&llst in his outlook, His efforts were

directed towards the promotion and advancement of th© interests

of all his countrymen, with of course a special reference to the

position of the ^ us lima as they were the fallen community. fhe

Translation society established at Ghazipur in 186>+, Later de-

:veloped into the Migerh Scientific dociety, whose object was

to translate books from European languages into Urdu, was not

communal ^ and was being managed by dyed /hmad's life long friend

RajM Jei kishan Das, Similarly, the British Indian .Association

established in 1866 with the object of keeping in touch with the

members of the House of Commons, was composed of both Hindus and

Muslims. He was evidently not addressing his own community

alone when at the inauguration of the British Indian Association

he said "you will have only yourselves to reproach when, in after

years, you see the European section of the community enjoying the

well earned concession while your wants remain still unredressed," ^
I rude shock to his Catholic outlook was, however, administered

in 1867. This year is particularly significant in the life of

1. Jewaharlal Nehru; The discovery of India. (Hew York 1946}p.347»

2. .v. C, umith, op, cit. p. 25.

5, uoted in eminent iuisa&lmans; Neteson ec Co., (Madras, n,d.),
p. 20.
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Indian -Muslims. oyed Ahmed was posted at Benares when he sent

a communication to the Viceroy on behalf of the British Indian

Association suggesting the establishment of a vernacular university

and a bureau of translation to translate university text books

into Urdu. As a counter proposal 3ebu ateh Chand, a Hindu

leader at Benares proposed that "the Urdu language written in

.Persian script should be discontinued in Government courts and

should be replaced by the Hindjk language written in bevanegri

script" ^ ay 1867 the emphasis had already begun to shift from

the use of Hindi as the language of Worth Indian Hindus to pro¬

paganda and pressure for its exclusive use, et the expense of Urdu,

as the language of administration at the lower levels. The

movement originated at Benares, and Babu r'steh C-hand organised
O

committees with this intent. Bo the early political eclecticism

of Byed i hmed received a shock when Babu Bhiv Prasad, himself a

writer of Urdu, pushed his dislike of the former mU3lim rule in

India and it s heritage to the extent of pressing the Hindu members

of Byed Ahmed's Bcientific Bociety to replace Urdu by Hindi as

the language of transactions in the Bociety. ^ 'The main opposition

1. Altaf iiussain Hali, ilayat-i-Jawed (Urdu). (Lahore 1957), p. 158.

2. Ibid. p. 140.

3. oyed Ahmed alien, ahutut. p. 66 (Badeun 1931).
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to dyed Ahmed's plans for a Muslim University cane from the Hindu

supporters of Hindi. I'nese developments seem to have lit the

first spark of mouern wuslim separation in the mind of dyed i tuned,

xt was the first occasion, says the well known Urdu biographer

of dyed /.tuned, .;hen he (dyed /hinad) felt that it was now impossible

for the Hindus and x.oslems to progress as a single nation and for

anyone to work, for both of them simultaneously. / few days

later when dyed Ahmad met the commissioner of Benares and dis-

:cussed the problem of Muslim education, the British ofx'iciel

was surprised at the change. "This is the first occasion" he

s.-id "when i have heard you speak about the progress of the

ualiros alone. Hitherto you have always been keen abifcut the

welfare of Indians in general." /hrnad's reply was eonciae :

that he was convinced then that the two communities would not .join

2
'.'••hole-heertedly in anything end he who lives would see. ^welling

on the seme theme in a letter to Hawab iohsin ul ulk, dated

April 29, 1870, he wrote that this was a proposal which would make

Hindu-•uslim unity impossible. The result would be that the
3

Hindus and the uslims would be completely separated, in the

meantime 3ebu dhiv Hrased created a press and propaganda machinery

1. Hali, op. cit., p. 193.

2. Hali, op. cit., p. 193.

3. uoted by A.H./lbirunij Makers of Pakistan and i.odern
^.uslim India, (Lahore, 1950), p. 26.



for the propagation of Hindi. An even more extremist stand

/-as taken by Tara * ohtn , itra and Cadesukh I>al who favoured

complete sanskritization. Bhimsen Bharma, associated with the

Arya Bamajist movement went to the extreme of asserting that the
1

root of Arabic end Persian words was traceable back to Banakrit.

As opposed to this the loss of Urdu language was as serious e

blow to the Muslims of india as the loss of their religion, 30
O

opined oir Byed Ahmad Ahan. * In 1870 the Urdu Hindi con¬

troversy looked like a "cultural division" between the two

communities and seemed to be dividing the Hindus and the Muslims

into two different camps. xhis episode distressed Bir eyed

hmad considerably but he did not abandon his mission of promoting

cooperation between the two communities. He deplored "communal
4

friction" and "numerous passages can be quoted in support of this.

He, however, became conscious as early as 1867 when he was still

engaged in his efforts to bring about a reconciliation and better

understanding between the 3ritish and his coreligionists that

1. Jindal, H.B. A History of Hindu literature, (Allahabad 1955)
p. 222.

2. Bir Byed A hmed ;Jtian, quoted by Mohain ul A ulk, ma jmua lecture
speeches, (Collection of lecture and speeches) Vol. 1 Urdu,
edited by kohd Imamud Bin (Lahore 1900), pp. 39b - 4.

3. Aziz Ahmed, Islamic modernism in India and l ami3tan 1357-1964.
(London 1967) p. 33.

4. ^.C.Bmith, op. cit., p. 25.



the seed for communal disharmony had been sown and he had

tnerefore to devote more attention to the salvation of his

community by safeguarding their interests from being over¬

bidden by the majority community. He believed in coexistence

of both the communities without one dominating the other and
4

dis not like Muslims to be "absorbed within Hinduism",

is ->ir oyed's ideas greatly influenced the subsequent iualim

thinking with regards to matters like culture, religion, educat¬

ion and politics, we shall, therefore, examine in detail, in

the succeeding pages, his social, religious, educational and

political ideas.

1. V. A. omith, 1'he Oxford xiiatory of India. (Oxford 1958),
pp. 804 - 5.

/
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Bir Syed strove ceaselessly to bring about a recon-

:ciliation between the u uslims in India and the British

community and the British Indian Government. He was of the

opinion that there was want of genuine sympathy and mutual

suspicion between the rulers and the ruled. According to him

there was, as it were, a high wall of prejudice between the two

comi unities end it was only through hearsay that each could know

what was going on the other side. He therefore laboured hard

to bridge the gulf that separated the rulers from the ruled. in

the interest of the future of India and common good he requested the

Europeans and the Indians to mix with each other not es rulers

and ruled but as friends end breth/e^rn. ^ Gir jye<ii had a difficult

work to do. He had to exhort the Muslims to do away with their

narrow minded seclusion in which the community had been living

and on the other hand he had to convince the British that the

ituslims, by the principles and teachings of their religion, were

not bound to rebel against them. He took upon himself the

responsibility of acting as an interpreter of the two groups

1. Letter of &.ehdi Ali mohsin ul i-.ulk, (A.i.G. 7 July, 1688)
p. 761 - 62.

2. Jyed Ahmed's speech delivered at Benares on the occasion
of his retirement from Government service. A.i.G 4 . ugj.1876.
P. 475.



between whom thexe was great misunderstanding. He impressed

upon the British Community the desirability of social intercourse

with the Muslims. He said that it was deplorable to find that they

had lived in the country for a century or more and yet there was

no mixing up of the English and the natives. He highly criticised

the British attitude towards the Indians. In one of his

earliest articles he wrote that the English people in India should

be more free, less overbearing, less haughty in their treatment
1

of the natives. He thought that unity and friendship oetween

the two could result in this 7«ay. He championed the cause ox'

his coreligionists in assuring their loyalty to the Government

and instead also demanded of the Government to change their cold

attitude towards them. He pointed out the necessity of mutual

confidence between the ruler end the subjected races end argued

that the completion of this work "will crown the British ruler of

indie with a lustre far greater than any which played £ round the
2

name of any inspired mortal." fhu3 Jir Byed realizes that

unless the British were assured of the loyalty of the w-oslems,

1. Aligarh institute Gazette, 4th. --ay, 1366. p. 90.

2. ibid. 19th. April, 1367. p. 242.



ell his efforts directed at their regeneration would culminate

in utter failure. Therefore, for about eleven years (1353 - 1369).

he tried his best to effect reconciliation between the two commun-

:ities. As part of this effort he began, though he could not

complete, the writing of a commentary on 'Bible, intended to show
/

that though Islam and Christianity were two different religious

systems, yet they were not much apart. There was a common pre¬

judice amongst the Muslims, i.. those days, that it was unlawful

to eat with the Christians. This in the opinion of Gir By el

was one of the great hurdles in the way of social intercourse

between the British and the muslin,s. in oruer to remove the

prejudine, he wrote a theological treatise in 1368, called Ahkam

i ta am i . hli nitab (Kules for eating with the people of the

Gcriptures) wherein he advocated that dining with the Christians

was not prohibited by the .uran, quoting a verse from the roly

■«,uran "This day all the good things are legalized to you, and the

food of those who have been given the scriptures is lawful for you

$ yy
and your food is lawful for them." lie also quoted a fati^a

(religious pronouncement) of Ghah Abl al Aziz of jelhi (a great

1. Graham, C. >•'.!. fife and work of Gir dyed Ihmed Khan,
(Calcutta 1909) p. 43.

2. air dyed quoted from the Holy .curan, Chapter 9.



Muslim Durae end theologian) saying The rule for eating with

Englishmen at the same table and from the same dishes is this,

that if there appears something impure, like wine, pork, golden

end silver Jishes....it is forbidden, but if there are no

impurities, it is permitted.ni ^Regarding the objection of

the Muslims thst they could not eat meat of animals that were

not slaughtered in a particular way and that they could not cat

the flesh of the hen which were strangled, 3yed /rimed replied

to this objection by quoting e taadith (tradition) which said that

God wanted them to eat over which the name of Allah had been

mentioned. How.ver, there was me exception to that rule, end

that was, that, the food coming from the people of the scriptures
2

was lawful for them and vice versa. This writing had the

desired effect. in the words of rkli, the biographer of dyed

Ahmed Khan, "how in 1901, one can see it is common for Muslims

to eat with the English. dyed Ahmed freely and frequently

mixed with Europeans end brought, into practice what he was preaching,

die culmination of his teaching of reconciliation was his

decision to accompany his son dyed Mahmood to England when

1. uyeci Ahmed Khan, it--arif i Ahtrrdryyah. Pert 2, p. 134.

2. Ibid. P.139

3. Altaf Hussein rlali, He yet 1 Jawed. (Cewnpore 1901) ii,
P. 276.



the latter received a grant from the Government to study in

England. ?or this he was greatly maligned and his opponents

and critics went so far as to call him, contemptuously, a Christ¬

ian,1 But dyed /.hmad did not falter in his resolve to bring

about a reepproachment and reconciliation between the British

and his coreligionists even at a great personal risk,

Gir Syed left for England in 1369 and this proved to

be "s great landmark in his life". While in England he wan

profound.!y impressed by the great difference between the standard

of civilisation of the ordinary Englishman and that of the people

back home. He decided to persuade his community to acquire

Western learning as well as Western culture. His exhortations

to the Muslims of political allegiance was followed by cultural

allegiance. While in London he wrote back home that all the

inhabitants in indie from the point of view of culture and

civilization when compared to the civilized, educated and

intelligent Englishman bore the same relation as "the ugliest

and most contemptible beast bears to a very handsome and able man.

1. Altaf Hussein Heli, op. cit. p.137.

2. Giraj-ud-din, ed, majraua i Lectures. Urdu (dpeeches of
Gir Geyd), (Lahore 1890) p.6."

3. Gee A.l.C. 24th December, 1869. P.287.
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In his words "if Hindustan;! can only attain to civilization,

it will probably, owing to it s many excellent natural powers,

become, if not the superior, at least the equal of England." ^
He thought over this and wss driven to the conclusion that this

was due to the religious superstition, bigotry and narrow-minded-

mess of his community. He therefore realized the absolute

necessity of crusading against the "isolationist conservative

-uslims" asking them to give up narrow-mindedness, and drink

deep at the fountains of estern learning and culture, at

this was by no means an easy task to shatter the age old tradition-

:el beliefs of the people end initiate them into estern culture

end knowledge. His liberal and radical ideas however, attracted

distinguished supporters who earne to be known collectively as the

Aligerh School." So he got round hiir a band of devoted follow¬

ers like Maulir Nezer Ahmad, Zakaulleh, aJoet Hali, . aulanor ohibli

Naumeni, Professor J\huda 3eksh and Yusaf Ali. He knew that it

was an herculean task to purge his community of such superstitious

notions which they had wrongly believed to be a part of their

1. Prom a letter to the "Scientific Society A ligarh" dated
aondon, October 15, 1869} quoted in Graham, op.cit. p. 127.

2. V. A. Smith, op.cit.



religion. He, therefore, sought to build up a social reform.

immediately on his return to India, a periodical by the name of

fahzib &1 khlaq. (social Hefonk) was started with this purpose in

view. Ke declared that the aire of publishing the periodical

was to make the Muslims of India desirioua of the best kind of

civilization, so that the contempt with which the civilized people

regarded the Muslims might be removed and that they might be recKon-
2

:ed among the respected and civilized people in the world. in

other articles that he contributed to this journal he vehemently

attacked prejudice as one of the worst evils that completely

destroys the good qualities of man. Arts and science seemed

to him to be an indispensable instrument of progress but the

growth of art and science is obstructed by prejudice. next

attack was directed towards reactionism and he said that to be

fettered oy customs was everywhere an obstacle to human progress,

and that it was important cause of the downfall of mankind. -J

tie was opposed to ascetism and ridiculed it as a negative approach

to life and waste of time end energy, and instead admonished the

1. .iur al mehrean, op. cit. pp. 60 - 61 and 67.

2. 1'ahzib al /-khlaq, 24th. December, 1370.

3. I'ahzib al i khlag, 24th. December, 1370, p. 26.
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society to be up tad doing and work for the lasting benefit of

people because in his opinion to work for the welfare of mankind

w&3 to take over the heritage of the Prophets. ^ in fact

he was attacking all the evils permeating the then Muslim society

witn a view to purging it of 3uch shortcomings. He laid

greet emphasis on the principle of self-help. He was of the

opinion that the greatest need of the time was to arouse the

Muslia cor. ..unity to a sense of self-help, to remove the fatalism

that paralysed its actions, to implant in the individuals the

feelxng that the future of the community rested with individual

action and to instil in them a keen desire to work for the benefit

of their fellows. dyed /hmed had noted in -ngle.nl that most of

the public institutions were run by the private bodies. He

wrote from Dngland that he would recommend to all the well wishers

of India to depend on their own exertions and money for their

personal regeneration and enlightenment.^ He r elized that the

Muslims had lost their former position and in fact were left with

no more than their vague traditions of the pa3t to which they

clung tenaciously. His efforts were directed to make the Muslims

progressive and aocept the change. It wag a stupendous task no

1. Ibid.. PP.48-49

2, 'His letter to the Secretary, Scientific Society,
15 October 1869' -Aligerh Institute Gazette.
24 December,1869, p.832.
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doubt to persuade them to abandon the age old lethargy end conservatism.

He however gave a thorough shaking to the Muslims by Tehzib al /khlaq

or 'The iv.uhajnmadam Gocial Reformer' persuading them to accept the

modern civilization. Such appeals were attended with persuasive

articles to adopt the western style of dining, to behave in a more

civilized and cultured manner, to develop an attitude of common welfare

and fellow feeling. He was in favour of Muslim's slight modification

of dress also as he looked upon the traditional oriental costumes worn

by most of the bigoted ignorant Muslims as fit only for a 'life of

lotus eating savages'. To him the old traditional costume seemed

barbaric and inconvenient in the private social life of the people.

The change in dress therefore would be a change from discomfort,
2

indecency and barbarism to comfort, decency and civilization.

There were some of the social evils which had an important

relationship with religion end the critics mostly picked them up to

attack Islam# Those were like 31every, Polygamy, bodily punishment

for crime and lack of forbearance and tolerance during Ji bad. In

order to defend Islam against such attacks he started -writing a

commentary on the Quran and also reinterpreted various injunctions

1. dayyid Kai s kesood, ed. Khatobt i 3ir dyed 2 ed. (Babayun,1931), F»73

2. Aligsrh institute Gazette 24 Jan.1885, PP.75-82,



in the Sheriot. He discussed slevery end polygeny es

institutions in his book -Khutubot i ,'hmoaiya and also in a

treatise entitled Ibtoli Shulami (Abolition of Slavery) in 1893#

According to him slavery, an institution, prevalent in the pre-

islamic Arab society was done away with by Islam as it prohibited

fresh enslavement end ordered the gradual release of slaves.1

Islam, according to him did not permit the enolav ment of the

prisoners of war2 as was pointed out by same of the iisdees that the

Prophet had recommend it. lis disagreed with this view end pointed

out that the Prophet did not enclave any prisoner.-5 Regarding

Polygamy Sir Syed held that it was permitted es it was not against

nature. But it was to be resorted to under certain exceptional

circisnstances, where it was necessary and beneficial;^ and did not

believe in its being a general rule.

Regarding the pressor ipt of cutting off the hands for theft

in the Quran Sir Syed held that this was needed in order to 3top

criminality and maintain peace in society, only '..hen a country could

1. Sir Syed / toed Khcn, ibtal i Ghulemi. urd u, (/grar, 1893) P*29

2. See Hur el Rahman OP. cit.. PP. 99"ISO.

Ibid.

4. Sir Syed Ahmed ilhon; xofsir el. Quran, ur.du. (Commentary on the
Quren) ii (Aligarh, 1882), P.105.
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not afford the luxury of a prison system, and further stated, that

there was evidence to assume that already at the time of the

Companions (of the Prophet) hands were not cut off, and that only

punishment by imprisonment existed.^"
As to Jihad he said Islam did not allow offensive wars, nor

did it sanctify the conquest of countries and subjections of peoples

in order that Islam should be spread by force. However, Jihad could

be resorted to when not doing so would mean the extirpation of l3lem

and the denial of religious freedom and peace to the Muslims by the

enemy.^

1. Ibid PP.200-201.

2. Ibid Part 1. PP.234-5 and 238-9.



Sir dyed desired to make the Muslims progressive and

modern. But he knew that the Muslims were burdened with religious

superstitions and customs. Unless these undesirable and unislamio

customs and superstitions were shaken off there was not much hope that

the community would ever march forward. He also felt that unless his

coreligionists gave up 't.gleed* (blind following), Islam would

become e hindrance to progress and the alternative would be that

either Islam 7?ould be in danger or his coreligionists would continue

to remain backward. For this reason he undertook the work of

religious reform.^- H e felt celled to show to his community that

true Islam, as a revealed religion, could not be opposed to progress.

According to dir dyed, the Muharomedans were averse to sending their

children to the government school because they felt that these Anglo-

Indian schools will shake off their faith in the religion of their

forefathers. Hunter also maintained that the "luxuriant religions

of Asia shrivel into dry sticks when brought into contact 7*ith the
2

icy realities of western sciences. dome orthodox Muslims thought

that this problem of the spread of irreligiousness through western

sciences and learning can be solved by prohibiting the study of western

sciences and modem learning. ^ this to him wa3 a dangerous

tendency and attitude of mind of his ooreligionists because the study

1. Nur al Kehman; Op. cit. . PP.94-5.

2. w. ...Hunter, OP.oit.. P. 144

3. dee Nur al Hehman, OP.cit. PP.86-88.
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of western and modern sciences would continue to grow and spread

with the passage of time and if his community did not change its

attitude of mind towards these modem developments it was bound to

suffer a great loss. He also knew that in order to earn their

live lihood the Muslims had to be equipped with modern education in the

absence of which they would continue to suffer economically end their

condition would go from bed to worse, Therefore no decided that all

such religious plants as could not stand the heat of scientific light,

must wither awey.^-
dome Muslims were of the opinion that this problem could be

solved by introducing religious education, as it then existed, in the

schools end colleges. They made a reference to the past 'Mien

heresy, etheinn and disbelief were genereted by the diffusion of s

knowledge of Greek philosophy among the huharmedaas and the evil

was countered by the learned Muslim theologians by combining religious

education with a study of Greek philosophy, Hew religious works

were written which either supported aid corroborated the truths of

their faith or refuted the principles of Greek philosophy where they

differed from Islam,2 But ~yed Ahmed appreciating that the impact

of western sciences was far deeper than that of Greek philosophy

realised that the introduction of the then existing religious education

would not serve the purpose,-3 He felt convinced thet none of the

U Ibid.

2. Molvi Gayyid Iqbal Ali, ed,, Gafarnama-i Punjab (Aligarh Institute
Press, 1884. P.191.

3. Sayyid Raas Masood, ed,, Khatooti-Sin Sayyid. (Badavun
2 ed. P. 137
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religious works based on the existing religions literature oould

refute the principles of modern learning and western sciences which

were supposed to create a disbelief in religion. It could only be

done if the religions education was conducted on the true principles

of Islam and if the existing religious works were absolved of the

faults imported into them by the old authors end interpreters. He

therefore aimed at establishing Islam in its pristine form, purged

of all later additions and aceretions and shorn of all accumulations

during the past twelve centuries. Because of these aoeretions that

had encrusted upon Islam, it had come to be construed as a reactionary

and anti-progressive religion since they had become an integral part

of islam. He sought no reform these additions. His call was baok

to Quran.*
dir dyed also sought to relegate religion to its proper place

O

in life and worldly affairs. Opposed to the traditional Islamic

belief, he contended that Islam had very little to do with the

worldly affairs of a man. He argued that Islamic religion did not

go beyond laying down certain principles affecting life in its moral

aspects. The policy of basing all human actions - spiritual and

material - on precepts of religion was injurious to progress. This

1. Nur nl Hehroan, OP cit.. PP.IO3-4.

2. f'ahzib al Akhlag. 1 Ksmzan, 1292, A.H., PP. 145-49.

5. Sir dyed Ahmed Khan, Khutabat-i-Ahmadiya. (London, 1870) P.248.
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This policy, he suggested was not only responsible for preventing

reforms from being carried out in various Islamic countries but it

made Islam an object of derision, since Islam stood as a barrier

to progress.''" He seriously thought over certain values of life.

Such as what was good end pious, what was the real Ibadat (worship).

The traditional compulsory Islamic duties like prayers, fasts,

takat and pilgrimage were pious and good deeds but certain other

deeds had equally become piou3 with the change of times. The

3tudy of modern sciences like geology, physics and mechanics which

all strengthen man's belief in the greatness of the creator - the

first fundamental principle of every religion - had also become a

2
pious act. Comparing religious penance and encouragement of

education, he contended the latter was superior, sinoe the former

was a selfish act in as much as it benefitted the doer only.^
According to him the encouragement and spread of a study of western

4
sciences was a very pious deed. He strongly ridiculed those

Mullahs who preached indifference to the worldly life since it was

transitory and consequently of no consequence. H e differed with

1. Tahzib al i khlaq. 1 iiamzan, 1292, A.II., BP. 145^49.

2. Tgibzlb al ,'khlaar 15 Muhansm, IdBB, A. li» A"". 11—14.
3. Ibid. 1 dhauban 1293, A.H., PP.96-97.

4. Ibid. 15 Muhanem 1238, A.H., P. 14.



them erguing that Ghariat (Islamic Law) did not want all Muslims

to become saints. ho worship could be more pious than spending some

of the money on the welfare and common good of the people. It was

a dishonour to Islam if Muslims continued to lead a poor, miserable

and starved life. Islam is to be judged according to the

conditions of its followers,-*- In his conception of Islam, he

vastly differed with the one that was prevalent then. According

to him, Islam consisted only of the Ahkaam-i Makhsoss^ (the

religious principles propounded by the Prophet himself, that is the

Quran,) and all other later additions were no part of Islam.

According to him the essentials of Islam were a belief in God, as

the creator of the universe, and in Muharanad, as his prophet.^
The Quran wa3 god's revelation and hence, it was not and could not

be against nature or reality. It embodied permanent truth. All

the tenets of Islam, according to him, were in accordance with

Pitrafc or Nature.^- Sir dyed knew that as well as a group of

Muslims who were extremely orthodox and conservative regarding

the interpretation of the tenets of Quran, there was another class

of Muslims who were prepared to interpret the injunctions of the

1. dir dyed /hmed Khan, The Present Gtate of Indian Politics
(Allah abed, 1888) P.6p. ~

2. dir dyed Ahmad, Khutubat-i Ahmedu.ia (London, 1870) P.8.

3. ISfur al Hehrnan, OP. eit,. PP. 101-104.
4. Ibid,



Quran end Hsdus based on reasoning and arguments. He therefore

undertook the teak of a new interpretation of Islam based on akgj.

or reason. fhis interpretation of ..uran is known a3 Tafsin ul

uren. this was written with a viev to protecting Islam from
a

the attacks of r'.e3tern sciences. it could not be completed

because he soon became too busy and engrossed in the : uhaimaden

educational Conference, the o position to the Indian fationel

Congress, and the activities of the Indian Patriotic / ssociation
2

■ nd later a crisis in the affairs of the college. Ibis 'lafsin

(interpretation) was an elaborate commentary on the Quran and here

he explains away sore of the short comings in the understanding

of the „uran by the common man. On the problem of dheg - i -

dadi, it was commonly understood by the Muslims thet the heart

of jfrophet Muhammad t&b opened by the angels, then purified and

washed and then placed in its original place. He showed that

this was nowhere mentioned in the ;uran» ^ Hegerding .airaj

(.- scent to heaven by the prophet) he argued that all this happened
4

in dream. whether the sky has e body and whether there are

seven skies, dyed /hrned pointed out that neither of these content-

lions is proven by the Quran. He pointed out the t miracles were

1. Jural i-ehman eg . cit. pp. 93 - 94.

2. Cur - ai - Krhnan, op. cit. pp. 83 - 4.

3. dyed /.famed hhanj .fautabati /haadiya drdu ( Condon 1870)pp. 622-3.

4. ibid,, p.664.
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nothing; and the prophets, like Moses, only performed hypnotic
1

feats which could be done even today. He rejected the

argument that magic had some existence in the Quran, For

example, regarding commonly held belief of the Muslims that

Gabriel exists as an ambassador between God and the prophet,

he discards this belief and says that these explanations of our

Ulama (religious scholars) in former days are en object of mockery

for people of to Jay and on account of 3uch explanations they con-

aider the Koran and Islam as nonsense, "Between God and a

prophet there does not exi3t an embassador -who brings messages

other than the prophetic talent which is called Gabriel, fhe

heart of the prophet is the mirror in which the splendour of the

divine glory is reflected, it is the instrument which echoes the

words of God, it is the ear which hears the letterless and sound-

leas words of God,

Sir Syed/hined felt that education was t panacea for the

ills from which the i-.uslims were suffering, H e attached great

importance to education. He believed that it was backwardness in

education which tended to degrade the . usiiine in the social as well

1, Sir 3yed /hmed j.han, Tafsinul Quran, (/ligarh 1830), pp.26-29.

2. Tahzio al khlag. 5th. June, 1394, pp. 15 ~ 20.
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ss political aceles. . rogress ia trade, agriculture, industry
•i

and handicrafts, according to him, all depended on education

and hence his aim was to convince his coreligionists that their
2

only means of progress lay in -estera education. ith this

object in view he set up end becarre secretary of a committee at

3enares in 1870, which w&3 known as dor,.nittee for better diffusion

and advancement of learning among the Muharrmadans of India. fhe

task of the Committee was to investigate the reasons responsible

for the indifference of Muslims to the >estern education. in

order to discover the reasons for this an essay competition was

instituted. A summary was prepared of the thirty-two essays re-

iceived by _>ir dyed end the main objection of the j,.uslim parents

was seen to be that the education provided by the Government was

inadequate to meet the needs of uslim students end that even if

the system was changed for Auslim students to meet their needs,

the matter would not be settled and the only solution was that

the kiuslima themselves should draw their attention to their eauc-

«4
:ation.^ Xhus a college was to be founded Irving special objects

in view to meet the needs of uslim students. it sought to

1. /.liggrh institute Gazette, 10th. July, 1874. p.451.

2. Ibid. 12th. November, 1380. p. 1p93.

p. dee /ltef Hussain Heli, -r ya.t i Jawaid Urdu (Oawnpore 1901)
i, pp. 174 - 3.



overcome the prejudice ox' the x..uhaiumedand who objectou to nnglish

educetioa, to induce them to abandon their own educational system

for .ngiiah method oi' instructions ana it tried to remove those

objections which, due to religious or social prejudices, had been

keeping them aloof Iron: ..nglish education. do popularise and

promote tne study of European sciences literature among the uuslims
1

was the general aim of the College Committee. this attempt

to regenerate the Muslim Community has oome to be known as the

iligarh movement, primarily because Sir Syed's efforts were all

connected with iiiigarh or that he made Aligarh the centre of Muslim

regeneration and reform. The scientifio society and the ali&arh

institute Gazette had been flourishing at iligarh even when he had

been transferred to Benares in 1367. The fahaib ci.kdlnq. "ias

also printed and published from Aligarh even when dyed Ahmad Khan

was in service in Benares. In fact, he had chosen Aiigarh to be

the centre of his activity and the birthplace of the new movement

while he was in -Snglsoid. He had formed the schemes, regarding the

College in London"^. This movement was severely criticised and

opposed as it touched upon the whole aspect of jwuhsromadan life.

The Muslims were specially offended by the nationalistic interpretation

1. Aligarh Institute Gazette. June, 1882, t,6&5.

2* Rasa Masood, ed. Khatooti-i-<ir, dyed (Sadsyun, 1931) 2 t d. p.7d.

3. See /ltef dussain Hali, Hayati G&waid, Urdu (Cawnpore 1901) ii
p. 12.
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of Islam which Syed Ahmad sought to propagate by his contribution

to the Tahzibel Akhlsq end his Koranic commentary, The publication

of his treatise (Ahkam i Caami ahl. i Kitab), eating with the people
1

of the book earned him the title of a Christein. Various papers

were started, namely Nur-ul Anwaar, and Kur ul A fag (from Cawnpore}

and Akhbar-u.-Akhbar from 'Lucknow to refute his ideas and also to

condemn him. He was accused 'with the charges of unbelief and apos-

2
jtasy, The opposition was expected and it was stubborn as the pre¬

judices and superstitions which it sought to defend, had for long

held the field and acquired t kind of sanctity. ^yed Alined and his

supporters were denounced as atheists, apostates, Kristan3 (Christ-

•ians) and nazs rnes , ^ dyed Ahmed however met this criticism with

patience and cool-heededness. lis efforts bore fruit. The uh-

emreedan ' nglo-oriental College was started at /ligarh on 24 th. x-ay,

1875, es a primary school. A"he ceremony of laying the foundation

^tone of the college was performed by ~>ord Lytton on 3th. January,

1877. Regarding the college the Director of Tublie instruction,

North- estern Provinces, observed that the foundation of the In.A.0.

college marked an epoch snd"was likely to form a germ of a very wide
4

and important movement that would live in history.

1. oee Altaf Hussain Mali, Kayati Oswald, Urdu, fCownpore 1901)
ii. p. 12.

2. Nur-al-i-ahman; op. cit. p. 6j>.

3. Ibid.

4. uoted in A. i. G., 19th. January, 1877. p. 41.
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Some of the writers on Sir Syed Ahmad Khan have suggested

that he wg3 merely a social reformer and that after the Urdu-Hindi

controversy which had considerably discouraged him regarding the

future of Hindu-Muslim relations,* he put forward no political

ideasj that he had completely abandoned political field in order

to devote his entire attention and energy to the educational

advancement of his community and earnestly advised his coreligionists
2

not to dabble in politics at all. Baljon is of the opinion that

after Sir Syed Ahmad*s visit to England and hi3 writing a .Review of

Dr.Hunters Indian-Mu3se linens. he "practically left the political

field, the base was laid, and from then onwards he could devote

his attention to his educational task, i.e. the social, educational

and religious reforms of his community".^ But there is ample

evidence to show that he did not divorce himself from Indian

politics. He certainly advocated his political views as end when

oircumstences warranted, and especially towards the end of his life

he had developed a political policy of his own in opposition to the

Indian National Congress. His educational institution too, i.e.

the M.A.O. College at Aligerh had, besides the consideration of

educational advancement of hi3 community, a political purpose.

1. Altaf Hussain Hali, Hayat i Jawed (Urdu) (Lahore,1957) £»195«

2. Harun Khan Sherwani, Studies in Muslim Political thought end
Administration. (2nd. ed. Lahore 1945) PP.227-8.

3. Baljon, J.M.S. The Reforms and Religious ideas of Sir Syed
Ahmad Khan. (Leiden, 1949) P.21.
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It is therefore not correct to regard him as a social reformer

only, one ought to appreciate the reason underlying such extensive

and overall reforms. Did he launch such a virulent programme of

educational social cultural and religious reforms without having

any aim in view? When we notice the statements such as that

politically the object of the College was "to make the Mussalmens

of Indie worthy and useful subjects of the British Crown,"1 we

begin to realize that his movement definitely had a political end

in view. Hence it may be said of him that apart from being a

social reformer, he was a political visionary also. We can

safely argue that the policy adopted by hirn after 1870 was

political as well as educational and that the M.A.O. College which

was "educational in function, but political in scope and effect,"

was meant to play an important role in Muslim politics and to

achieve for the Muslims the ends of a political policy. Under

the circumstances loyalty to the rulers, which he hod been emphatically

stressing upon his community; and equipping themselves with the

modern learning was the greatest political wisdom of the day

the point of view of his community. His educational policy was

definitely meant to further his political policy. It is therefore

1, Address and Speeches. Address to Lord Lytton, Jan 8th, 1877, P#32.

2, Rai, The Problem of Rational Education in India. (London
1920) P. 16.
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perhaps not out of place to begin the analysis of his social and

educational work by considering the political ideas behind it.

Sir Syed prior to his journey to England was engaged in refuting

the hostile criticism contained in Sir William Muir's Life of

Mahomet. While in London a major portion of his time was spent

in writing this refutation contained in his book Khutubat i .Ahmaduja

and perhaps it was after reading the English translation of this

book which elicited the remark from Sir William Muir that "I did

not criticise Sir edfa Islam but the Islam of the people".

In 1870-71 a critical situation was created for the Muslims due

to the trouble created on the North West Frontier by the Wahabi

Fanatics, and the murder of Sir Henry Norman, Chief Justice of

the Calcutta High Court by a Muslim. These events caused serious

doubts to be cast on i»uhammedan loyalty to the British Indian

government. This brought beck to the minds of the English the

painful memories of the dangerous revolution of 1857 and they

wondered whether or not they oould rely upon the Muslims,

Therefore the then Director General of Statistics, Dr.W.W. Hunter

made a detailed study of this sore point and published a book

under the title The Indian Mussalmans: are they bound in conscience

to rebel against the Queen? in 1871. Dr.Hunter's view in short

1. CJuoted in Nur al Rehman OF. cit.. FP.98-99.
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was that the present generation of Mussalmens were bound, according

to their own texts, to accept the 3tatus quo,i but the law and

the Prophets could be utilized on the side of loyalty as well as on

2
the side of sedition" and the ku3almans of India were and had been for

3
many years, a source of chronic danger to the British power in India, and

no one could predict the proportions to which that rebel oamp (on

the N,W» Frontier), backed by the iiusalman hordes from the westward,

might attain under a leader who knew how to weld together the

nations of Asia in a drescentade.if On his arrival back he plunged

at once into another refutation of certain hostile comments in

dir W.W. Hunter's, Our Indian kusalmans. Whereas in the former

refutation his aim was to make Islam respectable in English eyes,

in the latter to make Indian Mu3alman3 so, dir ff,W. Hunter had

written the book in response to Lord kayo's-3 expressed desire to

help the Muslims, to plead the cause of Indian Muslims by revealing

their depressed condition and it3 effect upon their loyalty. In

1, W.W, Hunter, The Indian i usclmms. (London, 1871) P,138.

2. Ibid. P. 120.

4. Ibid,. P, 66.

5. A.H, Albiruni. Makers of Pakistan and modem Muslim India.
(Lahore, 1950) P.3.
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this book Hunter had excluded the Wehabis from any sympathetic

consideration for he considered them particularly a source of

"chronic danger to the British power in India",^ £3 can be seen

from the title of his work "our Indian Iiuaslmana, are they bound

in conscience to rebel against the Queen"? his main argument was

about kuslim loyalty and the means of assuring it, lie expressed

the view that some Huslims were "anxiously seeking to get rid of

the duty to rebel by ingenious interpretations of the sacred law,"

Others could be won over by making 1'ieiyg conditions easier for them,

but there were still others regarding whom he maintains that they

were "eagerly drinking in the poisoned teaching of the apostles of

insurrection." ouch men who were .ahabis were a perpetual

source of danger to British power in India, It was, therefore,

once again a situation in which kuslim loyalty began to be question¬

ed. The Jpectator commented upon the danger end upon ruslim

efforts to obtain from the Uleme of the Hejaz a ateror (pronouncement)

proclaiming British India to be the Bar ul Islam (House of Peace),
a country where Luslim could live in peace. The .spectator further

commented, "that our dominion in India hangs even now, today, by a

hair; that at any moment in any year a -uslim ^romwell may take the

1. Hunter, The indian i- us;- loans (London 1871) p, 11,

2. Ibid.

3. ibid.
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field and the Empire would be temporarily overwhelmed in universal

massacre; and that in 1870, only a year ago, the existence of our

rule depended mainly upon the answer which three Arabs in Mecca,

as unKnown in Europe as if they were negroes in Tirabuotoo, might

give to a question on the most difficult point of the Mohammedan

morel code."''' Even those Muslims who had proclaimed their

loyalty time and again were also being suspected, A letter to

the Pioneer asked, "Had the decision of the Maulvis consulted

been otherwise, would the Syed as a government officer, have

published it, and what security have we to show that the Maulvis
2

really were of the opinion stated in their fatwa"? Muslims felt

extremely sad at the awareness that however sincere their efforts,

they would never be able to win the confidence of the government

because of the activities of the Wahabis, For this reason Uir Syed

deemed it important to deal at length with the assumptions about the

Wahsbis contained in Hunter's book, .Realizing that bis efforts

since the Mutiny towards promoting an alliance between the rulers

and his community and the assurance of loyalty on its behalf were

threatened, he wholeheartedly endeavoured to produce a full

refutation of Hunter's charge, A detailed review of Dr.Hunter's

book was written end later published in several installments in

1, The Spectator, quoted by the Pioneer. 6 Oct, 1871,

2, fhe Pioneer. 11 October, 1871, by "Mo Alarmist*



the Aligarh Institute Gazette, and its English translation in

The Pioneer. According to him the first duty of the Muslims

came to be to assure the government of their loyalty. It was

the realization of this need which led them to assure the Queen

of England of the loyalty of Indian Muslims to her throne, 3inoe

they were "bound by the most 3acred tenets of faith to be

sincere in,,,loyalty to the sovereign whose rule affords security

to our lives and property and toleration to our religion",1
While refuting the assumptions of dir W.w, Hunter in hi3 book

regarding the W&habis Sir Syed began to state that no doubt

Dr,Hunter is a friend to the Muslims but his friendship as is

expressed in his book has proved detrimental to the Muslims,

After reading the author's pages, he said, the exclamation which
O

rose to his lips was, "God save me from my friends", H e wrote

that the publication of this work had done great harm to his

community, over which he was overwhelmingly distressed because

while he was constantly stressing upon the principle of loyalty

towards the British to be followed by his coreligionists, they in

turn were also eager to hear what was being said about them and

whatever an Englishman said they took it to be a verdict of the

1, Aligarh Institute Gazette. 19 Jan., 1877*

2, dyed Ahmed Khan Bahedun, Review on Dr,H unter's Indian
Musalmans. (Benares, 1872) P, 6,
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government itself. The oentrel idea of dir Syed's refutation

w&3 that Dr.Hunter had shown laok of knowledge of rVahabism in his

book and had blundered in his enunciation of the principles of

Wahabism. Therefore he undertook to explain them fully. According

to Sir dyed it was a great error to believe that Wahabism end

rebellion against the British government were synonymous."** He

gave a history of the movement and admitted that he himself was a

2
Wahebi, He also discussed the vexed question of whether Muslims

could live peaoefully in India and whether India was a Dar ul Harb

(House of War) or Dar ul Islam (House of Peace). He presented

a new theory of his own as opposed to the two theories then

prevalent regarding the situation in India as presented by

Dr.Hunter and Maulir Karsmet Ali of Jaunpur. Dr.H unter stated

that it was Dar ul Harb (House of War) while the latter stated

1. dyed Ahmad dehadoor, on Dr.H unter*3 our Indian Musalxnans.
compiled "a Mohomedan* (London, 1872) PP.6-7.

2« 1'Pid. P. 27.



considered it to be a mistake to believe that a country

could either be a Jar ul Islam or Jar ul iiarb only; and

that there could be no intermediate position. lie argued

that at present .uidia was a country which with reference

to certain circumstances coulJ be termed as Dal ul Islam,
■t

and with reference to others r ul iiarb. hile dis-

:cussing Jihad he quoted from his .hutbat passages drawing

the conclusion that the .ussrlmenS were bound by the teachings

of their religion to be loyal to their rulers, since they
2

enjoyed full religious liberty. _n support of his con¬

tention he quoted an instance of the Prophet of 131am, who

before starting a holy war against the infidels, would wait

till evening to sec if he could hear the call of /zan from

the adjacent country; the reason for this we3 to find out

whether the usliis of the place were at liberty to discharge

their religious duties. If so he never fought with that country.

1. jyed Ahmad .iian Bahadur; Keviev on -Ir. hunter's mdian
i-usalmans, (Benares 1372), p. 42.

2. ibid; p.47.

3. Prayer cell.

4. oyed /hmad ihan iahadur; op. cit.. p. 47.



.According to him the -uslims of -i-ndia enjoyed full religious

liberty and were sble to discharge their religious duties

and ceremonies openly and ithout molestation. xn his ords,

"Now we kahomedans of Indie live in this Country with every

sort of religious liberty; we discharge the duties of our

r'aith with perfect freedom; we read our Azans as loud as

we wish; we can preach our iaith on the public roads and

thoroughfares as freely as Christian missionaries preach

theirs; we fearlessly write and publish our answers to the

charges laid against Islam by the Christian clergy; and even

publish works against the christian I'aith; and last, though

not least, we make converts of Christians to Islam without

fear or prohibition." 1 Therefore, it was a religious duty

of the Muslims, he argued, to be loyal to the rulers. oum-

;ming up his views with regard to the future attitude of the

. uslims towards the oritish in india he held that in no case

could the uslims be disloyal subjects of the iritish and

render help to any outside invader. ohould they do so they

would be performing en act against the tenets of their re-

:ligion which bound them to their rulers in a holy covenant

which under no circumstances could be defiled. If they

violated the covenant they would be regarded as sinners against

1. _>yed Ahmad iiian Cahadur, .aview on -u. .unter's xndian
-.uselrnana, (denares, 1372), p. 47.



1
their Faith. The effect of these long articles of ->ir

jyed wes salutary. Hafiz Ahmed Hassan, who happened to be

in ngland, published oir byed's Review in the form of a

pamphlet which was very widely distributed among the public

there. it wts said that after reading that pamphlet,

the british public was greatly calmed, "It acted as

2
water does upon a burning fire." As a result of these

articles the Indian authorities were also greatly pleased.

This review of bir dyed was followed by a very learned

article in The tioneer. dated 2}rd. November 1371, suppos¬

ed to have been written by the Lieutenant Governor of the

W. ... Province. This article refuted the views of Dr.

Hunter with regard to his doubts about - uslim loyalty end

the real position of the Muslims was explained. The

article concluded, "A Wahabi is 3imply a pure worshipper,

a puritan of Islam, a follower of the uncontarcinated faith

of the i'rophet. To represent him as uniformly a secret

conspirator against constituted authority .... a worker in

1. Ibid.

2. Altaf Hussain Kali; Hayetj Ja-aid. (Cawnpore 1901),
Vol. I., p. 134.



darkness, a preacher of sedition is a libel. e could point

to many men in the service of the government, than whom Govern-

;ment possesses no more faithful or trusted servants, who

openly and fearlessly and honourably avow that they are Wahabis

and glory in the name. nay, more: these men are not only

now the trusted servants of the Gtete, but many of them were

tried in the hottest fire of the mutiny, and remained faith-

:ful. ilad they been preachers of Jihad ... hod rebellion

been of the essence of waheoi-ism this could never have been

and we commend their conduct to r. Hunter's notice, as a

complete reply, on the part of the nahabis themselves, to the

"crucial question" suggested by him in the note to page 142

of his book." ^ The reference to sir dyed could scarcely

have been more explicit when any ahabi was suspected of dis¬

loyalty to the rulers, the very fact that he professed the

religion of sir syed, who also happened to be a .Vahabi, was
o

enough as a proof of his innocence. Ho Bengali was here-

:after arrested on the sole charge of being a >Vahabi, ^

1. Ihe Pioneer. 23 .ovember 1871»

2. see /ltaf ilussain Halij iiayat Jawe id. (Cawnpore 1901),
■ol: 2., pp. 33-6.

3. /ltaf Hussein iiali; - aqalat-i-iiali. (Delhi 1934), Part 1.
P. 218.



Sir Syed wrote his Review in order to refute the charges

levelled against his coreligionists by ^r, Hunter, in order

to assure the British of the loyalty of his community; a

policy which he had consistently pursued since the mutiny

in 1357. He was once again endeavouring to emphasise

the loyalty of his community in pursuance to his political

policy of gaining the confidence of the British in the muslims
1

which was necessitated as he confessed later that there

still existed a dissatisfied element among the -.uslims.

Other important reason necessitating the over-emphasis on

loyalty to the British was to stop the younger generation

of - usliriiS from falling under the influence of that section,

by preaching to them, the creed of loyalty to the British,

royalty to the British constituted the main theme of his

various speeches, -.hich he delivered in 1373 and 1874, and

of his various articles which he contributed to the /ligarh

institute Gazette from 1873 onwards. ihe only aim of such

an effort being to instil in his coreligionists the feeling

of loyalty to the British thereby achieving his political

1. -iyed /hmed Rhan;" Hindustan and uord Horthbrook"
/ligarh institute Gazette, /.ugust 31, 1873.



object of fostering the confidence of the rulers in his

community. thile advocating the creed of loyalty to

the British he drew the attention of hi3 coreligionists
to a greet sense of justice and generosity with 'which the

British ruled over India, fter the treacherous mutiny,
if the British had 30 desired, they could crush the . uslinis

-i
out of existence. but nothing of the tcind was done.

.All the people belonging to various creeds in India were

free to preach, propagate and practise their religion and ob-

:serve religious ceremonies and rites unhindered and un-

:molested. The British Government had even been kinder

to the ...uslims as it had provided special facilities for

the education of the 1« uslims, feece and order unknown

to India for a long time had been established end opportun¬

ities for progress end prosperity were at hand as a result

of British rule in India, J 11 this . as a sufficient reason

for the subject to be loyal to the rulers, lie delivered

a speech in the rim jab on the 29 th, December 1873, pointing

out to his audience the blessings of the British rule as

1. Quoted by Altaf riussain iiali, maqelati Kali, Urdu,(Delhi 1934), Dart II., p. 43.



thus, M..e must thank God that owing to the British Govern-

sment in India, there i3 so much peace end order in the

Country and so much freedom among its subjects that no

parallel to it can be found in the world. I assert with

the firmest belief, that there can be no better principles

of government than those on which the British ^ovemment is

based. fhe rights of the subjects, their wealth, their

liberty are not so safe anywhere in the world as they are

under the British government. You are well aware of the

condition of those ualirn dominions which are neighbours of

the ituijeb. the conditions in Russia and .Russian absolut¬

ism ere well Known in the world, and have been still further

revealed by the events in Bukhara .... conditions in the

rersien dominions also are not unknown to you. Germany,

Trance, Italy and the petty states of Lurope are not so

peaceful and do not allow so much liberty to their subjects,

furkey, -<gypt and Tunisia have started to imitate the - rench

government to a certain extent, out they have not yet attain¬

ed even the degree of peace and order and the liberty among

subjects wnich existed under the Trench Government, one which

was itself most despotic and tyrannical. Then how are they



to be compered with the British rule ? People describe

the American Government es a good one, but in my opinion its

principles ere no better then those of the British Government.

There could be nothing more unfortunate on our part than for

us to fail to make national progress under 3uch e government."

While praising the blessings of the British rule in the realm

of trade and industry, he observed "In India there is much

talk, about trade and commerce, and though Indians have not

so far crossed beyond the borders of their country, yet they

have started to entertain business affairs with London, China,

eranee, Germany and /sis, staying in India all the time.

Besides commerce, they are feeling their condition to be

greatly improved in respect of the acquisition of arts and

crafts. They have acquired many useful arts and there are

but few persons left unskilled. The same is the condition

of wisdom and consciousness. The Indian people, compared

to their former condition are wiser and more conscious, so

much so that they weigh every action in the balance of

principles before it is put into practice. liven agricul¬

ture, trade, public work, irrigation have not been left with-

1. Bir dyed /hmed Than; speech dated 29th. Cecember 1373,
■ ukarrarial 1.a.jmu' a i Lectures wa speeches. (Urdu), ed.
. uhenmei Imam ud Gin (..ahore 1900) p. 117.



: out rules and regulations. therefore this age should be

considered the age of progress. The social usages and

traditions in India have become similar to t.iose of the raost

civilized nations. In short, India is progressing." ^
Continuing his efforts towards the promotion of loyalty for

the British among his coreligionists he contributed another

article to the Aligarh Institute Gazette in 1875 praising

the British system in India. He exposed the tyranny, misery

and oppression prevailing in other countries therby proving

that the British system of government was the best in the

world. He wrote that "Among the Muslim states Turkey comes

first, then rtersia, then Afganistan and then the small states

of Central Asia. The conditions of these states is very

well known to everybody. The safety of the life and prop¬

erty of the subject is not certain for a moment, No one

knows what the subjects are going to suffer the next moment

either at the hands of the government end its officers, or of

dacoits and robbers. Among the civilized governments of

Lurope the tyranny of Russia sees no bounds ... She detail¬

ed news of how the Russians have treated the Muslims of

1. Aligarh institute Gazette; 6th, August, 1375.
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Bulgaria, we h&ve published today in our newspaper from reliable

sources. Everybody can read them. dome incidents occurr-

:ed in India during the mutiny, which Indians consider a

great injustice, end we also do not like them. hut Indians

should gues3 from the events which have taken place in

Bulgaria, what the Hussiens would have done had they been

treated in the way English people were treated during the

mutiny. The people of India have now wholly forgotten

the time when the Indians ruled the country and the calamit-

:ies and hardships which the subjects had to face under their

rule. And they express their resentment against the

Government for trivial matters which are due to their own

ignorance, imprudence and incivility. The Government is not

responsible for them. If judged rightly, there is no Govern-

:ment in the world, other than the British, which maintains

better administration, gives more liberty to its subjects and

which interferes so little vith their religious affairs." 1
he drew the obvious moral; "We should be the wellwishers of the

Government and should never lag behind in loyalty end obedience,

which are our duties as loyal subjects.

1. oir Gyed /hmed Khan; "The English Government"./ligarh
institute Gazette. August 18th. 1877»

2. oir ->yed , hmed khan; opeech Gee. 29th. 1873® ukammal
j ajrau' a, i. ..eetures wa speeches. (Urdu) ed, uhammad
Imam ud Din (Lahore 1900), p. 304.



• hen ~>ord Horthbrook, i 1 a speech in the House of uords, on

18th. July 1873, expressed his doubts about the uslims'

loyalty ->ir ->yed once again defended his coreligionists as

the most loyal subjects. Lorthbrook had remarked: "_.,y

nords, it is well to remember that no support which Hngland

can give to the iurkish empire will conciliate the disloyal
■1

portion of the Indian -zhommedans to our rule .... ^ahonaned-

anism is e religion -hich chafes under foreign rule, espec¬

ially the rule of a nation whose religion is not —ahomedan,

/ really religious i-ahomedan cannot be content with other than
p

. ahomedan rule." To this Jir jyed replied in an article

(31 /ugust 1873), that the - uslims in indif felt themselves

hound to be loyal to the British rule for they found it the

most just and fair, end prei'crred it to any other rule in the

world, i.usliir. or non-i-uslim, Indian or foreign. "Indian

- U3lims" he asaerted, "being more then a century under the

British Government have become so used to a life of peace,

lioerty and prosperity that they will never wish to change
3

it for any other government in the world."

1. opeech 01' the ...arl of orthbrook in the house of Lords
on the 18th. July 1378 on the convention with furkey,
quoted in ' ligarh institute Gazette. 27 ugust 1373.

2. ibid.

3. 'ligarh institute ^azette; 31st. /ugust, 1378.



His constant preaching of lo/alty to the British among

his coreligionists proved to be a factor of considerable

importance in the evolution of the concept of Muslim

nationality in India# This further fostered among the

Muslims in India a sense of their existence as a

separate political entity with no community of economic

or political interest with the Muslims living beyond the

borders of India. The idea of Muslim nationality

within India was a novel and significant contribution

of dir Syed /hmed Khan to the political development

of Muslim India. The conception of Muslims being

a nationality in India was his vision and for this he

has been regarded as the father of Pakistan. His

concept of Muslim nationality was truly the concept

of what may be called "Indian Muslim Nationality",

for he excluded from it not only the Muslims living

under foreigi rule, but also the /



IK

Hindus who were also the subjects of the British Government

in India. While in Burope he appreciated the concept of

Nationalism which was based on considerations like the

geographical unity and the language. But he appealed to

the religious unity as the basis of nationalism for Muslims

in India. .According to him "whoever steps into the creed of

Islam is a member of our nation". x But the community of

religion as a basis of nationalism was not applicable to non

Indian Muslims living outside India as this could have

resulted into a clash with his principle of loyalty to the

British, which was according to him essential for the

survival and progress of his community. Consequently he

held that the Muslims living in India under the British rule

constituted a separate political entity and distinct nationaltiy

a nd did not include in this the Muslims living in the foreign

countries. As a loyal British subject he even severely

criticised the policies internal and external of other Muslim

states including Turkey which was the seat of the Caliphate,

the focus of orthodox Muslim faith. This he did in order to

dispel the doubts on Muslim loyalty that were expressed by Lord
Northbrook after the Treaty of Berlin resulting in the dismemberment
of Turkey.2 He was of the opinion that it was Britain that had

1. Bir oyed Ahmed Mhan Mukamraal Ma.jmu a i Lectures wg. Jpeeohes (urdu)
Ed. ij'azl al Din (Lahore 1900) p. 209.

2. Quoted in Aligarh Institute Gazette 27 August,1878.
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saved the life of Turkey after her defeat by Russia^" He held

that in the modern times political rights and interests were much

more important than religious traditions, and therefore no

nation could "sacrifice its own social and political status for
2

the sake of another nation distantly situated". H e explained

that the greatest bond of unity between two nations was the

contact of living together, maintaining that this took precedence

over other considerations. Ahe Muslims of India having no 3uch

relationship with the Turks stood to each other as the inhabitants

of earth stand to the inhabitants of the moon.^ .According to

him all hopes of Turkish regeneration were doomed, since the

promises of the oultan were not meant seriously.^' He even

oondenned Turkey for its maltreatment of Christian subjects;

and believed that the promises of treating them well would

not be fulfilled. The reason for this was that past religious,

social and political traditions had made the Turks very narrow-

minded. The root cause of all evil in Turkey -was "the group of

1. -Aiigarn Institute Gazette 31 August, 1878

2. Ibid.

5. Ibid.

4. Ibid. 20 July 1878.



ulemas" which was very ignorant, for it did not know the

fundamental principles of statecraft and administration. Sir

Syed .Ahmed felt that there was no hope of Turkish regeneration,

unless this group of ulemas was "drowned in the Slack Sea"."1"
His loyalty to the British was to such an extent that he would

denounce any Muslim state that was opposed to 3ritain in
O ~

international field,J.MacDonald observes that Sir ^yed and

his followers seemed to have believed "that an Bngli3h conquest

or occupation of all iViuhammadan territory between the Punjab

frontier and the Balkans would be the very best thing that could

happen..."-' His preaching of loyalty for the British and

emphasis on religion as the basis of nationality made the Muslims

of India realize their separate political entity, tfhile

expatiating on the importance of religion as the basis of

nationality, Sir Syed also emphasised the part of language in

nation building. It has been seen how from the 1860s Sir Syed,

aware of the value of (irdu as a language for the Muslims in India,

had become its most zealous supporter, fie felt its importance

1. Ibid . 10 August 1878.

2. See Ibid 14 July 1877, 19 Noyember, 1879, 19 July 1879.
15 July 1882.

3. J, MacDonald Pillars of Bctpire. (London 1879) ecl» jscott,
pp. 167-68.
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as a living feature making for unity among Muslims. *ftien

he started writing on reform after returning from Lurope, he

himself set an example in his own use of Urdu. In 1875 when

protest against the use of urdu in government courts was

vehemently renewed by the Hindus, Sir dyed established the

League for the Defence of Urdu. The advertisement written

by him to rouse the Muslims to the protection of urdu, announced!

"The loss of the urdu language for the Muslims would be

tremendous. No other loss except the loss of their religion

could be compared to it. To foster the sentiment of

nationality among the Muslims, he also attempted to bring home

to them their past history, for national sentiment always feeds

an history, and their past was very glorious. The beginning

of Muslim biography in urdu in modern India may be traced back

to the early efforts of dir dyed during this period to produce

historical literature through his i'ahzib ul khlaq. His early

attempt to create a taste for Muslim History did not produce

any very remarkable results, but it did gradually develop

into a movement of historiography, and a number of initial

1. dir dyed, quoted by Mohsin ul Mulk, Majmu'a Lectures wa
Speeches (collection of lectures and speeches) vol. I,
(urdu) ed. Muhammad Imam ud Din, (Lahore 1900) PP.



to

works on history were produced. In this early period he

succeeded, however, in inducing his friends to write articles

on certain aspects of Muslim history, of which some were hoth

scholarly and comprehensive. At his request tluhsin ul Milk

delivered two lectures on the past civilization of Muslims on

22nd October 1873 at the Mirzapur Institute. lie painted

the picture of the past Muslim civilization, which had reached

its zenith in the eighth century, and comparing it with the

present he showed the latter to be completely decadent. fhey

could rejuvenate themselves, he suggested, by assimilating

western civilization."'' fhese lectures, published in the

lahzib ul A.khljq. were folio-wed by a series of short biographies

of famous iiuslim scholars, historians, statesmen and philosophers.

The aim was to arouse the interests of educated Muslims in the

achievements of their forefathers. Mohsin ul uulk for instance

wrote two articles, one on Ibn Ahaldun and the other on Ghazali.

dpeaKing of the works of Ibn Khaldun, particularly of his well

known Prolegomena, he wrote, "this book is worth translating into

urdu to show to the Muslims that their nation had the unique

1. Muhsin ul Mulk, Ma.jnm'a Lectures wa Speeches, urdu ed.
Muhammad Imtmud Din (Lahore 190C;pp.6 - 39«
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privilege of having produced suoh talented men. So that

the Muslims may think and take instruction by comparing the

difference between us and our ancestors, and realize also

that the sciences which they now consider as mere heresy had

been composed by our research scholars several centuries

ago".1 By such play upon past glories Sir Syed sought to

arouse in Indian i-uslims a sense of natianalty.

1. iv.uhsin ul Mulk, Mazamin Tahzib ul Akhlaq (Lahore, n.d. )
vol.1, p. 162.



Despite the feet that the cracks began to appear in the fabric

of the Hindu Muslim unity as early as 1367 over the cultural issue1
he persisted in fostering Hindu Muslim unity. He observed that the

Hindus end the Muslims lived on the same soil, drank the water of the
O

same Ganges, breathed the same air and tilled the same land. His

Aligarh College though called Mohammedan Anglo Oriental College was

not exclusively meant for the Muslims only. Its portals were opened

to students of ell communities. In fact in the earlier years of the

College the Hindu students continued to outnumber their Muslim class¬

mates.^ Similarly in the first group of Indian staff members the

highest paid professor was Mr Jadu Nsth Chaknavarty,^ (a Hindu

teacher). In 1878 Sir dyed was appointed a member of the Imperial

legislative Council by Lord Lytton. He was reappointed by Lord

Repon in 1381. Speaking in January 1883, on the local self

government Bill in the Council he took exception to the introduction

of the principle of "Pure and Simple" elections in India saying that

1. Alief Hussain Hali, OP. cit. P.193

2. Sir Syed Ahmed Khan, on Present State of Indian Politics
(Allahabad 1888) P.37.

3. Aligarh Magazine Special Aligarh Number, 1954-35, P.236
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because of the caste distinctions, lack of the fusion of va ioua

races, violent religious distinctions, lack of uniform and equal

spread of modern education among all the sections of population

"the system of election pure and simple cannot be adopted" and that

"the larger community would totally override the interests of the

smaller community and the ignorant public" would blame the government

for the introduction of such measures that might engender greater

end more violent differences among various races. ~l
That he was here simply stating the facts of the Indian

situation and not trying to win favours for Muslims at the expense

of the larger community , is clear from another speech which he

delivered at Patne in Pebruary 188J. He said that he was more than

convinced that if the Hindu and Muslim communities were prepared to

forget for a moment their conception of Godhead then in all other

things and matters of everyday life the Hindus and Muslims really

belonged to one community S3 children of the soil and not two, and

the progress of the country was only possible if both the communities
o

had a union of hearts, mutual sympathy and love.

In 1884 Sir Syed went on a tour of the Punjab and addressed

numerous gatherings of Hindus and Muslims. He was nowhere treated

la Quoted by K. Goupland, The Indian Problem 1833-1938 (London 1943)
Appendix II, PP. 155-36.

2. Quoted by H.&. Sherwani, Studies in Muslim political thought and
administration (Lahore, 1945)* P.234.



as a Muslim leader but as en Indian to whom all sections of the

population could look for guidance and leadership. Gsrdar Dyel

Hingh, while welcoming him on behalf of the Indian Association of

Lahore, said that not the least remarkable feature of his publio

osreer has been the breadth of his views and his liberal attitude

towards sections of the community other than his coreligionists end

that his manly and faithful representation of national views and his

vigilant regard for national interests while acting in that body

(Legislative Council) deserved the warmest acknowledgments from them

and their countrymen.1 While addressing a gathering at Gurdaspur

he told his audience that Hindus and Muslims should try to become

one heart and soul and act in unison. If not, the effect of one

against the other would tend to the distinction and downfall of both.

He did not confine himself to Hindus end Muslims only "but all

persons, whether Hindu or Mohamedan even the Christians who reside

in this country, and are in this particular respect belonging to
2

one end the same nation". To bring unity between Hindus and

Muslims, he went so far as to suggest that "if by abandoning Lew

sacrifice there can be love and friendship between Hindus and Muslims,

not sacrificing the Ccw is a thousand times better than sacrificing it"

1, Quoted by Graham, OH.cit.. HP. 342-43.

2, Quoted in eminent Mus3alman3. JNateson & Co, (Madras, n,d,) P,32.

3, Sir dyed Ahmed Khan, Akhari Mahsmeen $Jrdu ) (Lahore, n.d,), P,70,



The goal of Hindu Muslim unity could not materialize and with the

coming into being of the Indian national Congress whose demands

were the introduction of the representative institutions based on

election alarmed Syed Ahmed who was opposed to it on the ground that

if a system of representative government was introduced in India, it

would ultimately lead to the disguised rule of the majority community

and hence he considered the experiment which the Indian national

Congress wanted to make as fraught with danger and suffering for all

nationalities of India, specially for the Muslims.1 3ide by side

with the language controversy which raised its head again in 1882

one comes across Hindu revivalist movement, SwamiV tvekanonda

(1863-1902) was one of the most leading reformers of the Hindus who

exhorted the Hindus to go back to vedas stating that Hinduism was

superior to the materialism of the west. In Chicago in 1893 while

delivering his lecture he observed, "I have gone to the world to

preach a religion, of which Budhi3m is a rebel child and Christianity

a distant echo,,,," Similarly the Arye 0antj was established by

Cayanand Sarasweti with the aim to reconvert the Hindus who had embraced

Islam or Christianity.Bankirn Chandra Chatterjt *3 novel, the Abbey

1, Quoted in ..T. Be Bary, ed,, Bourcea of Indian Tradition. (New
York, 1958) HP. 746^-7. """"

2, Haridas Mukherjee end Umer A,ukherjee; The growth of Nationalism
in India (1857-1905), Calcutta, 1957) P. 114.

3, K,B» ogyyid, Pakistan the Formative phase. 2nd ed, (Karachi,
1968) P.22.
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of blis3 was "bluntly anti Muslim". It preached to the Hindus to

get rid of the unclean Muslims from their Mother soil.1 This was

written in 1882. when Sir dyed was preaching Hindu-Muslim friendship.

.All this built up an atmosphere of tension and when the Indian hational

Congress was organised, Sir dyed opposed it on the grounds that it was

opposed to the Muslims interest, it would lead them to agitation for

which they would have to pay as dearly as they paid after the Mutiny.

The memory of Mutiny was fresh in his mind.

1. K.B. dayyid j OP oit. P. 22.



Chapter II

General Muslim attitude towards the
Indian National Congress, 1835 ~ 1905.

The Indian National Congress which came into being in 1385

soon began to demand the extension of the supreme and existing

le..isli tive councils by the inclusion of elected member;.-, into it.

Even before this, in 1377, when Eir Eurendranath Baneijea w&s touring

North India, addressing meetings on the Civil Gervice agitation, Eir

Eyed became alive to the feelings of political consciousness in the

c ountry. The birth of the Indian National Congress demonstrated

that the Hindu middle class was ready to take and demand a direct

part in political affairs starting with the object ox fusion into

one national whole of all the different, ma till recently, dis¬

cordant elements that constitute the population of India; aiming

at "the gradual regeneration along all lines, mental, moral, social

and political, of the nation thus evolved" and "the consolidation

of the union between England and India, by securing the modification

of such of its conditions as may be unjust or injurious to the

latter country".^" The Congress ere long developed into the
2

accredited organ of the nation that proudly put forth its demands,

1. C.; . -hilips (ed,), Hie -.volution of India an" 1 a icistan.
1353-1947. (London, 1962), p.141.

2. B.r.oitrrn.xyya. The njstory of Indian National Congress
(Bombay, 1946) Vol.I, u.19.



The main demands of the Congress were for en increase in the

representative government of India end a greater share to Indians

of posts in the Civil service of the country, based on open

competitive examination* . car lil hri foreseen tnis development

and realized the urgent necessity of imparting p; litical training

to the Muslim camiiMnity in India on parallel lines with that

of their Hindu compatriots, in the absence of which they were

certain to be "submerged in the rising tide of the new

nationalism"."^ It was for this reason that he had sought

the support of Sir dyad /hmad iiian for the Central National

Muhairmadan Association when it was founded by him in 1877*

>'mir Jit however was unsuccessful in his efforts to persuade

dir dyed Ahmad to lend support to this Muslim organisation.^
■ hen " mir ! li approached dir -jyed /hmad in order to try to

1. .'hmir / li, yyid (1349-1928) was en eminent jurist
and writer. He was the first ..uslira in In;it to becocjB
the member of the Viceroy*3 council in 188J and in 1909
he was appointed the first Indian member of the Judicial.
Committee of the r'rivy Council in London, ll<i founded
in 1877 a National Muhansnadan Association which presently
was a nation-wide organisation with p4 branches frpm Madras
to Karachi, its programme was "primarily to promote good
feeling and fellowship between the Indian races and creeds,
at the same time to protect and safeguard Mohammedan interests
and help their political training."
The Encyclopaedia of Islam, new edition, vol.1, (London, 1960)
pp.442-3.

2. W.C.Smith, Modern Islam in India, London, 1946, p.25.

3. "Memoirs of AmeerAli", in Islamic Culture, vol. October 1931,
p. 541.

4. W.C.Smith, Op. cit.. p.25.



persuf.de him of it3 need for a parallel political organisation

he was advised that it was "not wise on the part of the - uslinis
1

to adopt political agitation!' Amir Ali in his memoirs states

that oif eyed had pinned his hope on the advancement of learning

and academic proficiency amongst his coreligionists and did not

concur with his suggestion, out the birth of tne Indian iational
2

Congress awoke mm from ;joiitieal 3lumber. a mentioned

earlier the introduction of representative government in India

and the appointment to higher posts through competetive examination

were th-. chief aims of the Indian hetionel congress. ihe . uslims

regarded these demands as detrimental to their interests, Because

of their backwardness in estern education, they could not compete

ith the ..Indus for Government appointments, -.hey ; lso realised

that if the representative Government based on election as demand-

;ed by the Congress was to be introduced tney would be condemned

to perpetual subjection to a Hindu majority, -'hey . ere therefore

advisee oy their leaders lime sir uyed - hmed .dien, oyed Ameer li

and hawi'O .* bdul uateef to keep aloof from the Congress. ** s we

1. ...uotea in sir ideas i-asood, editt . xhatuti mr .-yea. Urdu
(oetters of dir oyedj, (Bedaytii 19p1), p, 212.

2. "idenoirs oi' mer ; li", op.cit. p. 641.

j, see sir ~>yed Ahmed, fhe -resent state of xndian -olities.
(Allahabad 1838), pp. 7-12 and - aia .'hmad, islamic culture in
the Indian enviornment. (im-ford 196k/, p.26p and Ihe Indian
str tesnxm. 2p December, 18B6.



shell be discussing in the following pages, the usiira leader's

main ©rgiBuent egeinst the Indian national Congress was that it was

not iietionr1; that it stood for the disguised rule of the majority;

that it was hence not competent and had no credentials to speak

on behalf of muslims. This would explain his open o position

to the Indian National Congress in 1837 rather then in 1383, the

year of its birth, since in 1387 "the election of a usli..., badi

al An tayyib,ji as its president appeared to him to involve the risk

of a politically unprepared and i .mature usli;: participation

in it, detrimental to the political an J economic interests of the
1

. ualima" Secondly, the dea®nds of the Congress, i.e. for

representative institutions based on the principle of pure and

simple election end the introduction of competetive examination

for appointments to the Andi&n Civil derviee were not suitable for

a country like xndia with it3 peculiar socio-political and cultural
2

background. And finally, he was afraid of 1837 repeating

itself. hile writing to ^eyyibji, who was in favour of ualim

participation i - the Indian National Congress of which he was

elected resident in 1837, be observed thus; " >het took place in

1. Aziz /hinad, op. cit.. p. 263.

ligorh xastxtute Gazette. 23 November, IB06, PP. 1337-33.
also edr dyed Ahmed, op.cit.. pp. 11-12,



the mutiny V The Hindus began it; the ^uhamnedens ith their

eager disposition rushed into it; the Hindus having bathed in

the Ganges became as they were before. But the .uhammedans

and all their noble families were ruined. -his is the result

which will befall --uharcmadans from taking part in political agitation.

Therefore, according to him, it was not the time for the

Muslims to dabble in politics, for "the memories of the mutiny still

lingered in the bureaucratic mind. The .Vahabi excesses were too

2
fresh to be forgotten," in the first session of the Indian

national congress, though the mejority of the members were iiindus
I

there w.. re Europeans, a few Christians and xJarsis and two uslims.

/bout a month before the second session of the Congress, air ayed

fhmed, in an article in the /.ligarh -institute Gazette, declared

that the country was not prepared for popular government end called

the Congress movement "seditious'.' J aoth the Central National

i-ohaimedsn /.ssociation and the ...ohammedan -literary society, the

two important mualim organisations in India refused to send delegates

to the second Congress hen approached by the reception committee

of the Congress.*1" The oecretary of the . ohammedan Literary aociety

1. oir dyed / hmad, oe.cit, p.62.

2. "Indian x-ussalmans and Indian Hoiitics", 1, by an "Indian
ussalman", The iindusean Review. January 1905, p.52,

5* -' ligarh institute u-aset&e. 25 November, 1836.

4. "/ quarter Century of the i^ahommed&n literary aociety of Calcutta
The Calcutta meview, July 1855, Vol. IAaaja, p. ix-xi.



Nawab /.bdul Lateef -hen in a letter dated 22nd December, 1386 to

baboo rear/ .-onan ;,®kerjee end X. Choanal, members of the Congress

reception cor.. • it tee stated that the members of the feahoiaaedan

uiterary society regretted that they could not accept the invitation

of the Congress as they did not think that "the moment is opportune*

for forcing any particular views upon the Government. moreover,

during the past decade, the Government of -ndia had shown indications

in every direction of a determination on their part to promote the

interests of all classes. In spite of this non-cooperation

of the major ,, ualim organisations and of dir ^yed, out of a total
„ , 1

of 451 delegates, the Congress of 18o6 was attended oy 55 uslima,

s considerable increase of . uslim members on the first. but oyed

Ahmed Khan would have nothing to do with the Congress and in 1886,

a year after the origin of the Indian National, he founded the

Mo namneden education Congress in order to form a parallel organ¬

isation to the congress on the educational field. In 1890 the

word congrcsa waa changed to conference to show that it had nothing

to do with the Indian National Congress,whilst the Congress was

holding its session in Madras, dyed Ahmed, in a speech at Lucknow

discussed the attitude which the Muslim community should take

towards the political movement. H e took the Congress to be a

Bengalimovement and said, "If you accept that the country should

1. liaridas i.ukher jee and Un:r . ukherjee, i'he growth of Nationalism
i" India. (Calcutta,1957)p.164.



groan under the yoke of Bengali rule and its people lick the

Bengali shoes, then, in the name of Cod Jump into the train,
A

sit down, and be off to i.adras, be off to madras" Analysing

the demand of the Congress that a proportion of the viceroys

legislative council should be elected, he said that the Hindu

members of the Council would be four times that of the ..uslin

2
as their population was four times more. -arlier in January

183D -hile speaking on the local self government bill, he took

exception to the introduction of the principle of "pure and simple"

elections in xndia. m this speech in Lord tipon's council,

which has become classic, he said "or socio-political purposes ...

the .hole of the population of mngland forms but one community,

it i3 oovious .... that the same cannot oe said of India. The

system of representation by election Beans the representation of

the views and interests of the majority of the population, and in

countries where the population is composed of one race and one creed

it is no doubt the best system that can be adopted. But .... in

e country liice India, where caste distinctions still flourish,

where there i3 no fusion of various races, where religious distinct-

1. ~>yed i'.hmen ..han on the i'resent state of -Jidian olitic3,
pp. 11-12. -Speech given on 23th. December, 1337 at 3. JO p.m.
in the Baradari maiserbagh, Lucknow.

2, ibid, p.12.



:ions are still violent, here education in its modern sense

has not made equal or proportionate progres among all the

sections oi population .... the system of election, pure and

sir.pie, cannot safely be adopted. The larger co:... uiity would

totally override the interests of the smaller co unity, end

the ignorant public would hold Government responsible for intro¬

ducing measures which might make the differences of race and creed
A

more violent then ever" On the same grounds he v-aa oppose ;

to the introduction of competitive examination for the Indian

Civil -service which would permanently instel a section of people
2

over the rest. Thus he was vehemently opposed to the idea

of "uslims joining the Congress. These ideas were severely

criticised by some of the leaders of the Congress. ..sjpat ai

wrote some open letters in the Tribune of .shore, accusing bir

-»yed of creating ill feelings between the Hindus end the mualius.

la reply to criticism of the speech, ->ir eyed denied that he

was opposed to friendship between the two communities, in fact,

he said, mdia was like a bride whose "two eyes were the Hindus and

the mohammedans" and her beauty consisted in the fact that her two

eyes were of equal lustre, ^ out what he objected to was that if

1. .xtract fron proceedings of the Council of the ■..overnor General
of mndia,138i. .uoted by d, ^oupland, j.he xndiaa . robien.. 1 o j j
- (-iondon appendix ii, pp 1p5-6.

2. oyed " teen ..hen, op.cit., pp. 10-11.

j. -he .ionev.r. 2 ebruary, 13dJ.



the proposals or the National Congress met ith success, the

Muslims would suffer "grievous injury". i'he ultimate object

of the Congress was to rule the Country; and although they

wished to do it in the name of ell the people of _ndia, the
-1

wuslims would be helpless as they would be in a minority.

-n another speech delivered at ...eerut on 14th. - arch 1833, bir

dyed clearly disassociated himself and his coua. unity on grounds

stated above from the Indian National Congress find objected to

the misstatement that the -uslims had anything to do with it.

Concluding his speech, he said, "let the delegates of the Nation-

:al congress become the stars of heaven, or the sun itself, x

am delighted. but it was necessary and incumbent upon me to

show the falsity of the impression which, by tawing a few koheramed-

:ens .ith them, by pressure or by temptation, they wished to
2

spread that the whole i-ohaim edan nation had joined them."

/ month later, bir .-illiam Hunter, in an address at the annual

meeting of the national Indian /association in Condon, remarked

that ...oslems from all parts of India excepting parts of lower
3

bengal had attended the Congress. Various objections were

1. dyed • hme i -Jm n, o;;.cit.. p... 27 - 28.

2, oyed / hmed xiian, on the present state of .ndisn oiitxcs;
speech a^t - eerut, 14 tarch, 18o7» p.34.

3* wn. io.mM-r. 1p duly, 1938.



raised against the statement and in a letter to the Pioneer

under the heading "th^ ^uhammedan and the Congress", ~>ir

. oha dhafi, who later became the rresident of the . uslii ...etgue

repriced that the eighty three delegates who attended the Congress

were "self elected delegates". i'he mere attendance or these d

delegi tes did not prove that the followers of Islam believed the
A

views of the Congress.

.. rofes3or . C. -■ ith quotin a dnud... in rayab l' presi .e.n-

:tial address at the Congress of 1387 o ines also that sir dyed

was not successful in persuading a vast majority of .uslims to
p

stay aloof from Congress meetings out this was, as we shell

see in the following pages, contested by the , uslim leaders and

the areas. oir Cunendranath ianerjee (an crdnent iilndu leader)

observes that the Congress did not attract many , usli: a to its

session in those days, stating that "our critics regarded the

ifetional Congress as a ondu congress, and the opposition papers

described it as such. vie were straining every nerve to secure

the cooperation of our .uhemmadan fellow Countrymen i , this great

national 'work. «e sometimes paid the fares of uhammaden dele¬

gates and offered them other facilities." ^ 1 great majority

1. Che rioneer. 1.5 July, 1838.

2. W. C. smith, op,cit. p.23.

p. surendreneth nmerjee, . .ation in tne maki:ig. (uxford iy2J?)



of the British writers end observers of that time attest to the

strength of Sir Dyed's influence, to the failure of the Congress

to attract . uslims and to the increasing Hindu -uslim rift as a

direct result of Congress activities, -ill-am Lilly recorded
1

that all ■ uslins stood contemptuously aloof fro;: the Congress,

Colonel .'&rd was of the opinion that no i-iuslii of any standing
2

or position *9Uld have a word to say in favour of the Congress,

Dir George Chesney went as far as to assert that the more sober

and sensible of the educated Indians were astonished at the fact

3
that the Government suffered the Congress to go on, Now

let us come to the contemporary - uslim press and the . uslim

organisations called islairdya njumans (Islamic ssociations),

which were litce a network spread throughout jidia an i which

undoubtedly represented the views of the muharn:. aden community at

large, fhese associations at various places ii their meetings

passed resolutions condemning the Congress and agreeing with the

important speeches of Cir syed /hmed advising the . uslims to

stay away from the Indian National Congress; these associations

1. .. o. Lilly, India and its problems. (London 1902) pp.242-43,

2. W. C. L. Lard, "Difficulties of Indian District Officers",
/ sistic ucrterly eview, Ipril 1896, p. 297.

3. C, Chesney, "India, the Political vutlook", Nineteenth century,
June, 1894, p. 901.



in their resolution supported the view-point of various other

muslim organisations regarding ^uslim non-participation in the

Congress, viz., the Central National muhammaaan .'ssociation and

the ...uhammadan Literary Society of Calcutta. The /-.njuman-i

islamiya (muslim /saooiation) of . adras in a meeting passes a

vote of confidence on the opinions expressed by the Central

National .uhammaden .'ssociation and the . uhammadan .iterary

Society of Cilcutta respectively, regarding the abstention of
-j

uhammadtns from taking part in the Congress. ft . llahabtd

too, the muslims assembled in large numbers to condemn the
2

Congress. it is said that "some young muhammadan oarristers,

indoctrinated perhaps in -ngland with a belief in the benefit

of agitation, set vigorously to ■ orx to win over the -uhammadan

community of Lucknow, The Congress movement seemed thriving

when a blow befell in an adverse declaration sy the . ssociation

of the Taluqdar3 of Oudh. They said they apprehended seditious

disturbances from a spread of this agitation against Government

and declined to have anything to do with it," 2 f lecture was

1. ./ee , uslim sere Id of .adras. January 4, 1337.

2. -iee Civil and . ilitsry Gazette, wiay 19, 1888.

p. ibid.
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delivered by a Hindu pleader of the Allahabad High ;ourt at

Lucknow when the speaker in vain tried to prove from the

koren that the National Congress was for the good of all

Indians and denounced all -uslims who opposed the Congress

as infidels, thereoy annoying the Muslims extremely. I.a a.

result the -uslims held a meeting in the Heisarbagh on the 6th.

of may 188c which was very largely attended by the ...uslims.

it is estimated that as many as 2,0QQ .uslims came to attend

this meeting. an fact no 3uch Muhammadan meeting on politics

had ever been held in those days with such a large attendance.

Because of the huge number of participants, the meeting wa.3

divided into five roups, and each group was addressed by a

separate speaker. fhe five speakers ox' the five groups, speek-

sing simultaneously,vindicated the honour of Isla. against the

Hindu pleader's insinuations, and fiercely denounced the National
•i

Congress. Similarly another meeting of the .uslims was held

at Madras in order to pass a resolution condemning the "so called

National Congress". it was presided over by the son-in-law of

the Prince of S rcot. It was also "resolved that for diverse

reasons any connection of the i.uhemmadans with the Congress wa3

1. Civil and military ^caette. op.cit.



undesirable" and Sir oyed /hmad's position with reference to
1

political matters was highly praised. fhe /njuman at

Cindigul also in a public meeting passed a resolution condemn-
2

sing the national Congress, sir dyed _ hmed delivered a

lengthy speech in a public meeting of the ^uslims of i-eerut,

su porting his famous oration at Lucknow where he had sought

his coreligionists political aloofness from indien National

Congress, ^ j-a thi3 meeting at -.eerut, resolutions were
4

passed denouncing the national congress. -hen the oecretary

of the Indian I- ssociation in a letter asked the Secretary of the

/ njuinani Hemayat-i-islem (/ssociation in defence of islam) to

send the delegates representing it, to the National Congress, a

resolution was passed by the /njuman on the 19th. November, 1387

to the effect that it was not advisable for the ^uharanadans

to attend the Congress and hence the /njumen would not send the

delegates. $ The speech which Sir Syed Jhmad made at Cucknow

1. dimes of uondon. --ay 11, 1333.

-uslim :^rald. Jecexuoer 15, 1337.

5. Sir Syed 1hmad, ihe ^resent state of Indian politics.
(/llahabad 1833;, pp. 7-24.

4. xbid; pp. 33-55.

5. Secretary of the /njuman to oir uhammood jhafi quoted in
.ibid. appendix p. vii.



adviding iuuslims to remain aloof from the National Congres3

was read in a public meeting of the Anjuman-i-Islamiya of

Umritsar which passed various resolutions unanimously.

(a) It was stated that the Anjuinen of Umritsar was in full

agreement with the views of oir oyed which he had expressed

in his remarkable speech; 600 copies of the lecture of Sir

dyed were sent for from Cawnpore with the purpose of distrib¬

uting them amongst the Muslims of Umritsar in order to give
1

wider publicity to his views. (b) In order to express their

approval of the wisdom of dir dyed Ahmad in advocating tiuslim

political aloofness from the National Congress, a letter was

to be sent to the Honourable dir dyed Ahmad Nhan and the oopies

of the proceeding were decided to "be sent to the dnglish as

2
well as vernacular papers for publication." The vote of

confidence in the Lucknow speech of dir Ahmad Khan was also

expressed by the kuhammadan Central National Association of

.funjab in its general meeting of the 5th. February, 1888, where

a resolution, condemning the Indian National Congress was passed.

1. Ibid.

2. Ibid.

3. Ibid.



The Anjuman Kifah-i Am (Association for Common Welfare) of

Allahabad also held a meeting on the 27th. .February, 1888.

The total number of the audience, representing all the sections

of Islamic faith, was about 3,000. "maulir kuhammad Hussein

Gehib, Aiaulir Tezal Itabi Sahib, B.A., Lun3hi i.-ubarik Hussein

Sahib, M.A., kaulir kahdi Hussein Sahib, pleader, and others,

addressed the meeting and resolutions were unanimously passed

denouncing the National Congress and expressing full confidence

in the British Government." ^ At various other places like

Umritsar, Lahore and Ludhiana "resolutions were passed by

Muhammadsn Associations expressing their approval of the Lucknow

speech" of Sir Syed Ahmad exhorting the Muslims not to have
2

anything to do with the Indian National Congress. The

Muhammadans of Baghbanpura under the auspices of Young iien'3

kuhammadan Association held a public meeting which unanimously

adopted resolutions condemning the Indian National Congress and

expressing their approval of Cir dyed Ahmed's Lucknow speech. ^
duch was also the attitude of the newspapers like the kuhammadan

Observer, The Victoria Taper, The kuslim Herald, the Kafiq -i- Hind

1. Ibid.

2. Civil and Military Gazette. Lay 19, 1838.



and the Imperial paper which spoke with one voice against the
1

Congress. rersons like Sayyid Tufail .Ahmad lianglori who

was a staunch nationalist Muslim has also admitted that in the

early years the Muslims meted out complete non-cooperation to
2

the Congress, although he attributed this to the influence of
x

Theodore Beek, Sir Theodore Morrison and William Archibald.

This reference to the three British Principals of Aligarh College

in influencing the Muslims to stay away from the Indian national

Congress is not correot. This reference ignores Sir Syed's

political ideas and philosophy advocated by him much before he

came into contact with these prominent Englishmen. Some of

Sir Syed's views are cited below. To form a Parliament from

among the natives of India is of course out of the question. It

is not only impossible, but undesirable."^ When Sir Sayyid heard

of the selection of three Bengalees for the Indian Civil Service,

1. Lai Bahadur, The Muslim League (Agra 1954), p.4.

2. Tufail Ahmad Manglori, Muaalmanon ka Hosham Muataqbil. urdu,
(Dehli, 1945), PP.275-570.

3.

4» Sir Syed Ahmed: Cauaes of the Indian Revolt, first written in
urdu 1859, appeared later in English in 1875, translated by
Sir Auckland Colvin and G.F.I. Graham. P.4.



1
he lamented the absence of the Muslims from the list. If

either of the two leading raoes of India, Hindus or Muslims, were

the rulers of India, there could be no peace even for a day.

The Muslims considered the stability of the British rule in India
o

absolutely necessary which was in their interest. Sir Syed

had successfully opposed the introduction of election in the

local bodies.^ He had formed a Muhairaaadan Association in 1883

for protecting Muhammadan rights and interests.^ He had also

declared that "it is impossible for India that, in the ebsenoe

of the British, either the Hindus or the Muslims would be able

to rule peacefully".^ All these facts show that he wa3 sure

to oppose Indian national Congress that was injurious to Muslim

interests. Therefore there was no question of anyone influencing

him 3ince these views were held by him much before he came in

contact with Beck, Morrison or Archibold. In this controversy

whether or not Muslims were in favour of participating in the

Indian national Congress, the Muslim leaders did not admit the

1. Aligarh Institute Gazette. 30 Sept. 1879, PP.1094-95.

2. Aligarh Institute Gazette. 10 Sept. 1881, p. 1025.

3. Ibid.. 20 Jan., 1883, PP.78-80.

4. Ibid.. 7 April 1883, PP.381-91.

5. Syed Ahmed's lecture at Amritsar on 29 Jan. 1384, in Molir
Syed Iqbal Ali edited Safarnama-i. Punjab, (Aligarh, 1884)
pp. 124-25.



representative oharaoter of those Muslims who joined the

sessions of the Indian national Congress, whereas the

Congress leaders on seeing an increase in the number of

delegates of the Muslims to every successive session of the

Congress till 1893 sought to prove the sympathy of the Muslims

towards the national Congress and were jubilant over the success

2
of the Congress with regard to its appeal to the Muslims.

Sir Syed, although, his ohief influence was in the North

West Province of India expressed his deep sympathy for the

Bengali Muslims and advised them to stay aloof from the Indian

national Congress. He could oily foresee conflict between the

Hindus and the Muslims If Congress persisted. He observed that

if we take the population of the whole of Bengal nearly half were

Muharacadans and sanething over half were Bengalees. (He used

the word Bengali only for Hindu Bengalis.) Those Muhanxoadans

were quite unaware of what sort of thing the national Congress

was. No Muhammaden Mais (aristocrat) of Bengal took part in

that and the ordinary Bengalis who lived in the district were

also as ignorant of the Congress as the Muhammadans. In Bengal

1. See letter of Mr.later Sir Sh&fi to the Pioneer, "the
Muhammadans and the Congress", in Sir Syed Ahmad Khan,
The Present State of Indian Politics. (Allahabad, 1888)
Appendix pp, ii-iii.

2, Address of the Chairman of the Reception Committee in the
Report of the Indian National Congress. 1888, p.4«
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the jkuhammadan population was so great that if the aspirations

of those Bengalis who were making so loud an agitation were

fulfilled, it would be extremely difficult for the Bengalis to
1

remain in peace even in Bengal. oir Byed was largely correct

in his analysis of the position of the Bengali joislims. fhe

juiuslim masses in Bengal, like their hindu neighbours, were ed¬

ucationally backward and lacxing political consciousness, i'hey

were also ignorant about the Indian National Congress. Because

of their backwardness educationally and politically they followed

in all social and political matters, the lead of the upper classes

end the educated section of their community. Ihe i.uhamiradan

Literary Bociety end the Central National kuhammadan Association

which were the mouthpiece of the educated section of the iuuslim

community there, when approached by the Congress to join it, de-

:clined the offer on the ground that the political demands made

by the congress were premature and too advanced to benefit the

kuslinis at that stage. fhe Muslims also thought that they might

lose the sympathy of the Government by criticising its policies

which they could hardly afford. On behalf of the Calcutta

1. oir dyed Ahmad'a speech at jv.eerut, 14 ^arch, 1888,, Ihe
Present ->t£te of Indian Politics. (Allahabad 1833), p.36.
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ik uhearcedan Literary aociety in 1386 Abdul Letif rejected the
\

invitation of the .Secretary of the Congress to participate in it.

The secretary of the Central National tiuhanmedan Association

also declined the offer onnthe ground that in Lis opinion it would

not be useful for his community or country to adopt an attitude
2

of uneasiness towards the Government. for turning down the

Congress invitation these two Muslim organizations were severely

criticised by the Congress organisers. fhe x-uslim "policy of

confidence in Government" was attacked. fhe Tribune attribut¬

ed this attitude of the Muslims to the British officials' desire

who were in favour of i-uslim exclusion from the Congress. It

said that the bureaucracy was ostentatious in showing special

friendliness towards the Muslim community in -4idia by making them

believe that certain special favour may be done to them at sn

unspecified time for this policy of aloofness of the Muslim organ¬

isations towards the Congress. But in its opinion the Govern¬

ment of India except for publishing a resolution on the state of

education among the Indian Muslims had done nothing to better their

condition. xt was, therefore, surprising for them to see thet

1. The Indian statesmen and Friend of India. Calcutta. 25 Gee: 1336.

2. The Statesman and Friend of India. 19 December,1886.

report of the Indian NationaltCongress 1336. p. 8.



these two h uhamrcedsn .Associations by believing in 3uch promises

were preparing Tor a politics 1 suicide, which would result from
1

their political aloofness from the Congress.

The non-participetion of iuslims in the Congress is wrong-

sly attributed to the policy of the Government. in fact the

Muslims remained aloof as a result of their desire to safeguard

their own interests which would be jeopardised in the event of

their joining the Congress. uord cufferin in his letter to

the Cecret&ry of Gtate clarifies the Government's position by

stating that the Government could not make a greater mistake than

to sow the seeds of jealousy and hatred between the people and that

therefore, the Government had not influenced the . uslirns to stay

aloof from the Congress but the decision to do so was motivated

by the consideration of what was beneficial for the i-uslim interest

Because the Muslims felt that the acceptance of the demands of the

Congress by the Government would be detrimental to their interests,
2

so they stayed aloof. Come imputed iiiuslim aloofness from the

Congress to the policy of divide and rule of the viceroy. 3

1. The Tribune of Lahore. 5th. January, 1387*

2. Cufferin to Cross, 4th, January 1387, setter No. 1, Cufferin
fapers, Vol. 20.

5. Gee The Hindoo fatriot. 20th. Deoember, 1836.
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But it may be pertinent to ask as to how Muslims could oe expected

to participate in the activities ox" the Indian Actional Congress

which was very largely in the hands of Hindus of ->engal and Bombay,

whatever charges of divide end rule may be laid at the doors of

the British Government, it has to be borne in mind that :iindus were

displaying anti-Muslim sentiments towards the end of the nineteenth

century. It cannot be 3aid that the British had encouraged the

Hindus to start a Hindu revivalist movement. similarly, prior

to mutiny, both Barelwi's and the v®reisiyah movements (which sere

Muslim movenents) were intended to purify Islam as practised in

India, of Hindu superstitions and ideas. They continued but they

did not possess the vigour of the Hindu revivalist movements to-

swards the end of the nineteenth century. /gain the British could

not be charged with having started a -.uslim puritanical movement,

It was obvious that - uslim end Hindu religions were not religions

in the estern sense of the term, for the social and political

lives of their followers were intertwined with their religious

practices. It was not easy for such cultures to coalesce to

produce a united Indian nation.

The imputation of inducing the Muslims to stay aloof from

the Congress was denied and refuted by the viceroy in his letter

to the Becretary of Ctete who wrote that he had shown no partiality

to the Muslims, The most that he had done was to express his



sympathy with the backwardness, exhorting there to raise themselves
1

to a level of their Hindu competitors through education. There

were some . ualirns also who criticised the attitude of political

aloofness of the kualims from the Congress. ^he editor of the

Bengalee paper /hmadi named /. liainid rlian (who attended the raeet-

;ings of the Indian National Congress as a -usliiu delegate in 1336,

1901 and 1906) wrote in 1833 regarding the groat talk, and discussion

going on amongst the i uslima with regard to their attitude that they

ought to adopt towards the Congress. &ost of them, he said, were

unable to decide for themselves and thought that joining it would

be detrimental to their interests. He condemned some of the

influential leaders who, he thought, had misled the masses by ex-

shorting them to adopt an attitude of aloofness on the grounds that

the Indian National Congress was inimical to their interests. He
2

denounced it to be an "unthinking end focli3h cry," ^'his

criticism , however, proved abortive and the uslim masses did not

change their attitude towards the Congress. This criticism came

from a newspaper which was managed by the Hindus, the editor, however

happened to be a ..uslim and therefore the paper was named I hmsdi.

1. Cufferin to Cross, 29 October 1883, Letter lio. 43, Cufferin
papers, Vol: 21,

2, quoted in The Indian kjrror. 1th. October, 1888.
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kost of the writers for this paper sere Hindu pleaders. Dhaikh

Abdus Dobhen observes that this was with a view to mislead the

puolia opinion that it was named Ahmadi (which is a Muslim name).

He fervently pleaded for w.ufllim non-participation in the Congress

on the grounds that it was opposed to tneir interest and they would

be regarded as rebel and hence lose the sympathy of the government.

The Muslims, according to him, were likely to suffer in this agit-
1

sation for the mistakes of the Hindus. As a result of this

controvei'sy sharp differences arose between the two communities.

The kuslims were painfully aware of the advancement of Hindus

educationally and otherwise. This educational and intellectual

imbalance among the two communities that came about as a result of

late - uslim reconciliation to the «te3tern education which persisted

for a long time was al30 largely responsible for the conflict between

the two communities and the attitude of the Muslims towards the

Congress which they thought was in the hands of the Hengali Hindus. ^
This refusal of the majority of the ^.uslims to join the

Indian National Congress was further strengthened as a result of

the Hindu revivalism towards the end of the nineteenth century.

1. D. . Jobhan, Hindu iussalman. (The Hindus and kuslims),
(Dacca 1389) pp. 127-23 and 135.

2. Dyed Ahmad ^Jaan, op, cit.. p. 15.



In 1396 t.r. Rehmat ullah Bayani of Bombay (a - uslira) while pre¬

siding over the Indian National Congress session at Calcutta
1

severely criticised the Muslim attitude towards the Congress

and dubbed the Muslim's fears and apprehensions of joining the

Congress as unfounded snd imaginary. His idea was that one

should not divorce before marriage and pleaded with the Muslims

to join the meetings of the Congress to see for themselves as

2
to what was going on there. There were fierce protests

against this speech. In its editorial of December 1896, The

Calcutta monthly wrote to inform Mr. Sayari regarding the

general attitude of the Hindus towards the Muslims in every walk

of life. It <xily wished that Mr.Saysni lived in Bengal to see

the treatment meted out to the Muslims at the hands of his

Hindu neigh our whereby he would soon come to the conclusion

that the success of this movement would culminate in the gradual

but inevitable extinction of his coreligionists as a political

unit in India,3

1. See Report of the Indian National Congress 1896. pp.1-39.

2. Ibid. , p.2U-m

3. See also The Muslim Chronicle Editorials of 16 Jan. a nd
20 Reb. 1897.



The controversy was gathering momentum and Badruddln Tyabje in

a letter to the Pioneer stated that as the President ox" the

last Congress he had "rigidly excluded all quest!ens which were

merely of a provincial character , or in regard to which the

three presidencies were not practically agreed or where the

Hindus ware opposed to the Auasalmans as a body or vioe verse".

He went on "the Congress could not be rightly termed a "National*

Congress, where any particular resolution could be carried against

the unanimous protest of either the Hindu or Mussalinan delegate".1
In reply, dyed Ahmed, in a letter in the same newspaper, thanked

him for the great consideration which he had shown to his

community, when he presided over the Congress, but according to

the dyed, a "National" Congress could not be composed of two

nations who had such different opinions and only happened to

agree on some small points. besides, the days of the Mutiny

still haunted him. The Hindus began it and the Muslims joined,
ruined

but it was the latter who were? and this can again happen to the

Muhamciedana if they take part in a political agitation. The

memories of 18i>7 were still fresh in his mind. He was against

The
1* Pioneer, pril, 1888. Letter of Badruddin Tyabji.
2. The Pioneer. 5 April, 1888. Letter of dyed Ahmed.
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Indian, at any rate Muslim, participation in political activities.

He full well realized how fatal it could be to their interests.

Their greatest need according to him wa3 advancement in the

educational sphere. Their plaoe was in the classroom and not an

the public platform, Muslim participation in politics was his

pet aversion. The Muslims were backward economically and

educationally. They were hardly yet freed from the 3uspioion

which the government had been harbouring against them. Any co¬

operation with the Congress which was bound to become a political

organisation would arouse the distrust of the government and probably

have unfortunate consequences for the Muslims. How far he was

correct in his fears of British revival of suspicion against the

Muslims, should they give any ohanoe, i3 clear from the statement

of the Governor of Madras who once said, "An eagle does not care

a bit for the chirping of sparrows (i.e. Hindus) but if a falcon

(i.e. i&uslims) dares to oppose him, he at once breaks its neck".*
This move of opposing the Congress was not motivated by any

hostility towards the Hindus but wa3 due solely to his sinoere

belief that the salvation of the Muslims lay in cooperation with

the government. "Dootrinaliy he was a broad minded and tolerant

man sincerely appreciative of the Hindus, but as a political and

a social unit, he was of the opinion that the Muslims of India had

1. B.A. Dar, Heligioua thought of Bayyid Ahmed Khan (Lahore,1957)
pp.82-3.



5
to work out their own salvation." Moreover, the prospectus

issued, even before the first Cougress met in 1385, stated that

"indirectly this conference will form the germ of a native

parliament, and if properly conducted will contribute in a few

years an unanswerable reply to the assertion that India is till

wholly unfit fcr any representative institution"#2 It was this

fear of the introduction of representative institutions in India

which led Sir dyed to oppose the Indian National Congress. He

firmly believed that if a system of representative government

was introduced in India, it would ultimately lead to the

disguised rule of the majority community. He said "Long before

the idea of founding the Indian National Congress was mooted, X

had given the thought to the matter whether representative

government is suited to the conditions of India.....I reached

the conclusion that the first requisite of a representative

government is that the votexs should possess the highest degree

of homogeneity. In a form of government which depends for its

functioning upon majorities, it is neoessary that the people should

1. H.Kraemer, "Islam in India today" The Moslem World.
vol. xxi, No.2 (New York, 1951), p.158.

2. Quoted by V. Lovett, History of the Indian Nationalist
Movement (third edition, London, 1921), p.35.



have no differences in matter of nationality, religion,

ways of living, customs, culture, and historical traditions.

These things should be common among a people to enable them to

run a representative government properly; only when such homogeneity

is present can representative government work or prove benefieial...••

I consider the experiment whioh the Indian National Congress wants

to make fraught with dangers and sufferings for all the nationalities

of India, speoially for the Muslims."*■ In December 1886 Sir Syed

formed the Muhamraeden Educational Conference to promote education

and social reforms among the Muslims. Although it came into

being to spread the intellectual message of the Aligarh, it was

also used as a "political mouthpiece of the Indian Muslims and

later became the forerunner of the All India Muslim League, At

the very first conference its founder' reiterated his earlier

plea, "I do not agree", he said, "with those who believe that

political discussion would be oondueive to our national progress.

I regard progress of education as the only means of national
p

progress." As a practical counterblast to the congress, Sir

Syed formed still another association, the united Indian Patriotic

Association, in August 1888 wliich was open to members of all

1, Quoted in W.T. De Bery, ed,, Souroes of Indian Tradition.
(New fork, 1958), pp. 746-47.

2. Quoted by Ham Gropal, Indian Muslims. (Bom )ay, 1959), P»65,



communities and about which he wrote to his friend and biographer,

Col. Graham, that he had undertaken a heavy task against the so-called

National Congress, and had formed an association.^- In the meantime

congress became aware of the antagonistic attitude of the Muslims

and at its fourth session in 1888, a resolution was passed which

prohibited the discussion in the congress of any subject to which

"the Hindu or the Mohammadan delegates as a body object, unanimously

or nearly unanimously". The chairman of the reception committee,

Pandit Ajudianath, was jubilant at the success of the congress and

remarked "I ask you to turn your eyes round this hall and see if

it is true that Mohammadans do not sympathise with U3. In the

last congress the number of Mussalmans delegates wa3 83; now it

is more than double this".^ Sheikh R&za Hussain khan, a delegate

from Oudh declared that the great bulk of the Muslims were not

against the congress, but on the other hand favourable to itJ1
Another Muslim delegate from Behar said that the Indian National

Congress rightly olaimed its comprehensive title. The number of

1. Quoted, Ibid.. p.67*

2, Beport of the Indian National Congress 1888. Resolution, XIII

3# Ibid.. Address of the Chairman of the Reception Conmittee, p.4.

k. Ibid.. p. 5.



the Muslim meirbers was more then 221,^" out of a total of 1,248

delegates. At the next congress at Bombay Muslims were more

numerous, but less in proportion to the Hindus than in the last

congress. Out of a total of nearly 2,000 delegates, 254 were

Muslims, All this time Sir Sayyid was vigorously campaigning

against the participation of the Muslims in the Indian National

Congress on the plea that they stood to lose if the oongress

demands were fulfilled. So we see that in the congress of

1894 at Madras, out of a total number of 1163 delegates only

23 were Muslims, But there were other deeper reasons for the

dwindling away of Muslim delegates. Towards the end of the

nineteenth century the emergence of a Hindu revivalist movement

further hardened the attitude of the Muslims towards the Congress

and this explains the dwindling away of the Muslim delegates in

the succeeding congress sessions.

Cine of the first eminent spokesmen of the Hindu revivalist

movement was Swami Vivekananda (1863-1902). Hi3 chief emphasis

was that the Hindus should go back to the vedas and that Hinduism

was superior to the materialism of the west. Militant nationalism
O

was linked with Hindu religions revivalism Swami Vivekananda while

delivering his lectures in Chicago in 1893 observed that he had

1, Keport of the Indian National Congress 1888. address of ths
Chairman of the Heceptian Committee, Syed Shohfuddin, p.20.

2, See B.M, Sarkar, "The Social philosophy of liamkrishna and
Vivekananda," The Calcutta Review. Feb. 1936, p.176.



gone to the world to preach a religion of which "Buddhism is

a rebel child and Christianity a distant eoho.The

Bwami's dream was the "conquest of the whole world by the Hindu

raoe'. No doubt the primary aim of the revivalism was the

glorification of primitive Hindu philosophy and culture and its

advocate Vivekananda was not a member of the Congress, yet there

is evidence to show that many leading members of the Congress

sought his advice2 and many of the educated Hindus were injected
3

by him with the spirit of religious nationalism. Consequently

Hindus were inspired by his ideas and became the preachers of

aggressive Hindu nationalism. Bankim Chandra Chatterjee (1838-

1894), perhaps the most famous and popular Hindu novelist of Bengal,

published his novel Anandamath (The Abbey of Bliss). Hie whole

tenor of the novel was bluntly anti Muslim.^ In the novel he

exhorts the children of Xali (Hindu goddess) to unite with the

purpose of destroying every vestige of Muslim rule in India.

In the novel he presents Jivenanda at the gate of the temple

1. Haridas Mukhajee and Uma Mukhajee, The growth of Nationalism
in India. (1857-1905), (Calcutta, 1957) p.114.

2. C.r.Andrews, and G. Mukerji; The Rise and growth of Congress
in India, (London 1938) p.43«

3. V. Lcrvett, A History of the Indian National Movement. (London,
1921) p.65.

4. D. ±-, Mukerji, Modern Indian Culture. (Bombay 1940) 2 ed. p. 94.
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with sword in hand exhorting the children in the words "we have

often thought to break up this bird's nest of Muslim rule, to

pull down the city of renegades and throw it into the river" in
1

order to make mother earth free from evil. As a result this

community of children in the novel went about burning Muslim

villages, plundering Muslim property and killing Muslims in a

wholesale fashion. Bankim was therefore hated by the muslims

for his prejudice against them.2 The Editor of the Muslim

Chroniole representing the views of the Muslim community with

regard to this anti Muslim bias in the writings of Bankim

Chandra and other writers of his school said that these writings

"have helped to draw the hour hand of rapprochment between the

Hindus and Muslims fifty years back".^ In the matter of soalal

relationship Muslims were generally looked upon as beings of

inferior order so much so that their touch was pollution.^ Xhie
5

feeling was however reciprocal. A writer in his book gives

1. B.C. Chatterjee, Anandamath. translated by Nares Chandra
Ben gupta, (Calcutta N.C.), p.78,

2. The H induatan keyjew. Nov. 1908, p.420.

3» The Moslem Chronicle. 28 March, 1896.

4. M. Rahman, "Indian Unity" The Hindustan Review. Nov. I9O8, p.418*

5. Ibid, p.425.



a recollection of the feelings of the Hindus toward* the Muslims

Ijq his infancy# lie observes that the Hindu feelings towards the

Muslins were characterised firstly by the retrospective hostility

towards them for their Conquest of India, secondly utter indifference

towards the Muslims as an element in the contemporary society,
i

thirdly friendliness towards the wealthy f-usliras and fourthly mixed

concern and contempt for the Muslim peasants who were considered to

be their livestock# He concludes that out of these four mode3

of feeling the first one was the moat predominant and the other three

were mere habits which were not deep rooted.^
In the wake of the revivalist movement Anti Cow killing riots

had begun# The Anti Gow killing riots had established themselves
2

as a chronic disease in all parts of India. Curing the Muslim

Festival of Bakr id where the Muslims sacrifice animals like goat,

sheep and oow in the memory of the Patriarch Abraham's offering

up of his son leaao, the riots between the Hindus and the Muslims

became frequent leading to bloodshed almost every /ear, Commenting
on these riots Lord Lansdowne observed that since the days of Mutiny

no other movement had contained in it "a greater amount of potential

mischief", lie added that this was an infinitely dangerous movement

1# N,C# Cheudhuri, The Autobiography of an unknown Indian.
(New York, 195l), pp#22h-26.

2# The Moslem Chronicle. 27 June 18?6. See the letter to the
Editor.
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beoause as a result of this the educated Hindus expressing

their discontent through the Congress and the great uneducat-
1

:ed mass became united. 'This agitation was started through

cow protection societies which were formed in 1893 by the wender-

:ing ascetics. Originally these societies were formed by

Dayansnd oaraswati (1827 - 1883) in 1882 who intended -co send

a petition to the Government requesting that it should prohibit

the killing of cow3 and oxen. He died in 1883 and therefore

it was after his death that the movement became strong and active, ^
In support of the movement inflammatory speeches were made. News-

3
:papers, pamphlets, leaflets and placards were made use of

with the purpose of arousing religious feelings of Hindus against

the i.oslems. This movement became linked with the Congress and
the

at the meeting of the Indian National Congress in 1891 at Magpur/ sabha

(Cow Protection -society) which also held the meeting in the same

pavilion was addre33ed by leading Congress delegates and the
4

collection was .ade for the movement. The movement grew fierce

1. "Anti cow killing agitation", 2b December 1893, Dare. 1,
'ihe marquess of uansdowne notes and minutes, 24 January 1889
to January 1894, nansdowne papers, Vol. kill.

2. Jarquhar, J.N., modern religious movements in -naia. (Hew
York 1915), p. 111.

3. Government of bengal to the Government of India, 28 October
1393, Dara. 2, public letters from xndia and general letters
from Bengal 1894, Vol. I.

4. see The ^ualim Chronicle, 27 Gone, 1896.
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end the Moslem Chronicle wrote that cruelties end oppressions

were perpetrated on the helpless .usliin cultivators by Hindu

zemindars (land-lords) in connection with the killing of the

cows, "which would fill the darkest chapters in the rao3t sensat-

sional novels." The Hindu-Muslim riots were not purely

one sided. The Muslims also at several occasions proved

aggressive towards the Hindus. One such example is the riots

in Calcutta in 1897 when the -uslima even under the orders of the

court refused to give a piece of" land to its Hindu owner because
2

it contained a mosque in it. 'a a result riots ensued.

In spite of all this the idea of Hindu-M uslim unity was 3till

there. oderete leaders of the Congress, like durendrenath

danerjea, tried to win muslin; support for the Congress. His

efforts were directed towards attracting the attention of the

"I. Ibid, 16 j ay, 1896.

2. oee The Calcutta Hevlew, October 1897, Pp. 391 - 394.

fhe Muslims were however prevailed upon by the lmam3
who issued a religious decree (Patwa) saying that it
was against the tenets of Islam to build a mosque on
the land of others. According to them mosques could
only be built on wakf land (charitable trust) and,
therefore, in the absence of the permission of the
landlord it was unlawful to offer prayers on his land.



1

young Muslim students, which met with some success in winning

over some sympathy for the Congress. ^ Similarly, Haji Mo'nd

Ismail ahan, a friend of dir dyed sent a letter to the president

of the Congress, Mr. heiimetulla dayani, president of the Congress

session in 189b, suggesting that he should pass p resolution

giving the Muslems an equal number of sects in "the legislative

council, district board and municipalities." And consequently

Muslims will join the Congress, but this suggestion was turned
2

down. Mr. dayani's speech was severely criticised, in which

he had given his reasons for disagreeing with the suggestion made

by Haji Ismail khan and one of the influential Muslim newspapers

pointed out that the high hope3 of all those Indian Muslims who

had been looking forward to his speech had not been realized, for

they had expected him to say something of the blessings which

Congress would confer on the Muslims of Indie "as a part and

parcel of the vast but heterogeneous population of dritish xndia,

were they to follow the sage councils offered by him and join

the Congress in a body." Moreover, dayani's speech did not

accurately describe the position of the Muslims in respect to the

1. i-ohemtiiad Hassan Gan to the private secretary to the viceroyf
14th May, 1906; enclosure -into to Morley, 24th May, 1906j
orley papers, Vol. II.

2. deport old the Indian National Congress 1896. I'residental
address, p. 22.



Congress movement, for leek of education was not the only factor

that made the Muslims stand aloof /"rem the Congress, The

antagonism which the Hindus showed towards the Muslims through

the medium of the press and in other ways prevented them from

making common cause with the hindus. 3y joining the Congress

and consequently by the honest desire of these few Hindus and

Muslims to evolve an "Indian nation in which muhemrnedans and

2
Hindus might sink their racial and religious differences" did

not materialize. The activities of the extremist wing of the

Congress "further embittered the Hindu-Moslem relations and

strengthened the cause of the separatist element amongst the

Muslims." * This extremist group of the Indian National Congress

which proved to be the main obstacle to the Hindu-Muslim unity

was led by Bal Gangadhar Tilsk (1853 - 1920) from Bombay whose

attitude was extremely hostile towards the Muslims. Two of

his actions in particular alienated Muslim feelings towards him

and the Congress movement with which he was so closely associated,

Tilak encouraged the Hindus to celebrate the Ganapati festival

1, The Moslem Chronicle. jjO'th. January, 1397, editorial.

2, /. 3. Najpet, . ualim League yesterday and to-day. (Lahore
1943), p. 57.

3, ibid.



publicly, a move which was mainly intended to revive the re-

; lig-,' ous enthusiasm of the Hindu community, ^ Previously

too, the Hindus used to worship the elephant God of Wisdom and

Prosperity privately in their homes. Hut now in seeking to

celebrate this as a national festival, Tilak had two aims in

view. firstly, he sought in the mass celebration of this

festival an opportunity for propaganda against the British end

secondly, he thought that it would organise the Hindus as a
2

community against the Huslims, The sedition committee

which sat under the presidentship of Justice Rowlatt in 1913

reported, "Public Ganapati festivals appear to have arisen out

of an anti-Puhaaamadan movement started after riots which broke

out in the city of Bombay in 1893 between Hindus and A uhammadens

.... the idea appears to have been to make the procession in which

the god is taken to his final resting place in the 7/ater as

offensive as possible to .i-uhammadans." ^ .Another action of

Tilak which hurt ieuslim sentiment in india was the promotion of

Bhivaji's cult, celebrating the i.arhatta leader's birth and

coronation. The cult of Bhivaji, the tarhatta .iindu hero who

1. D. V. Tahmankar, uokamanya Tilak. (London 1953;, p.63.

2. American Anthropologist. February 1954, p«81.

3. Bedition Committee Report (1918).(Calcutta 1918) p. 1.



more than two centuries earlier had killed Afzal ilian, a Lualim

general, was revived, and verses extolling the exploit? of dhivaji

became popular, 1 The uslirns thought of dhivaji as a Hindu

who rose against a Muslim power. It this festiva] speeches were

delivered recalling the valour oi Bhivaji who rose against the
2

fcusiims. ■'•his festival certainly alieru ted uslim feelings

•gainst the Hindus, B, G. Pal * too in popularising the cult

3aid thet"jhivaji was a Hindu" the symbol of the religio-politicsl

ideal of the Hindu people. "in honouring Chivaji we honour

that Hindu ideal." ^ Besides Tilak "not only convoked popular

meetings in which his fiery eloquence denounced the , uhammadans

as the sworn foes of Hinduism but he started an organisation known

as the ".'nti cow-killing society" which was intended and regarded

as a direct provocation to the Mihammadens." J

1. V. Lovett, History of the Indian Nationalist movement,
(3rd ed., ondon 1921; p. 48.

2. dedition Committee ueport, op,cit.. p.2,

3. B.C.fal (1838-1932), joined the Brahino Samaj - a Hindu re-
:vivalist movement in 1877 end the Indian national Congress
in 1866. He was one of the leaders of the extremist group
of the Congress.

4. B.C.rel; The New spirit, (Calcutta 1907), P»49»

5. V. chirol, Indian Unrest, (London 1910,, p. 43»
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i'ilak's policy was one of the reasons why the Muslims

of India in general became fully convinced that their path
1

lay in a different direction from that of the Hindus. The

effect of activities of the extremist wing of the Congress is

again clearly brought out in the statement of the Aga Khan, a
2

leading political figure in sadia. In his memoirs he wrote

"At the seme time i began to realize .... that the Congress party

.... would prove itself incapable .... was alrea ly proving itself

incapable .... of representing indie's i-usliins, or of dealing

adequately with the needs end aspirations of the i>-u3lim community.

The pressure of Hindu extremism was too strong. Already that

artificial unity which the British Raj had imposed from without

was cracking. -^eep seated and irradicable differences expressed

themselves once political activity and aspirations had advanced

beyond the most elementary stage," ^ In the face of this

anti-i»:uslim campaign, the Muslims grew apprehensive and quickly

formed the Muhammadan Defense Association in December 1893»

1, dee M. Norman, muslirn India (Allahabad 1942) p. 79•

2, Nominated to imperial <egi3lative Council of mdia in 1903* In
1907 he was elected the Remanent President of the
Muslim ceague,

3, Aga ahan; The memoirs of Aga xhan; (New York 1934), p«77»



Its eim we3 to acquaint the authorities with the views of the

xndian Muslims and also to prevent them from participating

in the political agitation. It was on account of this that

tne number of tuslim. delegates to the meeting of the Congress

in 1894 et Hadras had fallen as low as 23. Hie Hindu-Muslim

riots and the anti cow-killing agitation had created a great
1

gulf between the two communities. The "riots clearly bear

witness" wrote a i. uslim to the ^us lira Chronicle "that they"

(i.e. Hindus} "do not desire at heart any closer bond of union

with ua, though with their lips they loudly procleim their
2

sympathy with our com unity'.' i'he position v»es so critical

that even the chairmen of the reception co nitlee of the Congress

in 1394 declared that cn important section of the ; uslims were

organising their own educational conferences and political

societies and thus staying aloof from the Congress movement. *
or on 30 Jeoemoer 1893, dyed Ahmed had called a meeting of

influential kuslims ^ at his house at 'ligarh to discuss the

political situation. After some discussion an association

was formed under the patronage of dir dyed. Their aim was to

1. Parliamentary tapers; House of Commons 1893; religious
disturbances} Vol. 6>3 No. 538. Governor of Bombay to secretary
of dtste, 26th. October 1393; Para. 12.

2. The ,-oslem Chronicle. 11 Jan:1396, pp.19-21."The indu Congress
and the mohammeden of India" by "Hot a Costc B'adan".

3* iveport of the inaian National congress 1894. Address of the
chairmen of the reception committee, p. 14.

4. Including dyed Mamud, Nawab mohsin ul bulk, etc.



promote end defend the interests of the i.uislim oonmunity, not
1

by agitation, but by representation to Government. Grad-

:ueliy as the ...uslirns began to thins in terms of their interests

the amount of . -U3lini participation in Congress became markedly

less and so in the Congress of 1895 out of a total of 1534

delegates, the number of Muslims Jtas only 25.

By the end of 19th century restlessness was growing

among some of the educated section of the Muslim community.

As a result of the slow spread of education amongst Muslims

the Muslim middle class found competition for jobs more stiff

than a decade earlier. Consequently they began to feel a sense

2
of economic backwardness in relation to Hindus. Cantwell Gmith

is of the opinion that during 1890 - 1905 the Muslims had begun

"to reach the stage of mild criticism," and begun "to see some

sense in suggesting improvements to the government, their

chief concern was regarding educational backwardness and economic

condition. Muslims during this time felt that loyalty was not

paying as much as political pressure. They realized that they

were theoretically admired for their non participation in the

1. The fioneer. 14 Jan. 1894.

2. Letter to the Editor, The Moslem Chronicle. 22 Aug. 1896,

3. W.C.Smith, Modern Islam in India (London, 1946) pp.169-70.



political agitation, but when it comes to practical treatment he
A

is "relegated to the cold storage of neglect'.' What they

thought w'b3 that political agitation might be bad, but political
2

inactivity was worse. The Hindus with their powerful associ¬

ations were able to draw the attention of the Government, where-

:as they could not. ..-uslims felt that though they stood pol-

Jitically aloof, the attitude of the Government towards them

was not favourable. ^ Duriag this period the stirrings of

the xJan-Islamic movement became evident. In 1897 when the

Turks won a victory over Greece in Crete, it was noted with

great delight by the Indian kuslims and the Indian Nation ^
pointed out at that time the conflict of loyalties in muslim

5
hearts which this attitude implied. The strained relations

between dritain end Turkey in .the 20th. century forced some of

1. /li, "India and the new parliament" in ffte nineteenth
century and after. /. ugust 1906, p. 257.

2. The moslem Chronicle. 25 November, 1905.

3. Ibid. 26 November, 1904.

4. Quoted in the oslern Chronicle. 12 June 1897.

5. The -oslem Chronicle. 12 June 1897.



the Indien Muslims to question the Indian Government's

attitude towards them and Turkey. There were some who

showed concern i'or uslims' social and political backward¬

ness. 3y the end of the century some -.uslims felt a sense

of frustration# To some uslin.s, political aloofness from

the Congress was unwise and negative policy, yielding no

1
tangible benefits, in December 1393 the ..uhemx. aden defence

/ssociation was formed to let the uslims have their own

association in order that they might not join the Indian
2

ii tional Congress. 'nother organisation known as 'nti

Congress Committee was formed by the --uslims at Lucknow in

1399 which suspected the activities of the Congress, Its

aim was to counteract "by every legitimate and constitutional

means, the evil results of the discontent and unrest created

by a propaganda" detrimental to the best interests of iritish
5

rule in India, 3y the year 1901, the j.uslims of India were

1. dee The oslem chronicle. 15 December, 1900.

2. jee xiehadur, L., The uslim League, (/gra 1954), p. 7*

3. memorial from x-iza mohanmad / boas Jehedoor, secretary
/ nti-Congress Committee, to the Government N. 1. and
Cudh, 31 jeceirber, 1399, .Appendix, resolution 1; public
let tiers from i-ndia and general letters from Bengal, 1900,



seriously thinking of forming a Muslim political organisation.

The idea of having such an association was discussed at a meeting
A

that year at uicknow. Consequently the muhammaden Oolitic-

sal /ssocciation was formed at a public meeting in beharanpur
, 2

in Jjily, 1903* In a letter to the Pioneer, fawab Viqarul mulk,

the convener of the meeting discussed the differences between

this organisation and the Congress, stating that the two organ¬

isations /ere different in the r object as well as modus operandi,

The object of the association was that the Muslims' well being

depended upon the permanance of the British rule, it desired

to place before the Government i uslims demands moderately and

to oppose the Congress demands for the competetite examination

and the introduction of representative form of government, which
4

were considered inimical to their interests, fhis organis¬

ation shortly died down for lack of popularity and the muslim

position and attitude towards the Congress during these years

5
can be described as that of "passive indifference." It was

1. Gee n Indian .. ussalman" "Indian -ussalmans and Indian
olitics"; x'he Hindustan lieview. January 1909, p, 144,

2. . ushtag Hussain Viqarul .. ulk (1841 —19179* He later pre¬
sided over the meeting in ^^06 at Dacca when the .All india
j.uslira League was founded,

3. The i-lonecr. 16 August, 1903

4. Ibid. 31 July, 1903,

5. I'he ...oslem Chronicle. 15 December, 1900: editorial.



however not until after the partition of Bengal an! the

impending reforms of the Government of India which ultimate-

sly took shape in the j-ndian Councils let 1909, that the

muslins all over India felt the urgent need of political

organisation. Consequently ...uslim League wa3 founded in

1906 and the Muslims became an organised force in Indian

politics.



Chapter III

The Muslims and the partition of
Bengal, 1905 - 1911.

The partition of Bengal is an event of considerable

importance in the life of Indian Muslims. It is said that

it "was a milestone in the history of Modern India and above all,

the beginning of Muslim separation in Indian politics".^" As

will be seen in the following pages that the effect that this

measure of the Government of India had on the two communities,

the Hindus and the Muslim was such as to bring about a direct

clash between the Hindus' and the Muslims' interests. Consequently

the Hindu militant agitation against the partition and the Muslim

acquiescence in it a3 a measure that brought relief to them from

Hindu domination-^ widened the gulf between the two communities

already created as a result of Hindu religious revivalism

and Tilak's revival of "the militant Marhatta political and

religious tradition".^

1. K.K.Aziz, B ritain and Muslim India (London,1964) p»37»

2. See Imperial and Asiatic quarterly Review, April 1907,
pp.293-294.

3. Manchester Guardian, 23 and 27 October, 1905. See also
Aligarh Institute Gazette. 9 Jan., 1907, p«4.

4. Richard Symonds, The Making of Pakistan. (London, 1949)
p.40.
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The decision to partition dongel we® closely linked with

Gurzon's desire to improve the condition of the masses who were

suffering untold hardships^ on a result of the unwieldy nature of

the province. It is aaid that "the Lieutenant Governor of Bengal

had to administer, in 1903, an area of 189,000 square miles with ft

population of 7@»000,000, end a gross revenue of 1^,500,000. no

other provincial edrainiatretor in India hed so huge a charge end
2

it was complicated by the obstacles to rapid travel". in 1834

Lord Lflhouaie the Governor General of indie pointed out that the

administration of such e huge end unwieldy province was e man
and

killing job/ia his own words the burden of the administration

"was more than the mortal man could boar".'' Therefore as early
4

es 1866 proposals were rccde to do something about this province.

Consequently Assam was detached from it in 1874 end made into a

separate administrative unit under the charge of a Chief Gonaiasaioner.

liven after the reduction in the size of the province the motive for

1. Curzon'a letter of 27th Jan. 19C4 to Godley, quoted in
Lord rtoneldshay, The Life of Lord Ourgcn, (London, 1923}
vol.ii, pp.327-28.

2. Lovc.t Fraser, inaie under Curzon an a Iter, (London. 1911)
P*369.

3. vuoted in l.d. ureahl edited, ■ lien dule and the diae °L
^ualim rational jam, (liarsehi, 1967) p. 169.

4. Michael Gdwardes, Hij/Jhnoon of Lro>ire. (London, 1965) p. 212.



which it was intended had not been realised* fhe unwieldy

nature of its size rendered efficient administration impossible

and everywhere, especially in the eastern ports which were not

easily accessible on account of a bad communication system,

lawlessness and disorder were prevalent.The eastern pert of

the Bengal wea especially more neglected in so far as the

lieutenant Governor of the Bengal had hardly any time to visit
2.

it. A district such es hymens ingh in the eastern pert of the

Bengal had an area of 6,000 square miles with & population of

four millions to be administered by a single English district

Deputy Gotrenissloner. The native police was corrupt end Justice

was absent, This shows that long before the decisive step to

reduce the burden of the Lieutenant Governor of Bengal was taken

during Curzon's viceroyalty, a discussion amongst the administrators

to this effect had been going tan end that the division of Bengal was

not Gurzon's novel idee, Curzon wrote to the decret&ry of State

regarding the question of provincial boundaries in April 1JJ02, but

long before this, the administrators were fully acquainted with

this problem and a discussion had been going on, in their files for

many months without the Viceroy knowing anything about it, "Curzcn,

in fact, discovered by accident in 19G2 that the proposals for

1, See, e.g., Lovat Fraaer, op, cit«. pp.372-5,

2, Michael Edwardes, op.cit.
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rearranging Bengal, and some other provinces too, had been

going the rounds without his knowledge.When the departmental

file reached the Viceroy*s table a few days after his letter to

the .Secretary of State, Curaon'a critical comment on departmentalism

wa3 that, Tor fourteen months it never oecured to a single human

being in the departments to mention the matter or to suggest that

it should be mentioned, Bound and round like the diurnal

revolution of the earth went the file, stately, solemn, sure and

slow; and now in due season it has completed its orbit and I am
2

invited to register the concluding stage". despite all this

as we snail see in the succeeding pages, ulterior motives were

imputed to Gurzon for the modification of the boundaries of

Bengal such as that he had .iberately tried to divide the

Hindus and liosiims by drawing the line between the Hindu and

muslim halves of Bengal; he had favoured the Muslims by giving
3

them a new province in which they were in a clear majority; he

had vivisected the Bengali homeland, he had struck a deadly blow
4

at Bengali nationality; he had sought to weaken the nationalist

and patriotic movement of the people of India which had its

1. Ibid.

2» Lovat Prezer, op.cit.,pp.378-9.

3, In I9O5 the provinces of Bengal and Assam were reconstituted so
as to form two provinces of manageable size: Bengal with a
population of 54 millions, of which 42 million would be Hindus,
and 9 million Muslims, and eastern Bengal and Assam, with a
population of 31 millions, of which 18 million would be Muslims
and 12 millions Hindus.

4» Banajee, S.H, A nation in the making. (Calcutta, I925) P. 188.
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strongest oentre in Bengal; he was the upholder of the develiah

polioy of divide and rule. Thus ran the accusation against

Curzon and his Government. In reply Curzon said, "it is calumny

so preposterous that it scarcely seems worthy of notice". The

&hole plan was nothing more than the readjustment of the administrative

boundaries of a province. He warned that any revocation of the

partition would plaoe a premium upon disloyal agitation in India in

future and would render the governance of India well nigh impossible.1"
Sir Andrew Eraser and Sir Bampfylde Puller, both being the principal

architects of the partition scheme hardly suggest that the partition

was motivated by any other consideration than an administrative

devioe to tackle the administrative problem of a province which
2

had become far too unwieldy. However it was at a later stage that

Lord Curzon, confronted with implacable opposition from the Hindu

press end politicians went down to Daoca to mobilize Muslim support

for the scheme. In Daoca the Viceroy declared that the city would

become "the centre and possibly the capital of a new and self

sufficing administration which must give to the people of these

districts by reason of their numerical strength and their superior

culture the prepondering voice in the province so created, which

1. H.L. 191.45, 50 June, 1908, cols. 510-515.

2. Sir Bampfylde Puller; Some Personal Experiences. (London,1930),
pp. 12j}-25 and Sir Andrew H.L, Praser, Among Indian Ka.iaha and
Ryots. (Philadelphia, 1912) pp.317-24.
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would invest the Muhanmadans in Eastern Bengal with a unity which

they have not enjoyed since the day3 of the old Mussalman viceroys
„1

and kings."

Immediately after the publication of the original plan towards

the end of 1903, there arose a severe opposition to the proposal

especially from the educated and middle class Hindus. The congress

considered it a calculated move against the national unity and

solidarity. It was thought "a most arbitrary and unsympathetic

evidence of irresponsible and autocratic statesmanship.The

Bengal. Hindu leaders headed by Sunendranath Baner ja, The i.ditor

of the Bengalee and a well known politician representative of the

Hindu educated middle class started the agitation by vehemently
3

protesting against the proposal for the revocation of the partition.

As a mark of protest, under the auspices of the British Indian

Association a public meeting was held in*1" Calcutta which was

presided over by Kaja Peary Mohan Mukher jee.5 in this meeting

a few resolutions condemning the partition scheme were passed.

Sir Henry Cotton an ardent supporter of the Indian National Congress

and president of the 20th Congress Session held in Bombay in 19(4

also opposed the partition scheme while speaking at length in one

1. Cited in Haridas Muknerjee and Uma Mukherjee, India's Fight
for freedom. (Calcutta, 1958) P.20.

2. Report of the Indian Notional Congress 19(4. Presidential address P.M
3. The Bengalee. 13 Dec. 1903*

4. Ibid. 18 March 19C4.

5. President of the British Indian Association of Caloutta.
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of the conferences on the partition question held on the 10th

January, 1905.''' The agitation against the proposed partition

was not altogether disinterested and the opposition to the scheme

did contain the seeds of self interest of the educated middle class

Hindu minority. Dr. Ambedkar, discussing the partition says "The

Bengali Hindu had the whole of Bengal, Orissa, Assam and even U, P,

for his pasture. He had captured the Civil Service in all these

provinces. The partition of Bengal meant a diminuation in the

area of this pasture.,,,The opposition to the partition of Bengal

on the part of the Bengali Hindus was due principally to their

desire not to allow the Bengal Mussalmans to take their plaoe in

Eastern Bengal.Members of the Calcutta Bar for example felt

while the volume of litigation in Calcutta would undoubtedly

diminish, they would probably find themselves excluded from

practising in the High Court of the new province. The businessmen,

politicians and newspaper owners believed that their profits and
3

prestige would be diminished by partition. It is not difficult

to discover the reasons behind this Hindu agitation. The partition

had resulted in the oreation of a Muslim majority province. This was

distasteful to the Hindus, Partition was resented by the high

1, All about Partition. I,0,L, Tracts 1037, p,72.

2, B,E. Ambedkar, Pakistan on the Partition of India. (3rd edition,
Bombay, 1946), P. 111.

3, Honaldshay, The Earl of, Life of Lord Ourzon. (London, 1928)
vol.ii, p,322.
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os3te Hindus because they did not like to see the Muslin® of the

new province benefitting from it by way of getting a better

opportunity for jobsj That this was one of the main reasons

agitating the minds of the Bengali Hindus is attested by the

speeches of the leaders of the community* While addressing a

meeting in the town hall of Calcutta on 7th August, 1905 Maharaja

Nsndi of Kasimbazar in his presidential address said that in the

new province the Muhaaiaadam population would preponderate, whereas

the Hindus would be relegated to a position of minority and strangers

in their own land. Continuing he said, "I dread the prospect end

the outlook fills me with anxiety as to the future of our race."2
During the initial stage when the proposals for the partition

were first made public in 1903, certain Muslim representative

institutions and newspapers registered their disapproval to the

scheme also. But as we shall see their reasons for doing 30

were different altogether from those of the Hindus* The Moslem

Chronicle which wa3 representative of the enlightened Muslim public

opinion observed that there was complete unanimity of views regarding

the opposition to the scheme amongst the people in Bengal.-* The

1* Bee Imperial and Aaiotio Quarterly Heview. (April, 1907) pp.293-94*

2, All About Partition, op.cit.. p*88,

3. The Moslem Chronicle. 9 Jan. 1904.
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schenie was severely criticised by the oentral Muhammadam Association

of Calcutta in a meeting in Feb., 1904* Various speakers gave

expression to their views condemning the scheme. The honourable

Maulir Sinajal Islam speaking in this meeting on behalf of Ohittagong

vehemently condemned the proposals of the division. The iviuharomadan

Friend's Onion Association in a telegram to the Moslem Chronicle

recorded "its firm but respectful protest" against the impending

partition, that would be prejudicial to the interests of Daoca

Muslim community as it would create serious obstacles against the
p

spread of Muslim education, depriving them of many other advantages.

The Muslims were mainly opposed to the transference of any part of advance.

Bengal to the rule of a Chief Commissioner as it would entail an

inferior status to be transferred from the Lieutenant Governor's

province to that of a Chief Commissioner with no legislative oouncil

and Board of Revenue of its own. The Moslem Chronicle was

oritioal of the personal rule^ of the Chief Commissioner that was

to be imposed on a reconstituted new province of Bengal being one

of the most enlightened and advanced provinces of British India.

It denounced Curzon's disregard of the sentiments and feelings of

people.^ The Secretary of the Central Muhammadan Association

1. Ibid.. 6 Feb.,1904.

2* The Moslem Chronicle. $0 Jan., 19C4.

3. ibid., 9 Jan., 1904.

4. Ibid.. 5 Aug., 1905.
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writing b letter to the Government on its behalf urged on the

Government the needlessness and undesirnbility of the readjustment

of the territorial limits of Bengal unless otherwise extremely

essential and indespensable, for the sake of efficient administration

in which case he went on to say that instead of partition of Bengal

in order to lessen and divide the r.sponsibility of the Lieutenant

Governor of Bengal "the better course would be to turn Bengal into

a governorship with an executive council like that in Madras end

Bombay".^ The Muslims of the Province felt that they would lose

the educational facilities, as the "best colleges and the best

Madrassas" were situated in Calcutta. In case people from these

regions were to be transferred to the newly reconstituted province

of 'ssam they stood to lose these facilities. The administration

of Bengal being more advanced than .Assam, it was natural that the

people of Bengal would oppose the idea of parting with the

facilities of good administration so as to be placed under an

administration which wa3 less advanced. The letter however

ended by saying that if the Government was determined to carry

out the proposed transfer, which the Committee of the National

1. Secretary Central National Muhammadan Association to Govt, of
Bengal, 17 **eb., 1904, p.92, further papers relating to the
reconstituticn of the Provinces of Bengal and Assam, Pari.
Papers 1905, od 2746.

2. Ibid.



Mihemcden Association would deplore, in that case they put forward

etx alternative that there should be e Lieutenant Governorship

Tor the reconstituted province of Assem, with a council similar

in constitution to that in Bengal, and a Board of Kevenue charged
•j

»ith the revenue administration of the province, Curzon in

early 1904 made t tour of hast Bengal to sample local opinion on

the formation oi a new province. :.e left for Chittagong on the

13th. of February, 1904 and 1? ter for Decca and . ymensingh. After

his discussion with the people there he came to the conclusion that

his scheme of partition would attract greater sympathy and approval

of the people concerned if it envisaged "the formation of en nastern

province, organised on the scale of Lieutenant governorship with
2.

a legislative council and en independent revenue authority."

Consequently the proposed scheme of 1903 for the partition of Bengal

was modified and as e result of the partition of Bengal which took

place on the 16th. of Octooer, 190p, a new province of .astern

Bengal and Assam with the capital et Caeca was formed as a Lieut-

senant governor* s province with >s legisla tive council end e revenue

authority of its own. On Knowing about this modification of the

previously proposed scheme of partition in 1903, the educated section

1. -ibid. p.93»

2. Cited in I.a. ureahi, edited, op.cit. p. 169.



of the . uslim community soon changed their views, and the bulk

of the community with a few exceptions came to look upon partition

as a measure that would benefit Muslims of Fast' Bengal. ciir

Bampfylde Fuller, who became governor of this province, refers in

his book to the tremendous Muslim enthusiasm in favour of partition.

uslims attended thanksgiving prayers to celebrate the establish-

snent of the new province. The 1> uslims accorded a rousing

reception and welcome to the new Lieutenant Governor, .ven the

Moslem Chronicle which had at first opposed the scheme rs the work of

a great mind tainted by "the peculiar vanity that greatness consists
2

in doing something unique and unparalleled" ' soon realized its

mistake end changed its mind, Welcoming Bampfylde .■ uller, the

editor appealed to him to take care of the . uslims of the new

province. ^ The Moslem leaders in the new province began to

organise the Muslims by forming ?a association to serve as a

barometer of the entire Muslim community's public opinion with

regard to their views. The most prominent Muslin; leader in

favour of partition was Hawab Salirnullah of Dacca, In a speech

at unshigancn the day the Partition of Bengal took place, he

observed that the partition had "aroused us from inaction and

1. oir Bampfylde - uller, op.cit.. pp. 125-26.

2. The i. oslem Chronicle, 5 Mugust, 1905,

3. Editorial, The Moslem Mhronicle. 9 Geptenfcer, 1905,
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directed our attention to activities and struggle." He and

his associates now decided to organise the Jualim connunity into

a compact body and to set up an association which would serve

as a mouthpiece for the expression of vie 3 on all social and

political matters affecting the interests of the community. The

chief object of the association being the "consolidation and con¬

servation of the strength of the muhammedans of the new province

as a whole for all public purposes." /ill other organisations

and associations were requested to get themselves affiliated to it.

Thus -was founded "The Puhammedan Provincial Union" with Tawab

Jalimullah as the Patron. -the day chosen for its inauguration

was 16 October 1905 as it marked, according to its founders, the

beginning of a new epoch in the history of Bengal. Newab

Jr lirrullsh while presiding over the first meeting of the *.-uhai;medcn

Provincial Union with regard to the partition of Bengal emphasised,

"the prospects the new government affords uharmxedans and the

impetus which its formation promises to the advancement of our

people," ^ In another meeting of the prominent section of the

i uslim community of the new province, it was decided to send a

valedictory address to Lord Curzon on his resignation for they

1. uoted by Jr. iu&lliok in A History of the Prcedom ovem.ent
-dited by Pakistan Historical Joeie ty, (-kprachi 19o2),
Vol. lii, Part 1, pp. 16-18.
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felt extremely grateful to him for what he had done for them.

At this meeting which took piece on the 4 November 1905 Muslims

took en oath that they would remain utterly loyal to the Govern-
<1

;ment and would not "join the Hindus in any of the movements",

like the bwadeshi and the flycott in opposing the Government.

Besides the Muslims of the new province who regarded the measure

as favourable to them, the partition of Bengal was hailed with

a welcome by all the Muslims of India. 'i'he Muhamnedan Hitersry

bociety of Calcutta echoed their feelings with regain to the

partition in a manifesto circulated to different ^uslim societies

in 1905. xt said that the partition policy resulted in numerous

administrative advantages. Besides it was in the be3t interests

of the Muslims as it was "calculated to confer a great boon" upon

the u.uslin> community. Continuing, it urged every true and loyal

Muslim "to support the policy of the Government" faithfully in
2

every possible manner. The Muslims were urged to stay aloof

from any political meeting or demonstration that was organised

against the partition. J

is opposej to the feelings of rejoicing and happiness over

the partition expressed by the Muslims, the day the partition was

1. i'he i-oslem Chronicle. 11 November, 1905.

2. Ibid.

3. Ibid.



observed by the Hindus as a day of mourning.1 The Bengali Hindu

leaders headed by ourendranath Banerjea had started this agitation

for the annulment of the partition. rhey held protest meetings

which were attended by other Congress leaders as well. xheir
2

processions and chanting of Bande ,■ ataram threatened the peace

and order in the new province, -his song Hail otherland was

disliked by . uslims. because "..otherland" was identified with

the Hindu goddess i^ali and the song was full of -lindu imagery which

was taken from Benkim Chandra's novel Luanda math (The . obey of iliss

the agitatons were suggested that it would be better if they invented

some cry with "less disagreeable associations" than the pure Hindu cr

"Bande wateram", which was so unpalatable to the Muslims, -^his

1. The programme of mourning was fixed in consultation with the
Mofussil leaders, and was widely circulated. Ihere was to
be (I) The Rakhi Bandhan ceremony - the red band of brotherly
union was to be tied round the wrists of all whom we welcomed
as brothers. it was to be the revival of an ancient ^ndian
custom, and was to be emblematic of the new brotherly bond
between the sundered province and old Bengal. (II) The 16th.
of October was to be observed as a day of fasting. The
domestic hearth was not to be lit; food was not to be cooked
except for the sick and the invalid; the shops were to be
closed, business was to be suspended; people were to walk
barefooted and bath in the Ganges in the early morning hours
for purposes of purification. it was a sell' denying ordinance
out it was cheerfully accepted.
M. Women, -uslim India. (/ llabcd, 1942;, p.92.

2. H. .Jevinson, The >.ew dpirit in mdia. (London 19^)3), d, 15.

5. The sionecr, 27 September, 1906.



agitation however united the leaders of extreme views with the moderate

thinking ones tgainst the Government. it further gave birth

to the boycott movement - the Indians were toboyoott British goods

with a view to compel the British Government to listen to their

demands. Theboycott was supplemented by increased emphasis on

the Cwadeshi movement which sought to correct the industrial

helplessness of the country. ' aut the Bvadeshi movement which

was already in the air and had become important in the 1890's when
2

- ahader -rovinda Hana.de started popularizing it by delivering a

series of lectures on it, and which had started as an economic

movement, designed to revive the once famous cottage industries,

became a political one, to be used against partition. ith

these political and economic weapons, the Bengal Hindus sought

the redress of their grievances. But it placed the congress in

a difficult position, for it brought muslins and Hindu interests

into sharp conflict. The . uslims, except for a few, did not join

these protests and demonstrations and remained aloof. ihepopposed

the congress demand for the revocation of partition and did not

join the Bwadeshi movement, as besides being an economic movement,

1. o. d.Banerjee, op.cit.. p. 191.

2. iv., G. Ranade (1842-1901). £> joined the Government service
in 1866 in the department of -education and was appointed in
1371 as a subordinate judge of Poona, later he was appointed,
several times, as the member of the sombay legislative Council
end became a judge of High Court in 1893. He took keen
interest in the activities of the congress and in social
reform.
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to which probably they would not have objected; it had e strong

2
religious colouring which attracted the hindu masses. uwadeshi

meetings opened and closed with riindu songs, Bande . ataram being

one ox' thera. resides, in order to symbolize the continued unity

ox' the Bengali race the rskhis (thread wristlets) were distributed.

The Muslim did not like all these manifestations of a movement

which was supposed to be economic. They abstained from its

meetings. Besides these Bwadeshi meetings a new festival was

celebrated in Calcutta. It was Bhivaji festival and Tilak him-

jself spoke at one of the meetings. J -this festival was first

celebrated in 1896 at the dart of naigarh in honour of the birth-

:day of Bhivaji who had treacherously assassinated ,'fzal ilxan, a

uslini general. Tilak had exonerated Bhivaji from the charge of

murdering ffzal Chan by suggesting thet for national reasons he

was justified in doing so. The revival of maratha glory in the

shape of ^hivaji's festival had undoubtedly stirred the wraths

imagination, but it was intensely disliked by the wiuslims. As has

1. ->ince the weavers in the Bengal were mostly uslims and
apparently the Swadeshi movement was in their interest.

2, According to K. Banerjee "Swadeshism had evoked the fervour
of a religious movement, it had become part of our Chavma
(religion)..." Banerjee, C._i., op, cit. p. 228.

5. see J. V. Thamanxer, ^okmenya wilah. (Condon 1956) pp. 65-66.
Bee also .ani Gopal, -Oi-manya Tilah. (Bombay 1956) pp. 254-6.



been pointed out by fer. Oovett that "/ a purely sentimental appeals

were ineffectual to excite sufficient popular sympathy, the

leaders of the anti partition movement searching for a national

hero endeavoured to import from Bombay the cult of dhivaji

and appealed to the religion of the multitude by placing their

efforts under the patronage of l<ali, the goddess of strength and

destruction. Therefore the celebration of -ihive^i'a festival

in Bengal naturally affected the Muslim public opinion to- ards

any movement with which those Hindus were associated who were

celebrating it. While the Oendhya. the Bharat kitra end

fur,catan praised Tilek and Bhivaji,2 the Boltan. in very con¬

ciliatory terms suggested to the Hindus that if they must celebrate

such festivals, why not find sone hero, who would not be as

abnoxious and unpalatable to the - uslims as ohiva was. It
brethern

asked the Hindus, "How can our Hindu wipe away from the page of

history the record of Shivaji's inhuman conduct towards .Afzal

khan and hi3 army. Cannot annals of the Hindu race point to a

single hero whom even the tongue of slander will not dare call

a chief of decoits or a treacherous racnV"^ Such were the questions

1. duo ted by M.Norman. Op, cit. P. 66.

2. 'The ~>anihya. Calcutta, 7 June 1906; the Bh; ret : itra.
Calcutta, 9 June 1906; The 1 ugantar. Calcutta, 10 June
1906. B.N.H. B, , 1906,

3. The ooltan. Calcutta, 8 June 1906. Ibid.



which remained unanswered and the cleavage between the two

communities widened. The boycott movement placed the Muslims

in an awkward position and the refusal of some Muslim traders

and vendors to agree to boycott British goods led to rioting.

When zealous Hindu "Volunteers" forced the Muslim shopkeepers

to declare a hartal (closure of business) bloodshed was

unavoidable.^ Muslim meetings were broken up, Muslim leaders
p

were insulted, Muslim workers were assaulted, Muslims who refused

to take part in the agitation were bitterly persecuted. Consequently

riots between Hindus and Muslims followed. One such instance

occurred in Mymensingh in eastern Bengal in 1906. The fiery

editorials that appeared in the local press show the kind of nation¬

alism that had been born in Bengal. India was likened to Kali, the

grim goddess, dark and naked, bearing a garland of human heads

around her neck • heads from which blood was dripping. This was

the 3tete of India under the foreigners - first the ltiuslims and

then the British. A Calcutta paper lugantar (new era) of 30 May

1908 wrote: "The mother is thirsty, and is pointing out to her sons

the only thing that can quench that thirst. Nothing less than

human blood and decapitated human heads will satisfy her. Let her

1. bee Manchester Guardian. 3 June, 1907.

2. J.D. Kees, The Heal India (London 19C8), p.181.
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sons, therefore, worship her with these offerings, and let

than not shrink even from sacrificing their lives to procure

them. On the day on which the mother is worshipped in this

way in every village, on that day will the people of India be

inspired with a divine spirit and a crown of independence will

fall into their hands."1 ill this resulted in violent clashes

between the British and the Bengali Hindus. The anti-partition

movement finding its expression in the Swadeshi and boycott

movement degenerated into political murders. Four attempts to

assa- sinate the Lieutenant Governor of Bengal were made. Lord

Minto escaped assassination at Ahmedabad, but the political

secretary of Lord &orley, the Secretary of State, was shot and

killed in London. A bomb killed Mrs. and Miss Kennedy on 3b April

19082 that was intended for L.H. Kingsford, Chief Presidency

Magistrate Calcutta who had tried cases against such newspapers as

were passionately inciting the people to violence and murder,

like the Yugantar, the Bande Mataram, the Sandhya, and the Nabaski,

and convicted the persons connected with these papers thereby

incurring the displeasure of the revolutionary party. The trial

of these two young men, Profvilla Chaki and Khudi Ham Bose

1. Quoted by H.G. Rawlinson, The British Achievement in India.
(London, 1948) p.186.

2. S.N. Banerjea, op. cit. p.248 gives the wrong date for this
happening. See Report of Indian Sedition Committee (1918),
pp.22-50.



detailed for the murder of the magistrate fay the Alipore

organisers of the revolutionary party led to the discovery of some

bombs, dynamite, cartridges, and correspondence, in Maniktola

Gardens, Calcutta and other places and consequently Aurobindo

Chose, his brother and other eminent leaders of the movement were

arrested. The fact that all these newspapers and the leaders

as were vigorously campaigning against the partition were Hindu,

indicates that the majority of the luoalems did not have anything

to do with it and generally stayed aloof as the revocation of the

partition was detrimental to their interests.

The movement took a clear anti Muslim turn and was run

and organised on Hindu lines. The Times reported how, on the

20 faept. 1905, a day of festivity for Hindus, many thousands of

Hindus gathered at the Mali temple in Calcutta, Hindu goddesses

and gods were appealed to and oaths were taken in the temple where

the Gwadeshi vow was administered by the priest,^ The religious

hue that was imparted to the movement by such ceremonies did give
p

the movement a widespread appeal among the Hindu ma sses. This

regligious flavour and colouring, that was given to the movement,

antagonised the average iwuslim minds,^ A Bengali Hindu records

1, The Tiroes. Beptember,l905.

2, Morrison, T., "Gwadeshi and Partition in the British Press"
The Bengali. 29 Nov, 1905*

3, M.G. H ossein. Vanaar Desjya Hindu kqasalman. (The Hindus
and Muslims of Bengal), (^alcuttr, 1911) p.23O.



in his biography that ".......it wa3 not the liberal political

thought of the organisers of the Indian National Congress but the

Hindu revivalism of the last quarter of the nineteenth century

a movement which previously had been almost wholly confined

to the field of religion which was the driving force behind

the anti partition agitation of 1905 and subsequent years? 1
Barlier in the autumn of 1905 Minto succeeded Curzon as

the Viceroy of India, Coon after his assumption of office in

India, a liberal ministry was installed to power in Britain with

John Morley, as Secretary of State. Minto, while replying to an

address from the Indian Association on 12 January 1906 dealing

mostly with the situation in Bengal had displeased and rather
2 5

angered the deputationists as well as the Bengali Press-^ when

he had given no hope of the reversal of partition. He stated

that as an administrator, his duty was to prosecute the policy

that had already been approved by the Secretary of State. Upon

this the press commented adversely writing that his reply was

blunt and tactless.^ regarding , into's conviction that the

reasons advanced in the Indian Association's address of 12 Jan-

;uary, 1906 for the revocation of partition, were not shared

1. N.C,Chandhusi, In utobiography of an unknown Indian.
(London 1951) p. 226.

2. Lady ;>.into, i.-y Indian Journal. (Vol. 1, 1905-6) p.45.

3. Bengal Native Newspaper neports. 1906.

4. Ihe Amrita Bazar Patuka. 15,16 January, 1906.



universally, the Press advised him not to put reliance in the

official version of facts as gospel truth. It aas suggested

to him not to alio/.- his opinions to be inf luenced by the Bureau-
1

scracy. But there was still some hope that the srliament

and the decretary of Ctate would do something towards the anullment

of partition and redress their grievances. There was some basis

for this hope. -..orley was being pressed hard by some of the

outstanding liberal members ^ in the House of Commons for the alter¬

ation of the partition. This hope that the partition could be

undone was also encouraged to some extent by the attitude of the

Home Government in Britain. 1 British historian attributes the

prolongation of riots and disorder in Bengal as a result of the

agitation movement partly to the "serious and potent influences"

which came from Hngland. The beginning in this direction is stated

to have been made by the -secretary of Btete . r. >rodrick.'s telegram

to Lord Curzon on /ugust 16, 1905 upon the latter's resignation,

where the former seems to have innocently written in the telegram

that "X have never heard any suggestion that i r. Balfour's ministry

was not in full accord with the Government of India about the

1. The Indian T-irror. 14, 18 January, 1906.

2. House of Commons, 45, v'ol. 152 (February-44arch 1906)
26 February 1906, cols. 811-15; 822-50; 855-6; 857;
858-42.
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partition." 1 in the opinion of the historian "that one telegram

did more to prolong riot and disorder in Bengal than a hundred
2

incitements from the Bengali leaders". The next reason that is

said to have kept alive the agitation was a statement attributed

to Sir Henry Cempbell-Bannermsn, the frime Minister, in which he

is elleged to have given a hint of an undertaking to review the

whole issue. This may not be correct since ^ampbell-Bannerman is

alleged to have said this casually to a troublesome Indian visitor

by way of common courtesy to avoid further discussion but this

had immediate and serious effect when transmitted to India where

it might have been magnified.^ These things that were written and

said regarding the partition were interpreted as clear indication

that the "Home Government were not at one with Lord Curzon about

the partition".^" In the light of these facts the agitation

leaders were driven to the conclusion that the revocation of the

5
partition could be effected through disturbance. And therefore

1. Lovat H'rezer, India under Gurzon and After, (London, 1911)
PP. 387-88.

2. Ibid.

3. ibid.. p.338.

4. Ibid., o.387.



"Bengal was fanned into flame".* ~ven in the attitude of Lord

Morley, it is observed, that though he said, that the partition

was a "settled fact", yet "there was always 3cme little reservation,

some slight hesitancy, 3ome implication of doubt which served to
O

raise false hopes". It is further suggested that if "a single

member of the new ministry got up in Parliament and made a

resolute, trenchant end unequivocal statement that the partition

was unalterable, and would be upheld at all costs, the agitation

in Bengal would have died away within a month".-' 3© it that

as it may, but there is no doubt that with the coming of John

Morley into the India Office the Congress leaders entertained
4

hopes that Bengal would be restored to its old boundaries.

This expectation was however not fulfilled when Lord Morley declared
5

that in his opinion the partition was a "settled fact". This

statement enraged the supporters of the agitation and consequently

the Press which was mostly controlled by the Hindus, indulged in

arousing the passions and sentiments of the people by inflammatory

1. Ibid.

2. Ibid.. p. 388.

3. Ibid..

4. I.H. iureahi, ed., /lien Pule and the Rise of Muslim Nationalism
(Karachi, 1907), p. 17<J.

5. Hansard, House of Commons, 45, vol.152 (Feb. - March 1906), 26 Feb. 1906
Col.844.
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writings inciting the followers of the agitation movement to

violence and disorder. It was recommended that the authorities

must be brought to their senses by a thorough boycott of itfiglish

goods. Prayers and petitions were to be given up in favour of

Bande x^atara. .. ^ a song highly offensive to the Muslims, the

chanting of which, being prejudicial to law and order in the

Province was forbidden.

The agitation in the form of owadeshi and boycott movement

took an extremely dangerous turn when due to the preachings and
2

appeals of such leaders as Bunendranath Bannerjee the school

children became involved in the agitation. These irresponsible

school children under the patronage of their teachers who were

mostly Hindus became ardent supporters of the agitation. The

participation of the school children, induced by the teachers, in

the movement was fraught with grave perils and dangerous possibilities.

The Muslim parents were opposed to the participation, in the agitation,

of their children who in the Hindu dominated schools were being

employed for political purposes by the Hindu teachers and the Congress

leaders.-^ Especially at Sinajgang where a volunteer corps of the

teachers and the students of the Banwari hall High School and the

*

1. 'The vaily Hitavadi. Calcutta, 28 feb. 1906. B.N.N.K. 1906.

2. "I appealed to the young to help us in the great national
movement" 3.N. Bannerjee. Op. cit.. p.196.

3. Abdul Gaffur and others to D.P.I. Eastern Bengal and Assam,
20 Jan. 1906, further Papers relating to the reconstitution of
the Provinces of Bengal and Assam, Pari. Papers I9O6,
cd 3242, p.13.



Victoria High dchool sea being formed with a view to guarding

against the sale of foreign goods in the town,"*" the Muslim
2

students suffered bad treatment at the hands of Hindu students.

A Hindu writer records the relationship between the children of

two communities in those days in the school ss follows:

"A cold dislike for the Muslims settled down in our

hearts, putting an end to all res I intimacy of relationship.

Curiously enough, with us, the boys of Kishorganj, it found

visible expression in the division of our class into two

sections, me composed purely of Hindus and the other of

Muslims. We never came to know all the circumstances of

this division. Whether or not the Muslim boys had also

expressed unwillingness to sit with us, for some time past we,

the Hindu boys, had been clamouring that we did not want to

ait with the Muslim boys because they smelt of mion3....

Compartmentalization by caeraunities came into our education

before it wes introduced into our politics.

When the students began to be involved in the Swadeshi and boycott

movement by the persuasion of the Congress leaders like Bannerjee

1. inspector of Cchools to J.P.I., Eastern Bengal end Assam,
2 Jan., 1906, Para.3. Parliamentary Papers. Cd. 3242.

2. Abdul Oaffur and others to C.P.1. co. cit.

3. Nired 0, Chandhri, ihe i utobiography of an ua,..no,m xndian.
(New York, 1951), p. 232.



who received full support from the Hindu teachers who

dominated the schools, the first Lieutenant Governor of

the Province Sir Bampfylde Puller was confronted with a

trying situation and found himself in a position of extreme

difficulty. Mven before the inception of the new Province

when the Government of Bengal feared the participation of the

students of schools and colleges in the anti partition agitation

it passed a circular on 10 Oct. 1905 in connection with the

activities of the student in the political agitation. fhe

circular was intended to advise the magistrates and collectors

of each district to watch the activities of the students who

took part in the agitation. They were further asked to inform

the heads of educational institutions that in case the students

of any particular institution took part in the agitation, it would
1

mean the end of its grant in aid as well as other privileges,

ouch students would be banned from competing for scholarships and

those already in receipt of it would lose the scholarship.

However if it was noticed that the institution was seriously and

genuinely engaging its efforts and attention to prevent the students

from participating in the agitation, no action would be taken

against it. It was however obligatory on the institutions to

give the names of the offenders. According to this circular the

1. Circular from the Government of Bengal to Magistrates and
Collectors, 10 Oct., 1905, Parliamentary Papers I906, cd 3242.
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magistrates /re empowered to take disciplinary action against

such students themselves or ask the educational authorities to

do so.1

Similarly Puller also issued a circular requiring of the

district authorities the names of the important, and conspicuous

persons, who were the leading figures in the agitation, promising,

that no serious action was envisaged against such persons, exoept

in cases of grave offences calculated to imperil the lew and order.

Certain inciting end inflanroatory circulars were being disseminated

anonymously by the Bengali leaders urging people to perpetuate

agitetion and boycott of foreign goods, Consequently the

Government had a3ked the authorities to strive to discover the

2
persons responsible for it. This circular of the Government was

not heeded by the leaders of the movement who continued to persuade

the students to take active part in the political affairs.^ The

teachers of some schools in western Bengal notably ofBanwari Lal

High school and Victoria High Dchool at Gina^ganj in the Pabna

district were taking a leading part in the movement and were

encouraging their student to participate in political affairs

1, Ibid, and see also The Times. 14 Nov,, 1906,

2, Demi official circular from Government of -astern Bengal and
Assam to the Commissioners of Kajeshahi, Dacca, Chittegong
and heads of all other districts, 16 Oct,, 130% Parliamentary
Papers, Cd, 3242,

3, G.ii. Bannerjee, Op, ext.. p. 196.



end consequently a volunteer corps of the teachers end students

of these two sohools was formed with a view to stopping end
1 ~

obstructing the sale of foreign commodities in the torn# ihe

students took an active part in the Swadeshi and boycott movement

intimidating and assaulting the people who did not cooperate with
2

them. This movement, that is the Bw&deahi and the boycott

movement with Hindu religions gloss or blandishment, evoked a

reaction from the Muslims and as a result a highly inciting and

inflammatory circular was disseminated amongst the Muslim masses

urging them to stay aloof from such movements. This circular was

edited by a man named Xbnahim Khan in Mymensingh district.-*
The Government felt deeply concerned over the whole issue

and consequently an inquiry was ordered into the affair. / fter

making searching investigation, Mr. M.P. Chatterji Inspector of

Hajshalii division who was the inquiry officer found that the students

of these two schools were guilty of the contravention of rules of

the Government end recommended that they be punished.^ As a result

of this enquiry the Education Department recommended to the Lieutenant

Governor of the Province, Sir Bampfylde Puller, to take action against

l.Isspector of schools to D.P.X., astern Bengal and fssem, 2 Jan.,
1906, Op. cit.

2. Government of ~sst Bengal and Assam to the Registrar, Calcutta
University, 10 Feb., I9C6. Para 2, Parliamentary Papers,
cd. 3242. Bee also Pic fiaea. 14 Nov., 1906.

3* Eastern bengal and Assam era, lp May, I9O7.

4. Government of Eastern Bengal and Assam to the Begiatrer,
Calcutta University, 10 Peb,, 1906, Parliamentcry Papers,
od. 3242.
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these schools. Upon this the Lt. Governor oir bampfylde Fuller

asked the syndicate ox' the University of Calcutta that "the recognition

extended to these two institutions" be withdrawn. This action of

the nt. governor was not palatable to the Government of India -who
1

asked Fuller to .ithdraw his recommendations. !uller, fearing

that the withdrawal of recommendations for disaffiliating these two

schools would weaken his authority to maintain law and order in such

a turbulent period in the province, wrote back to . into saying that

"these orders (for the withdrawal of Fuller's recommendations to the

syndicate,) may be reconsidered, or that, if i am to give effect to
2

them, my resignation may be accepted" which was, without any show

of hesitation, accepted by ».into.J This was apparently the immediate

cause of his resignation. but there were other deeper reasons for

it. Come of his actions and utterances during his nine month

tenure were not liked by the Government of India. -is orders banning

the public meetings and processions and preventing the chanting of

uande - ateram, ^ his championing the cause of the i, usliins 'ia trying

1. Government of j.ndli to uller, 5 July 1906, •. 0 . 3242.

2. Fuller to Viceroy, 15 July 1906, pp. Gd. 3242 and Che fines.
14 November, 1906.

3. Telegram, Viceroy to ut. covernor of est bengal end /ssam,
3 /ugust, 1906, pp. Gd. 3242.

4. H. >v. Wevinson, The hew spirit i.i India. (eondon 1908) p. 15.
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to get the redre33 of their grievance in connection with their
1

under representation in Government services had made the Hindus

angry. And his alleged remarjc that out of the two wives, the

Hindu and the Muslim, since the former was sulky, he therefore

regarded the latter as his favourite ^ has often been repeated to

indicate his pro-- uslim feeling which was d spised by the Hindus,

finally, his handling of the Barisal episode on 14 April, 1906,

resulting in the arrest of Hindu leader Banerjee made the Bengali

press most indignant and caused it to cornn<ent adversely almost in

a chorus upon -'tiller's administration in Bengal. The Bengalee

wrote strongly about the episode and called the events at Barisal

the "climax of brutality" and considered Bannerjee'3 arrest as the

"brilliant coup d'etat of the jungly Let" ^ The /mrita Bazar

1. Bee The fines. 8, 10, 14, 17 end 24 -August, 1906, end John
Buchanan; -ori --into: j - ernoir. (j-ondon 1924), p. 243.

2. oee H. HeVinson, op, cit. p. 192.
also a Bengali of some standing wanted Puller to use his efforts
to reconcile the Hindus with the Government. He, (Puller),
explained the situation in a parable end likened himself to a
man with two wives, one Hindu and the other imslim, with equal
claims, but one of them was doing her best by her efforts, to
throw him into the arms of the other. The conversation was

private but a visitor went out of the room and reported it a
good deal embroidered to the Bengalee newspapers. J.B.Puller,
Letter to the -j-imes. 15 July, 1909.

3. The Bengalee, 15, 17 -April 1906. "Jungly Let" means wild master
and uncivilised ruler, and this title was attributed to Puller.

1
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Petrika, the banjwane and the oandhya felt violently indignant
1

over the episode. The daily riitavadi asked "is this British
p

rule or the regime of Nadir bhah? It was not certain if "such

anarchy prevailed in the time of Bhaista Khan.It informed the

English officials that they were bound by law and that a repetition

of the tyranny of the Badshahi (Muslim kingship) and Nawabi (Muslim

rule) regime was an impossibility in these days of civilization.

In its opinion the magistrate, who authorised Bannerjee's arrest

and imposed fine was "a dog unfit even to touch the shoes of Babu

dunendranath. h The Indian Ampire was of the opinion that the

glory of the British (Government had departed.^ In the words of

Hindoo x-'atriot the government of Mastern Bengal and Assam had

acted "outrageously, senselessly and illegally...."*' The Indian Minor

1. The /iirita Bazar Patrika. 17 -April, 1906; The dan.iawri. 18
April 1906; The dandhya; 26 April. 1906. B.N.N. 10, 1906.

2. Muslim invader.

3. Muslim chieftain.

4. ^aily Hitavadi. Calcutta; 15, 17, 20, April 1906. B.N.N.H. I9O6.

5. The Indian empire. 24 April, I9O6. laid.

6. The Hindoo -Patriot. 18, 19, 20 April, 1906. Ibid,
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suggested Minto that Fuller should be recalled in order to set

things right in the Eastern Bengal.•*" Gir Bampfylde Fuller's

handling of the situation in east Bengal had not been liked by

the Government of India in wrhose eyes he was incapable of taking

tactful and level headed course of action. *ie was supposed to
O

be guilty of "stupid mismanagement". It was considered

impossible by the Secretary of State lord morley "to carry both par-
x

tition and Fuller" on his back. No wonder when Fuller himself

provided the opportunity it was taken by the Viceroy and the

Secretary of State as a "stroke of Luck".^-
At the fall of Fuller the agitators were jubilant but the

Muslim community all over India was profoundly dismayed. Numerous

representations were sent by Muslim An.jumans mourning the fall of

Fuller and simultaneously supporting the partition of Bengal.

Various protest meetings were held if at different places in the

■Province of Bastern Bengal and Assam, the purpose being to convey

to the government the sorrow of the Muslims at Fuller's fall and

their firm support to the partition. The purpose of these meetings

I. The Indian Mirror. 17, 18 April 19C6. Ibid.

?» Minto to Morley, 29 Maroh, 1906. Morley Papers.

3. Morley to Minto, 3 May, 1906. Ibid.

4. Minto to Morley, 25 July, 1906; Morley to -into, 20 Gept. 1906.
Morley Papers.



was also to inform the government of their feelings that any

change of policy of the government with regard to the partition

question which had repeatedly been declared by the government as

a "settled fact" would tend to lower the prestige of government

i.i the eyes of people as it would amount to betrayal of trust

that they had reposed in government policy. One of such protest

meetings was held at Dacca which was called by Khawja oalim Ullah

of Dacca on the 6th of August 1906. A strong resolution was

moved at this meeting which said, "fhat the -uslim community of

Eastern Bengal and Assam, in a meeting assembled deeply deplore the

resignation of Sir Bampfylde Puller, who was a just, sagacious and

sympathetic administrator, Xhey regret to think that the government,

by accepting it had not shewn any regardfor iuuslim interests, had

done a great injustice to her majesty's loyal kuslim subjects, who

form two thirds of the population of this Province, and have never

joined, or been in any sympathy with the Hindu agitators as it is

often misrepresented by a section of the Press, and some members

of Parliament who unwarrantably take upon themselves to speak on

behalf of the millions of India. The Muslims of the new Province

beg to record their disapproval of a system of government which

maintains no continuity of policy, and .vnich they feel, by

lowering the prestige of British power in this country, is bound

to affect materially both the efficiency and popularity of

administration and to alienate the sympathy of a numerically

important and a loyal section of his majesty's loyal subjects



in India".1 The fall of I'Hiller was considered by the Muslims

as the victory of the agitators. They felt that this yielding

of the government which was alleged to have been brought down

almost on its knee by a few weeks of determined resistance had

resulted in the creation of a bad political effect on the minds

of the people. As this had, on the one hand, encouraged open

defiance of authority and law and the dissemination of a seditious

spirit throughout the country by the Hindus, whereas on the other

the general feeling of the Muslims was that the government had

displayed weakness and callousness towards the feelings of the

Muslims who had hitherto adhered to the government authorities
2

so faithfully. subsequently the antagonism between the Hindus

and the Muslims became acute and Hindus and Muslims had drifted

wide apart from each other,^ which is indicated from the effect

which this single measure had on the two communities. The

Muslims celebrated the first anniversary of the partition with

jubilations and rejoicing whereas the Hindus observed it as a day

of mourning.^" On the celebration of the first anniversary of the

1, .nastem -bengal and Assam sre. 11 August, 1906.

2, Serajul Islam to Hare, 28 September, 1906, enclosure i<iinto
Morley, 17 October 1906, Morley Papers, Vol.III.

3, See Lastem Bengal and Assam Era. 28 August I9O6.

4, cee In, C, Chandhrij Op, cit. p, 219,



partition on 16 October the new Lt. Governor uancelot Hare

received as many as twenty one telegrams from various Miharaoad

meetings being held for the purpose. These meetings were said

to have been largely attended. - The ..-uslims of the new Province

also sent a telegram to the Viceroy 'wishing hi3 happiness on the

first anniversary of the partition. A memorial was also adopted

at a meeting held on that day and was sent to the Gecretary of

Gtete. In the memorial Muslims 7/ere all praise for the fior ley's

decision that the partition should be a "settled fact". They

however at the same time felt apprehensive about the declaration

of Gir Henry Campbell dannermen the Prime Minister, in the

House of Commons that he would give his careful consideration

chi partition question if any substantial grounds were laid before

him for reviewing the whole matter. 'The memorialists emphasised

their utter lack of sympathy with Congress anti partition movement,

further arguing that there wa3 no reason for reconsidering the

partition dwelling at length on numerous advantages that had
2

accrued for them after the creation of the new Province.

Next to the fall of Puller, who had been according to

one version sacrificed to please and placate the Hindu agitators,*

1. Hare to Minto, 20 October 1906, enclosure lainto to Morley,
28 October 1906. iiorley Papers, vol. IV.

2. dee Kastern Bengal and Assam era. 20 October 1906.

3. John Buchanan, Op. cit.



and which was recorded as the triumph of agitation over government

for the first time in the history of British India,"'" and of

which The dpeetator declared that "we should never throw a man to

the wolves merely because the wolves howl loudly and show their
p

teeth, came the anullment of partition with grave injury to

Muslim sentiment. The Congress leaders since 1908 had been

spreading the gossip that the government was contemplating the

anullment of the partition of Bengal.^ The government stood

firm on its resolve to treat the partition question as a

"settled fact", but this did not discourage the Hindu agitators.

.A virulent campaign against the partition continued, but with the

passing of each year the enthusiasm and severity of the campaign

decreased, so that in 1910 the agitation had ebbed so low that for

the first time the government was bold enough to issue a notification

saying that it would not prohibit the demonstrations of protests

organised for the partition anniversary.^ This confidence was

well placed because the 1910 demonstrations were insipid and

unimpressive.^ But next year all of a sudden the partition of

1. H.E. James; ".Ambition and Sedition in India". National
Review June, 1907»

2. The Spectator 13 June, 1908.

3. See The Times. 8 February, 1909.

4* Ibid,. 5 October, 1910.

5* Ibid,. 18 October, 1910.



Bengal was annulled, Sir John Jenkins, a member of the

Viceroy's Council in June 1911 made a proposal for the reversal

of the partition and suggested that the announcement should be

made by the king on the occasion of the forthcoming Coronation

Durbar at Delhi, Lord Hardinge who had succeeded Minto as the

Viceroy in 1910, at once agreed, A secret memorandum was drawn

up, submitted to the Council which gave its approval and in July

the Viceroy wrote a letter to the Secretary of State for India,

the Marquess of Crewe, giving full details and urging immediate

action. In August Crewe wrote back, giving his sanction to

the scheme, V/hen the king was told of this decision he was

pleased. The partition was undone on the 12th December 1911.

It was now a time for the Hindus to rejoice and Muslims to

mourn. "The Mussalmans of Eastern Bengal," says Lovatt Crasser,

were told again and again, by ministers, by Viceroys, by

Lieutenant Governors, by all the officers of the new Province,

that they would never more be placed under the dominion of

Calcutta Bengalis, Under the greatest provocation they remained
p

perfectly quiet for seven years, relying upon British pledges."

Speaking in the House of Lords in Pebruary, 1912, Lord Minto said,

we told the kussalmans that the partition was a settled fact, and

we over and over again, asserted that it must continue to be so,

1. Lord Hardinge, My Indian Years (London, 1948) pp.36-40.

2. Quoted in Mohd Noman; Op. cit., p.119.
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We assured the Mussalmans population of Eastern Bengal of our

appreciation of their loyalty and our determination to safeguard their

interests, I should think there could have been scarcely a civil

servant in India who had not declared that it would be impossible for

the British government to reverse the decision it had come to as

regards the maintenance of the partition of Bengal."1
how the Muslims realized that the government had disowned

the declaration, gone back on the pledges and betrayed the Mussalmans,

Such a flagrant disregard for solemn promises created a feeling

of distrust amongst the Muslims all over indie, They thought

that the government listened only to sedition and olamour, that

constitutional methods did not pay, that loyalty was rewarded with

treachery, They looked upon the reversal as nothing less than an

ignominious surrender to an unreasonable agitation, They felt that

they had been sacrificed to appease the Hindus, The decision

encouraged sedition, betrayed the officials who had identified

themselves with the policy of partition and alienated the Muslims

from the Government,2 What the Muslim coimnunity all over India

felt can be gleaned from what Nawab Mushtaq Hussain Viqar ui ...ulk

said after its annullment, "So far as the Mussalmans are concerned,"

1. Ibid, p. 121.

2. See, e.g., R. Graddock, The Dilemma in India. (London, 1929),R,147
The Times. 5 March, 1912.
M.E. O'Dwyer; India a3 I knew it; (London, 1925) p»175.
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he said,"it may be understood to be the consensus of opinion

that this reunion i3 generally disliked. In face of the

assurances repeatedly given by successive ministers of the

crown a3 to the partition being a "settled fact", the amal¬

gamation betrays the weakness of the government and will, in

future, be regarded as one of the reasons for placing no trust

in its utterances and actions. nl 'fhe immediate manifestation

of this disillusionment with the government was that at the

December 1912 - January 1913 Session the Muslim League changed

its aim from loyalty to "a form of self government suitable
2

to India"."

1. Quoted in Lai Bahadin, The n-uslim League: (Agra, 195k)
p. 68.

2. See Civil and Military Gazette. 3 January, 1913#



Chapter IV

The growth of Muslim political
organisation, I9O6 - 1910.

After the death of bir dyed in 1898, some muslims began

to think of actively participating in politics, but among the
1

vast majority, bir Lyed's policy was still held as sacrosanct,

but events riece moving fast and certain factors made it incum-

:bent upon . uslirns to think in terms of having on independent

political party of their own. In i.-arch IS98, certain influen¬

tial Hindus petitioned the Government of the United Provinces

to sanction the use of Hindi written in Jevanagri script as the

official vernacular. The Urdu-Hindi controversy that had

first arisen among the muslims and the Hindus in 1867 had already
2

done considerable damage to the promotion of Hindu Muslim unity

and identity of views regarding the matters affecting them.

How, in 1898, it was again revived. The Government accepted

the petition and accordingly passed orders in April 1900 sub¬

stituting Hindi for Urdu which had been in use in the Government

offices for a long time. This decision of ^ir /nthony Macdoaell,

1. G. j. Andrews and G. ...ookejee; ihe ■■lae and Growth of the
Congress. (London 1938), p. 172.

2. oee for e.g. ltaf Hussein Heli; Ha.yat i Gaved (Urdu),
(Lahore 1937). pp. 138 and 193.



the Governor of the United irovinces displeased the -uslims.

Nawab kohsin-ul-* ulk the Secretary of the Aligarh College and

a successor of Sir dyed, took upon himself the responsibility

of putting forward the muslim point of view. A meeting of

protest was held at Aligarh in kay 1900 '.'-here he delivered a

strong speech, end a resolution asking the Government to with¬

draw the orders was passed. fhis action was naturally re-

ssented by Sir Anthony who himself came to Aligarh and threat¬

ened to discontinue the government assistance if the opposition
1

to his orders was not abandoned.

So, the policy of aloofness from politics which had held

good in the lifetime of Sir Syed and which his successors had
2

sought to continue after his death seemed to be in need of

revision end reappraisal in the face of certain factors which

had complicated the situation. Of the various factors the

more significant were the above mentioned Urdu-ii_ndi controversy,

the absence of separate muslim representation in the legislative

councils and the growing difficulty in getting Government services

for the muslims* * As a result of these factors Nawab Viqar-

1. d. k, ikram; ,..an.j-i-KausariUrdu); (Karachi, n.d.), p. 111.

2. i oh3in-ul-> ulk's article. Aligarh Institute Gazette. 15 Aug. 1901.

5. j ohd Amin ^uberij xiayati i ,,xohsin. (Aligarh 1954), pp. 175-6



:ul-kulk toured the country end a meeting was elso held at

Lucknow in October 1901, "-here it was decided to form a
-1

political association to safeguard . uslim interests and in

July 1903 at a public meeting of the Luslinis held at Laharanpur

in United Provinces, the •uhammadan Political Association
2

was formed. Hot only in the United Provinces (in which

Aligarh is situated) but in other provinces too, like the

Punjab, the Muslims began to f^el increasingly the necessity

of a political organisation. eminent Luslim leaders in the

Punjab like Fazli Hussain (while addressing the /njumani Jiimayati

islam in 1901) focussed the attention of his coreligionists

on the fact that as well as such i-uslim institutions existing

at that time like the /ligerh College, the njumani Himayati

Islam and the Nadiva that were rendering significant service

to the kuslim cause, a political organisation of the uslims

was also needed end in the absence of such an organisation,

these institutions were insufficient and even incompetent to

elevate the n-uslim society. In his words "these institutions

1, ^ee for e.g. an "Indian ^ussalnian, Indian kussalrnans and
Indian -olitics"; ifo. Hindustan Heview. January 1909, p. 114.

2. The pioneer, 31 July, 19^3.



•)
are not strong enough to work out our national redemption."

Continuing, he exhorted the Muslims to organise themselves

afresh in matters social, religious end political, asserting

his conviction "that the policy of Cir -<yed, now followed for

a quarter of a century, should be abandoned and a new policy

of active participation in politics adopted. He thus express-

led the growing feeling that just as Muslim interests had

suffered from their abstention from Knglish education, so their

political future might be jeopardised by holding aloof from

political life." 2 /3a result two uuslim political orgenis-

istions named Muslim .Association and ..uslim League under the

leadership of -ian mohd Jhafi and Fezli Hussain came into

being in the funjab. Jut the establishment of an all India

Muslim political organisation came as a result of the initiat-

:ive taken by iv ohsin-ul-j.ulk after the Bengal partition, a

measure of the Government that created a .uslim majority province

of -.astern Bengal and /ssam as a result of which the Muslims

benefited enormously and the Hindus felt grievously injured.

1. Quoted in /zim Hussain, Fazl-i-Ilussain. (Bombay 1946), p.95»

2. ibid.
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Since it was an occasion of mourning for the one and of rejoic-

:ing for the other, the relations between the two communities

were naturally embittered and at the Benares session of the

Congress in 1905, there were only 17 Muslims out of a total of

756 delegates. ^
The Bengal agitation over the partition of Bengal which

assumed the shape of an anti-Muslim agitation especially when

The Bengalee, which was an influential Congress organ, began

to condemn the ...uslim leaders, particularly Nawab Jalimullah

of Caeca, for their pro-partition stand, further antagonised
p

the ,,-uslims. The Hindus nick-named Nav.ab Balimuilah "the

one eyed". * in spite of all this, the i.iuslims were slow

to react by way of finding the means to counteract the Congress

agitation as, by and large, the -uslim leadership was still in

the hands of landlords and the upper middle class who still

clung to the policy of political aloofness as advocated by Bir

Byed. Bir Syed, according to them, had assured the loyalty

of his coreligionists to the Government and it was hoped that

1. J. Griffiths; The British impact on india, (ijondon 1952),
P. 309.

2. Bee for e.g. n. G. Buudri f. op cit., pp. 255-7.

3. ibid., p. 254.
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the Government would not betray them in the face of an anti-

Government agitation. Curzon's announcement that the new

province would give them opportunities to emerge from their

backward position had also inspired confidence. but there

appeared to be no sign of the lessening of the tension and

fervour of the agitation despite the fact that -orley had
1

asserted the partition a "settled fact." fhe Barisel

episode resulting in the resignation of luller who was suppos-

2
:ed to be the champion of the A-uslim cause, made the -uslims

believe in the triumph of agitation and betrayal of their

interest. Ihe Muslims felt deeply disillusioned with the

Government as well as the National Congress. ihey were

wondering how to safeguard their interests when the announce¬

ment of the contemplated reforms of the mdian legislative

councils was made by ^orley in his speech on the xndian Budget

in the Bouse of Commons on 20th. July, 1906. 'Ihe British

Government was inclined to consider the question of giving a

more representative character to the legislative councils.

a clear indication in this direction came in July 19C6, when
' '

1. House of Con,mon3, 4 G Vol 152 (ireb-liarch 1906), Col.344.
—orley's speech, 26 February, 1906.

2. J. Buchan; ,ord „into, (nondon 1924), p.243»



Morley announced in the House of Commons that the Governor General

was about to appoint a small committee of his Executive Council

to consider the extension of the representative element in his
e2

legislative council and that he expect the committee to frame

its recommendations in the near future.^" Hie Muslims had not

been satisfied with the working of the Councils Act of 1892 as by

it they had secured only half of the seats to which they were

2
numerically entitled. And now if the elective principle was to

be confirmed and extended, as was probable, the luislim position

would become weaker still. Coon after the publication of

Morley's announcement several Muslim newspapers and leaders began

emphasising the necessity of Muslims making an organised effort to

place before the rulers their own view regarding the constitution

of the reformed councils. J The Auslims now thought of bring-

:ing to fruition the scheme of 1901 in order to safeguard their

interests. ^

1. Parliamentary debates on Indian affairs, July 1906, p. 583.

2. K. Couplandj India A Restatement, (London 1945)» p. 105.

3. Lee for e.g. ibid., p.95.

4. eminent .-ussalnians. Wateson & Co., (madras, n.d.), p. 187.



Mohsin-ul-Mulk wrote a letter from Bombay on 4th. August

1906 to <V. A. J. J rchbold, the Principal of the Aligarh College

who was at Simla on sucker vacation, in which he requested the

principal to arrange if possible, for a memorial to be submitt-

:ed to the viceroy and a Muslim deputation to wait on the

viceroy to put before him the views of the Muslims on the con-

stemplated reforms. In his long letter to 1 rchbold he said

"you must have reed and thought over Mr. John morley's speech

on the Indian budget. it i3 very much talked of among the

Mohammedans of India, and is commonly believed to be a great

success achieved by the National Congress. lou are aware that

the w.ohamrcedans already feel a little disappointed, and young

educated Mohammedans seem to have a sympathy for the Congress

and this speech will produce a greater tendency in them to join

the Congress. Althougn there is little reason to oelieve

that any Mohammedan, except the young educated ones will join

that body, there is still a general complaint on their part that

we (Aligarh people) take no part in politics, and do not safeguard

the political rights of Mohammedans, they say that we do not

suggest any plans for preserving their rights, and particularly

do nothing and care nothing for the Mohammedans beyond asking for

funds to help the College. I have got several letters drawling



attention particularly to the new proposal of "elected repre¬

sentatives" in the legislative Council. Thy say that the

existing rules confer no rights on .-ohammedans; and no iohamm-

tedans get into the councils oy election; every now and then

the Government nominates a stray -ohaiar.edan or two by kindness,

not however on the grounds of his ability, but of his position,

who is neither fit to discharge his duties in council nor is

he considered a true representative of his coot unity. If the

new rules now to be drawn up introduce election on a more extend-

sed scale, the I.ohamiiedans will hardly get a seat, while itindu3

will carry off the palm by dint of their majority, and no i.ohamr:-
1

:edan will get into the councils by election." The viceroy

was approached in this matter and he immediately wrote to the

secretary of Gtate about it 3tating that he had had no time to

think over the advisability of receiving the proposed deputation

but was inclined to do so. Continuing he said that, apart

from the interests 30 largely represented by the Congress, there

were other interests equally important which were in need of
2

being attended to. .orley was enthuiastic about tne deputation.

1. Mohsin-ul-mulk to A rchbold, 2+ .August 1906} enclosure Minto
to i.orley, 3 August 1906. . orley papers, vol. -If.

2. .into to ...orley, 0 / ugust, 1906. -.orley papers. Vol. III.



He wrote to - into "Your talk to the ^ohamcedans next konday

will become the centre of Indian interest. I am looking

forward to it pretty keenly, as you may guess, with perfect

assurance that you will hold sound and straight-forward
1

language." I part from ohsin-ul-.-ulk, who took the

initiative in arranging the deputation to present before the

viceroy of India the grievances of the .u3lim community, there

were other eminent Muslim leaders like His Highness the .Age nhan

■ nd dyed /meer A li who were contemporaneously urgirjg for the

establishment of a *»uslim political body for safeguarding their

interests. According to the Aga khan a separate political

organisation from that of the Congress was greatly needed by

the ...uslima of india, for "there was no hope of a fair deal

for us within the folds of the Congress party or in alliance

with it." Similarly, /meer Ali from London emphasised the

need of a separate organisation for the Muslims, for "the chief

objection on the pert of the kohamraedans to make common cause

with the national Congress is based on the conviction that tied

to the wheels of the juggernath of majority, they would in the

1. j.orley to . into, 26 oepteniber 1906, morley papers, vol. I.

2, Age iiian, op. cit.. p. 93.



end be crushed out of the semblance of nationality." ^
/ meeting was held at ...ucknow on 16 depterrber 1906,

after hearing that the viceroy was willing to receive the

deputation and it was unanimously decided that a deputation

of the important 1 uslim leaders of -Lidis led by the Aga xban

should meet the viceroy at dimla and acquaint him with their
2

grievances. The bimla deputation consisting of represent¬

atives of ell shades of Muslim opinion led by the Aga Khan

as decided in the Lucknow meeting, waited upon Lord minto on

the morning of October 1 1906, at the Viceregal uodge, dimla,

and presented an address containing the following demands; -

(i) Communal representation in accordance with their numerical

strength, social position end local influence, on district and

municipal boards.

(ii) An assurance of tuhamiaadan representation on the govern¬

ing bodies of the universities.

(iii) Communal representation on provincial councils, election

being by special electoral colleges composed of muhammadan

landlords, lawyers, merchants and representatives of other

important interests, university graduates of a certain stand-
"V

1. Ali, / ., India and the new farliamentj Nineteenth century.
August, 1906., p. 257.

2. f^ng, L., "All indie i uslim League," Contemporary .uview.
Leptember, 190?., p. J45.
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:ing end members of district and municipal boards,

(iv) i'he number of ^uhammadan representatives in the imp¬

erial legislative council should not depend on their nuiiier-

sical strength, and ^.uhamraadans should never be in an ineffect¬

ive minority, fhey should be elected, as far as possible,

(as opposed to being nominated), election being by special

muhammaden colleges composed of land-owners, lawyers, merchants,
1

members of provincial councils, fellows of universities, etc.

Commenting on the deputation, i'meer -Ali exclaimed that the re-

ssolve of the Mislims of India, after a lapse of twenty-three

years, again to approach the viceroy personally pointed to a

consciousness of the danger that lay before them if they re-

smained dormant end devoid of political life and activity much

longer, of becoming entirely submerged under the rising tide of
2

an exclusive nationalism, in reply to the address of the

deputation, the viceroy replied that he was entirely in accord

with their demands as embodied in the address, for he believed

that "any electoral representation in india would be doomed

1, Report of the Indian statutory Commission. (London 1930),
Vol. 1., p. 184.

2. li, "Dawn of a new policy in xndia", Nineteenth Century.
Nov: 1906, p. 823. fhe writer refers here to the memorial
presented by the Central National Luhammadan Association to
eord Dufferin in 1883.



to mischievous failure which aimed at granting a personal

enfranchisement regardless of the beliefs and ti'aditions
„ 1

of the communities composing the population of this continent."

The bimla deputation occupies a very important place

in the history of modem - usli India. or the first time

the Hindu-*ualim conflict was lifted to the constitutional

plane. The rift in society was now to be translated into

legal end political institutions. The uslims had made it

clear that they had no confidence in the Hindu majority, that

they were not prepared to put their future in the hands of

assemblies elected on the assumed basis of a homogeneous Indian

nation. by implication they rejected the idea of single

Indian nation on the ground that the minority could not trust

the majority. This deputation has been a subject matter of

a greet controversy and numerous writers have imputed this to

the genius of /.rchi'oold thereby asserting that the British

aroused the -.uslims as a counterpoise to Jongress aims. - essrs.

Tui'eil /hmed ..anglou, ^ is. m. Cheudri, ^ /chyut batvardhan and

1. J. ouchan; i-iord ...into, (eondon 1924), p. 244.

2. Tufail /hmed -.anglori . us3almanon fas moshan -usteqbil (Urdu),
( Delhi, 1933), pp. 343-9.

3. B. 4. Ghaudri; ;.usliin politics; (G&lcutta} 1946) p. 15.



1 2 ^
/.soka kehta, Para Gopal, mohd Woman, J have ell argued that

/rchibold was the main spirit behind the deputation. Kajendra

Prasad seems to have teken grett pains to prove that the bimla

deputation was engineered by t rchibold the British - rincipel of
4

the /ligarh College. This view, however, has to be reject-

:ed for two reasons: ho positive evidence is available in

its support end what the kuslims demanded was the logical cul¬

mination of the kuslim fears of domination by the more numerous

end more powerful Hindus. what what the iiualims demanded was

in complete accord with their thinking and philosophy can be

gleaned from the thinking of their great leader oir dyed who

had as early as 1883 voiced the uslim grievances against "pure

and simple" elections. ^ it is the same fear to which the

1. /chyut Patvardhan and / soka kehta; fhe Communal 1'riangle;
(/llahabad 1942), p. 62

2. Kam Gopalj xndian ,uslims; (London 1959), p. 97.

5. ... jiornan; . uslir mdia. (/llahabad 194?, p. 72.

4. uajendra Prasad; India divided. (3rd. edition, Lombay 1947) p.

5. j attract from proceedings of the Councils of the Governor
General of India, 1883. .uoted by it. Coupland; The ladian
Problem 1833-193P. (London 1943), /ppendix 11, pp. 15p-6.
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Age Hhan has alluded in his memoirs. He says "We were

actually aware that we had long been neglected, that to the

Hindu majority - as represented by its leaders in the Congress

Party - we seemed a tiresome splinter in the flesh of the body

politic, and that there was great talk of nationalism, we were

not even considered in the aspirations that were being fostered,

the plans that were being laid. Yhey continued to send to

the viceroys legislative council third-rate yes-men instead of

truly representative kuslims, with the result that our separate

identity as a community and the status that would have appertain-
1

:ed to it had been forgotten by the British." However, Jr.

Hajendra Prasad's strong insinuation that the ..uslim deputation

of 1906 wa3 "engineered" by /.rchibold may be understood in the

light of the fact that Bir Byed was an ardent advocate of ...uslim

loyalty to the British and was instrumental in bringing about

understanding and a feeling of friendliness between the Govem-

:ment and his coreligionists and wir. /rchibold was now the

Principal of the college when this deputation was arranged,

/rchibold, no doubt, was well disposed towards ...uslim interests

and his close contact with high Government officials might have

1. The Aga khan; The memoirs of Age idian. (New York 1954)
p. 122.
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facilitated the work of the Muslim leaders in approaching the

Viceroy and presenting the memorial to him, but it did not in

any way seem to have inspired them. The inspiration came

from within rather than from without. In fact, when Muslims

roused themselves from their lethargy and began to acquire

western education, they naturally looked for responsible offices

as Hindus had previously done, but found the doors to the public

services practically closed upon them.1 Lord Kipon*s

Government had introduced local self government in India,

and mixed electorates had been made the means of entry to

seat3 on the local bodies. Hie Muslims found it almost

impossible to enter these bodies through mixed electorates.

Mixed electorates had also been instituted in the universities

under Lord Curzon's Indian Universities Act, but no Muslim could

enter the Senates under this system. By the beginning of the

twentieth century the struggle between the Hindus and the

Muslims, that had va ious other reasons like the activities

of the extremest group of Congress led by B.C. Tilak and

religious revivalism of the Hindus, became very acute. The

announcement of the consideration of further constitutional

reforms pushed the Muslim leaders to take prompt action in

1. For e.g. See letter to the Editor, The Muslim Chronicle.
22 August 1896.

Also see W.C.Smith, op. cjt.. pp.169~70«
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order to safeguard their community's interest and no wonder

they did so, Lven if it is accepted that Archibold did

"engineer" the Muslim Deputation, it need not startle anyone.

After all the Indian National Congress too owed its inspiration

to Hume and Dufferin. Perhaps where the case of the Congress

press against 3ritish acceptance of the demand of the Muslims

for separate electorates was at it3 strongest was that this

was the beginning of a never-ending imperial policy which would

result in the perpetuation of British rule, by exploiting

rivalries between the various communities of India.^ A British

official is reported to have remarked at the time the Viceroy

assured the Muslim delegation that they would get separate

electorates, "It is nothing less than the pulling back of

sixty two millions of people from joining the ranks of the
2

seditious opposition". But in order that this charge be

established conclusively t?/o things need to be proved. First

point that stands to be proved is that the British government

had in those days clearly envisioned the political development

of India on the Parliamentary lines at home and that in course

1. The Weekly Chronicle. 24, 31 October 1906; The Hindu
Patriot. 5 October 1906; B.N.N.R.. 1906.

2. Mary, Countess of Minto; India. Minto and Morley,
1905-1910; (London, 1934), p.47.
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of time a homogeneous electorate, mature enough to elect

a government from two or three political parties would

become possible. Secondly that the rulers after having

realized this development were deliberately attempting and

indulging in sowing the seeds of conflict between Hindus and

Muslims by dividing the electorate in order to perpetuate their

rule and postpone for as long &3 could be, the transfer of

political power. There is a bulk of evidence that goes to

prove that the British government at that time held the firm

conviction that the Indian 30il was not conducive to the

growth of Parliamentary institutions. Apart from this they

did not even regard India as a homogeneous nation, but a

subcontinent inhabited by a number of nations. As early as

1892 the government of India acknowledged that India was

"essentially a congeries of widely separated classes, races

end communities with divergences of interest and hereditary

sentiment which could be properly represented only by those

who knew and shared their sectional opinion"."*" Lord Morley

wrote to Lord Minto; "Not one whit> more than you do I think

it desirable or possible, or even conoeivable, to adapt English

politicial institutions to the nations who inhabit India".2

1, Government of India's Despatch of 1892, cd. A426 (l90B),p.2.
2. John V. Morley, Recollections (London, 1918), vol.ii, p.172.
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On the basis of available evidence on the matter, perhaps one

can more safely say that the British, by conceding separate

electorates to ~<-u3lims, were not dividing a united nation, but

were recognising the existing multi-national character of

India, a view long since advocated by Bir Byed while champ-
1

:ioning the muslim cause. Thus the Bimla deputation was

not "engineered" by the British to offer a staunch resistance
o

to all nationalist ambition and activity. There is also

no evidence with regard to the contention that ;tohsin i ulk, on

whose initiative the Simla deputation was organised, was "at

the beck and call of the Government of Indis", J or that the

"inspiration came from Bimla", * or that it was a "command

performance", 5 or that /.rchibold was its originator or that

it was "a counterpoise to the Congress aims." ^ iiinto after

1. oee for e.g. T. Je Bary, ed., op,cit.. pp. 746-47
and also ... Goupland, op. cit.

2. Lai Bahadur; The .uslim League, (/gra 1954), p. 53*

3. Gopal; Indian -uslims 1358-1947. (London 1959), P»97»

4. C. I. Chintamani; xndian .olitics since the i.utiny.
(London 1940), p. 91«

3. G. N. Bingh; landmarks in Indian Constitutional and
.National development. (Belhi 19p0), Vol.i, p. 205.

6. B. i... Chandhuri; op, cit.



having met and assured the deputation that due attention to

their demands would be paid, wrote to -iorley on the 4th. October,

1906, about this historic meeting saying "as to the deputation,

I very much hope that you would be satisfied with the reports

of my speech. I was very anxious to avoid appearing to take

sides, while yet heartily acknowledging the soundness of ioih-

:ammedan arguments. As far as 1 can judge the whole affair
1

was an immense success," ...orley was pleased with the way

the whole affair had been handled by ..into. After having read

the report of the meeting i.i the papers, like The fioneer. The
2

englishman and xhe limes which heartily welcomed the proceed¬

ings, 4orley wrote to minto "your address was admirable alike

in spirit, in the choice of topics and in the handling." ^
At the success of the iuuslem deputation in presenting

to the viceroy their legitimate grievances end seeking their

redress by specifically reco:.mending certain suggestions, espec¬

ially the principle of separate electorate, to the attention

of the viceroy and at the patience and sympathy which these

demands received from Lord ;<iinto, the Congress leaders were

1. ...into to ..orley, 4 October 1906, - orley papers, Vol.III.

2. The limes. 2nd. October, 1906.

3. Morley to . into, 5th. October, 1906: morley papers, Vol. I.



greatly perturbed and suspected that the Muslims were being

put up as opponents of political reforms. The Bengalee.

an important organ of the National Congress, prior to the

meeting of this deputation with the viceroy, published

several editorials. On 13th. -September, 1906, it appealed

to the uslira# to cooperate with the Hindus in presenting a

united front to the Government and promised to meet the i uslim
1

brethren naif way. but the appeal did not elicit any

response and went totally unheeded, The idea of the .-uslim

deputation at first 7/as severely condemned by it, but after

realizing that the ...ualii leaders were intent upon meeting

the viceroy, it admitted that the deputation was "as thoroughly

representative end influential as could be desired." It

was pleased that among the deputation there were several Muslim

leaders who were as level headed as they were loyal and
2

patriotic. Cut this conciliatory and friendly tone towards

the i.-uslim leaders was soon given up with the publishing of

a full account of the proceedings of the deputation. ^ In

a series of editorials it argued that the deputation "was

1, The Bengalee; 29 September,1906

2. Ibid 30 September, I9O6.



composed most exclusively of iiuhammadan leaders of the old

school, that some of the important Muslim provinces" and "the

educated section" were not given requisite representation;

that "the reply of the viceroy must nave been rather disappoint-

:ing to the deputation;" that this deputation was "the first

fruit of educational movement" among the Muslims; that the

address was "moderate and sober"; that they also were opposed

to "nomination" like the Hindus end wanted "election". it

vehementaliy opposed the kuslim demand for separate electorate

on the ground that it would lead to "serious political dixTicult

:ies". 1

As for the feelings of the kuslims with regard to this

meeting between the —uslim deputation and the viceroy it was

reported by minto to morley that they "were more then satisfied,

/ccording to ^ohsin ul Mulk, who had taken great pains in

organising this deputation, the reply of the viceroy to the

deputation was "... a clear and sympathetic recognition of

the rights of the iiuhammadans of India as a distinct community,

based on a generous appreciation of their practical importance

-I. ibid: 3,4,5,6,9 October, 1906.

2. . into to . orley, 4 October 1906; - orley p; pers, Vol.III.
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as being inferior to no others, which has put a new heart

in us and will always, with gratitude, be treasured by us

and our posterity as a historic declaration of the policy of

the indian Government." -this event v.as a source of great

encouragement for the muslims and the Muslims throughout India

were jubilant over the success of the ^uslim deputation. it

further, brought home to the community the importance of an

organised effort for the protection of their interests. After

having secured a favourable reply from the viceroy, kohsin ul

i.ulk wrote to the Aga Ahen, "the deputation which went to dimla

should be kept olive, and i suggest that a comi.dttee of members

of the deputation should be appointed to correspond with Govern-

:raent for the realization of the representation made. i-his is

the -work of an All india Association, and if you agree 1 shall
2

make detailed proposals." -ven before this the i.uslim leaders

who had gathered in oimla comprising the muslin deputation,

put their heeds together end held informal discussion with

regerd to the possibility and desirs'oility of founding an

organisation to be entrusted with the task of safeguarding

1. mohsin ul -".ulk to Junlop Gmith, 7 October 1906, enclosure
kinto to . orley, 17 October 1906; i.orley papers, Vol. III.

2. Quoted by I- zim llussain, wazli Hus3ain: / political bio-
tgraphy. (isombay 1946), p. 97.



the interests of the Muslims throughout India.^ The Aga Khan

wrote that Mohsinul Mulk and he in collaboration with other

assembled Muslim leaders had come to agree that their only hope

lay along the lines of independent organisation and action and

that they must secure independent political reco^iitian from the
p

British government as a nation within a nation. It was almost

at about the same time that Syed Amer Ali the founder of the

Central National Muhananadan Association in 1877, and who had

since been advocating the Muslim participation in politics

as opposed to the policy of political aloofness of Sir Syed,

again strongly urged the Muslims to organise themselves

politically, emphasising the urgency of forming a political

party in an article in a periodical.^ Hence the great syccess

of the Simla Deputation directed the attention of the i-4islim

leaders to the immediate establishment of a political organisation

in order to keep the government authoritatively informed as to

loaal Muhammadan feelings and aspirations; but ;nethods of

1. See The Times. 6 October, 1906.

2. The Age Khan, Memoirs (London, 1954), p.76.

3. Ali A. Op. cit. pp.257-8.



agitation such as those employed by the National Confess were

to be carefully avoided . In the beginning of December 1906,

the Nawab of Dacca sent a circular to the important ivmslims of

India embodying a scheme for the formation of a . .uslim / II

India Confederacy. The chief object of thi3 -as to support

wherever possible all measures emanating from the Government

and to protect the cause and advance the interests of the

Muslims throughout the country^to eontrovert the growing in¬
fluence of the so called Indian national Congress, which

has a tendency to misinterpret and subvert British rule in

indie, or which might lead to a deplorable situation, to

enable ...uslim young men of education, who for want of such

as association, have joined the Congress camp, to find scope

according to their fitness and ability for public life. That

the time had come when the iv.uslims of India should discuss

and decide whether the policy no7/ openly declared by those

who were termed "extremist" was one conducive to the maint¬

enance of the British Kaj and if they came to the conclusion

which they probably would that it x&3 not, then they should

consider whether the extremist party did or did not form



"pert end parcel of the Indian National Congress" and since

it did, the i.uslims as loyal and true subjects of the Dritish

Raj must do their best to controvert and thwart that influence

which the Congress had attained, when they found it working

for the destruction of all that they hold dear. xt is clear

that the contemplated objects of this ...uslim / II India Con¬

federacy were loyalty towards the rulers and the px-otection

of the i-uslim interests. This projected scheme emanating

from the Nawab of Dacca Khawja dalim Jllah served as an inaned-

:iate antecedent of the /ll India Muslim *-eague. On 30th.

December, 1906, just after the Luhammadan educational Confer-

:ence et Dacca, where the delegates had come from ell parts

of Indie, a meeting was held to discuss the formation of a

political organisation of the i.uslims. This meeting was

presided by Nawab Viqar ul -ulk. who, delivering his speech in

Urdu, said, "Time and circumstances have made it necessary

for the iuhemmadans to unite in an association so as to make

their voice heard above the din of other vociferous parties

in Indie and tcross the wide 3eas to -ngland. Unless united

in support of one another and working in loyal unison with the



Government of Indie, the . uslim majority who, through mis-

;fortunes end errors, had fallen from their once high estate,

were in danger of being submerged by the enormous iiindu flood," ^
ihe Haweb of Dacca, i-hanji oalimullah while introducing the

scheme, 3aid that the "new political movement had been forced

upon them. Had the party now in power in -ngland been

familiar with the position of ^uslims, and had the Indian

public men represented -uslim claims justly, the movement

might perhaps not have been heard of, but quiet uaobstrusive

work was now at a discount and only those who cried loudest

had a chance of being heard. Muslims had therefore been

forced against their own wishes to abandon their traditional

policy in order to secure easement of very real disabilities,

and to avoid the danger that their interests might be neglect-
- 2

:ed whilst other communities in -India were benefitted."

ziith the aim of protecting and advancing the interests of the

Muslims a resolution for the formation of a political assoc¬

iation styled the 111 -i-ndia ^uslim Deague was moved by the

Nawab of Dacca which was unanimously passed. -hus on the

30th. December, 1906, the 111 xndia Muslim League came into

1. I'he Pioneer. 2nd, January, 1907.

2. Ibid.



being with the following objects:-

"(a) To promote among the -.-ussalraans of India feelings of

loyalty to the British Government and to remove any miseon-

:oeptions that may arise as to the intentions of the -*overn-

:ment with regard to any of its measures.

(b) To protect end advance the political rights and interests

of ''-usselmans of India and respectfully to represent their

needs and &3_iration3 to the Government.

(c) To prevent the rise among ;.usselman3 of India of any

feelings of hostility towards other communities without pre¬

judice to the other objects of the League." ^
1. committee with two joint secretaries, Neweb Viqar ul ...ulk

aiad Hawab mohsin ul - ulk was appointed to draw up the constit-

:ution of the ijeague and to present it within four month's

time before a representative meeting of ^ndian muslins for

final approval and adoption. The proposals of the committee

were submitted at the first League session held at Karachi

on the 29th. December, 1907. -"-his meeting, presided over by

oir /damjee feerbhoy, was attended by numerous leading Muslims

from all parts of India. delivering his presidential address

1. The Times. 2nd. January, 1907«
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Beerbhoy outlined the future policy and the political attitude

of the -.uslims. He emphasised the value of unity in safe¬

guarding ,-uslim interests, of loyalty to the Government and

the acquisition of Western education. He also pointed out

the need of frank and friendly relations with other coii unities.

He explained that fair, moderate and upright criticism of the

Government did not imply any disloyalty to British' rule and that

iiiuslims should, without the fear of risking their loyalty,

criticise the policy of the Government if and when appropriate

to protect muslim interests. ft the end, he said he was

sure that the Government of India would never dislike genuine
A

criticism. In *-erch, 1908, the first office bearers of

the League sere elected with the Aga Hhan as the Bermanent

President of the League and Lyed Hussein Bilgrami as Honorary

secretary at Aligarh. ^ In order to mobilize public opinion

in England in favour of the League's views and activities,

a branch of the kuslim League was opened at London. J-he in-

:augural meeting of the branch was held at Caxton Hall, <est-

sminster on the 6th. of * ay, 1908 and Amir Ali was elected the

President of the London branch of the All India J-uslim League. ^

1, i'he englishman, 7 January 1908,

2. Lee for e.g. Ali,...B; "A 11 India -uslim League: oundation,Growth
end development of the sovereign parliament of the . usselmans",
Ihe astern limes, arch 1940, p. 6.

p. Lee Keport of the inaugural meeting of the ^ondon branch of the

/ill India ...u3lim _>eague 1908, London 1906. x.G.l. tract Ho.1113*P«5



The formation of the ill India Muslim League was not

well received by the Congress press and especially The Bengalee

subjected the new born Muslim organisation and its organisers

to severe criticism. It even ridiculed the Muslim League
A

by calling it "oalimullah League" and "Jtfawab Salimullah1 s

latest fad" it attributed the formation of the League

to the ulterior and personal selfish motives of the organisers,

who .ere mostly government beneficiaries, pensioners and ex-

:servicemen and were trying to flatter the Government by

organising a political party whose corner stone is loyalty

to the rulers in order to seek Government assistance in over-

scorning financial difficulties into which they had fallen. ^
4These charges were repudiated by various Muslim leaders,

xn an interview to a representative of The .nglishnian. kaulvi

Kaffiuddin / toed, a barrister from Lombay, an eminent - uslirn

leader, commenting on the birth of Muslim League, observed that

after recent happenings in bengal by which the interests of

a great body of Muslims had been jeopardised by the selfish

1. The Bengalee. 18th. January, 1907.

2. ibid.. 10th. January, 1907.

j>. Ibid; 6, 3, 9th January, 1907.

4. ^ee for e.g., .. r. ... Hoque's letter published in The mnglishman,
23th. January, 1907.



contentions of en eloquent Hindu minority, the formation of

en organisation to "focus the views of the community became

imperative." Continuing, he said that the . U3lim co. : unity

ell over India was astonished et the enti-partition resolution

of the Congress, oblivious of the opinions of the uslima

who were strongly in favour of partition and against the boycott

that it was patronising. i.ven in Britain the inc ption

of the kualira eeague was not received favourably, ---he Times

to begin with was not sure of its loyalty and 7.he the r it would

pursue its policy peacefully despite the repeated assurance of
2

its founders.

• iore unfortunate was the move of the i uslira supporters

of the Congress who, while the . uslim League was being formed

at Jacca, were organising a meeting of the Moslems at Calcutta

to form e rival organisation of the .uslims. Consequently

the .indien -ussalman /ssociation was forced which believed, as

wea reported by the Bengalee, that the interests of the Muslims

coincided in almost ell cases with other oo.'.unities end for

political and economic advancement of the radian people the

1. The -nglishman. 4th. January, 1907.

fhe Times. 2nd. January, 1907.



1
iiuslim should join the members of the other communities,

fhis association fell, however, siijce it could not extend its

influence widely among the people who were more enthusiastic

about the All indie mualim league, the formation of which

had been made possible by the operation of a number of forces.

'The All India Muslim i«eague despite all these initial difficulties

had come to stay. it now took upon itself to organise it elf

by opening it3 branches all over India, by establishing provincial

and district leagues end by explaining, through press, propa¬

ganda end speeches of the leaders who toured all over India,
p

the league's aims and objects in order to bring it nearer

the people.

fhe origin of Muslim league may be explained thus.

Two outstanding factors, apart from the others, seem to be at

the basis of its establishment. One was the Hindu attitude

towards Muslim interests; the Bengal agitation had confirmed

it beyond doubt. The second was the incubation of the ^-orley-

Minto reforms. On one side the majority had alienated the

minority. On the other, a representative system of Government

was soon to be introduced in India. It was not enough to keep

away from the Congress. It was also important that a separate

body of Muslims should undertake to safeguard their interests.

1. The Bengalee. 9th. January, 1907.

2, see i.^./ziz Mirze, proceedings of the All India -usdim League.
held at Nagpur, 1910, (/llabad, 1911).
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Chapter V

The development of Hindu-Muslim
emity, 1911 - 1922.

The muslims were deeply disillusioned by the annul¬

ment of the Bengal partition. hen in Jecember, the
„ 1
settled fact of Lord morley was unsettled by the revoc¬

ation of partition, uslims felt a rude shock. Their re¬

action was eloquently expressed by Ha ab jalii. Ullah, r'res-

:ident of the 6th. session of the /ll -ndie uslim ~«ague when

he said "The annulment oi' the partition .... has appeared

to put a premium on sedition and disloyalty and created an

impression in the minds of the irresponsiole masses that even

the Government can be brought down on its knees by a reckless

and persistent defiance of constituted authority." rhe

i-oslems felt betrayed, end felt that it was futile to repose

their confidence in the solemn utterances and pledges of the

• overnment. in the words of dawab 'iqar ul -ulk, the second

successor of Gir dyed ' hmed ^lian at ' ligarh, "It is now mani-

:fest like the midday sun that it is futile to ask the .-uslims

to olaee their reliance on Government. now the days of such

1. uoted by . novett; History of the -Indian '.ationglist
- ovement. (3rd. edition, -ondon 1921), p.83 (footnote).

2. .uoted by ...ohamed , li, /fzal Iqbcl, ed. .delect writing and
speeches of ..aulrna --ahon.cd li, ( chore 1944),PP«80-81.



reliance are over. »vhat we should rely on, after the Brace

of God, is the strength of our right arm, for which we have
1

the example of our worthy countrymen." By this, he was

by no means suggesting that the .uslims should join hands

with the Congress. In fact he spurned such advice and said

on another occasion, "it is true that many a time disappoint¬

ments point the way to suicide, and the suggestion that we

should join the Congress is a result of similar disappoint¬

ments - for which the present Government is responsible, but
2

suicide is never advisable." In spite of the fact that

they did not join hands with the Congress, nevertheless the

->.uslims were gradually drifting away from the path along which

Gir Gyed had led them, iiis policy of loyalty to the rulers

seemed to many to have outlived its usefulness and came under

an attack of severe criticism.

it was felt that no doubt Gir Gyed's policy that had

been followed ever since the mutiny to the beginning of the

twentieth century had enormously benefitted the ^-uslims in

many ways. In the beginning when the loyalty of the Muslims

1. .uoted by '. n, lbuirne, makers of Pakistan and - odern
+-uslim India. (Lahore 1930), pp. 110-11

2. ,uoted Ibid: p. 112.



towards the rulers was doubtful, the pursuit of such a policy-

was able to wash the stigma of disloyalty from their heads.

Hence the attitude of the rulers from hostility and suspicion

towards the Muslims, changed to that of goodwill and support

of the i uslim interests. ueter when the Indian National

Congress began to demand representative institutions and comp¬

etitive examination for civil services, it was thought that

the policy of loyalty would pay in the sense that either the

ruler would reject the demand of Congress that would be to

the disadvantage of the muslins in view of their educational

and economic oackwardness or that in case the demands of the

Congress were met, it was thought that the - U3li..,3 would be

protected from the Hindu majority. The Muslims lepended

largely on the British in order to safeguard their interests

from being dominated by the majority community which was sure

to happen, according to them, with the advent of representative

institutions. Therefore the . uslims ho were in a minority,

educationally and economically oackward as compared to the

Hindu community, could benefit only by a policy of unqualified

loyalty. ihe continuance of the British rule was in accord

with their interests. This attitude is evident from the



following statement made by Nawab Viqar ul . ulk, one f -^ir

Byed's loyal followers 'who later became secretary of the /ligarh

College. "«e are numerically one fifth of the other cor: un-

:ity. If at any time the 3ritish Government ceases to exist

in mdia, we shall have to live as the subjects of the iiindus,

and our lives, our property, our 3elf-respect and our religion

will be ell in danger .... if there is any device by wfhich we

can escape this, it is by the continuance of the British kaj,

and our interests can be safeguarded only if we ensure the

continuance of the British Government'.' ^ But the situation

changed by the beginning of the 20th. century. The Indian

National Congress was successful in getting the extension of

the elective principle to the electoral bodies. The first

instalment in this direction came in 1893 by the introduction

of the Indian Councils /ct of 1892, introducing to son® extent

the principles of representation end election, in the Grov-

sincial as well as the Governor General's Council. The Indian

Councils /ct of 1909 further extended the principle of represent¬

ation and election. The annulment of .Partition and the

extension of representative institutions to the muslims appeared

1. juoted -bid; p. 109.



now to be a concession to the Indian National Congress and its

aggressive political policy. The Muslims felt that their

political inanition was responsible for their being relegated

to the cold shade of neglect. They had been taught to be

loyal to the Government but they felt that it was now not

loyalty but agitation that 3eeraed to be paying rich dividends.

/>. s a result of this awareness of the out-datedness of dir

Gyed's policy that had ceased to pay dividends, the Muslim's

policy of l-oyalty and political aloofness came to oe cuest-

Jioned seriously. The uslim League with its traditional

policy of loyalty striving only for the protection of communal

end sectional interests was severely denounced by some leading

Muslim leaders who regarded the ...uslim League as having no

political programme at all. Of such leaders who severely

denounced snd analysed uslim politics, perhaps the most

penetrating analysis was given by Maulana Ghibli Nomani in

his series of articles entitled turning point in - uslim

Politics." ^ dhibli's articles went an attempt at a stinging

criticism directed at the kind of political methods of the

-uslim league with its reactionary and short-sighted leadership.

1. Ghibli Lomani. <..£ qc lr t-i -^hibli. Urdu, (/zaingarh 1938),
Vol. VIII., pp. 143-81.



He praised the Xndian National Congress with its comprehensive

end progressive political programme which demanded the extension

of the representative institutions, holding of the Civil Cervice

examination in indie, se >aration of judiciary and the executive

and asked for various social amenities for the general interest

of the Country, out the . uslim »jeague on the other hand was

making efforts for protecting such uslim interests like

larger share for -uslims in government services, extension

of the principle of separate electorates to - unicipal and dis¬

trict board elections, protection of Urdu, etc., which accord-

ling to him, oeing sectional and cou: unci in interest, cid

not constitute a political progrt me in its true sense. He

criticised the muslini neague leadership which he considered

to be in the hands of titled and landed gentry which had its

vested interests and hence could never rise from its selfish

and petty concerns to take a stand against the Government.

He demanded that the -uslim League, instead of being the mouth-

apiece of these leaders ith vested interests, should represent

a wider public opinion and this could only be done by bringing

all issues of public importance before the general body of

Luslims through public speeches, pamphlets and journals and



also by opening branches of the political parties in every

important town and district. dhibli was an advocate of

Hindu-Muslim concord end wanted both to unite end by con¬

certed efforts achieve some of these political aims. He

reminded the .--uslims of the feelings of goodwill and amity

that existed between the two communities in the days of the

Muslim rule in India. Hot only did he draw their attention

to the past unity but also pointed out the friendly relation¬

ship and feelings of one-ness that, according to him, still
1

existed between the communities in the villages. /part

from such exhortations from some of the eminent - uslim lead¬

ers, there were other important factors that were driving

away the Muslims from their traditional policy of loyalty

to the British into the arms of the xndian Hational Jongress.

Towards the close of the nineteenth century, Turkey

began to attract the attention of uslim India ani to play
p

a part in her politics. stirrings of wan islamic movement

were evident in this period. The furxish victory over Greece

-I. ibid, p. 176.

2. The Pioneer of this movement was Jamal ud D;.n Afghani
(1839-97). He travelled extensively to spread his ideas
of Pan-Islamism. His activities encompassed practically
all the lands of Islam 8nd also those European countries
whose governments were involved in the affairs of the
Muslim people. The writings and the personality of Jamal
ud Din Afghani exercised a deep influence on narcent
Muslim nationalism of all countries which he visited or
his thoughts reached. He visited the Indian subcontinent
about four times.



in Crete in 1397 "as noted with great enthusiasm and delight

by Indian ualims who saw in it the glory and victory of Islam
1

over the adherents of another rival religion. -Sir jyed

hod warned the Muslims of India not to involve themselves

politically with any other country as xndian *"usli.3 were

the subjects of the British Government which might get annoyed

at such a great display of enthuasism springing from a mis¬

taken notion that the British Government was the supporter
2

of <-recce. fhis was due to two factors. i'he o.uslims

of India, for many reasons, had a strong feeling of identity

with the world' community of Islam. fhey had been witnessing

with greet dismay and anguish the decline in the political

fortunes of islam during the period when they themselves had

been suffering from political misfortunes. -3 -therefore

they listened eagerly to Jameluddin fghani's timely reminder

that the uslims of the world were brothers who should come

together end defend Islam against all those who sought to destroy

it. xhey had helplessly seen the conquest of one uslim

1. ~>ee oyed hmad lian, khlri i-azaiiin. Urdu, (Lahore 1393) pp.59

2. ibid.

3. oee ~>yed ->harifuddin irzada, i-voiution of -Pakistan;
(lahore 1963), pp. 41"45.



lend after another by luropean powers. The uslim middle

class during the first decade of the 20th. century became

interested more in the develop ents in the - uslim countries

in the middle -ast than in the political movements of its own

Country. The Muslims in India during this tine appeared

to be troubled at -what seemed to be a conspiracy ox* Christ-
-j

:endorn against islam. British control over mgypt, the

Anglo-french entente in morocco, the /nglo-mussian convent-

sion of 1903 for dividing Persia into the spheres of influences,

the Italian invasion of Tripoli and the dismemberment of the

Turkish -a ,ire were seen as manifestations of a common peril.

The Ottoman -mpire was the last nuslim power which had main-

stained a semblance of authority. The Indian uslims looked
2

upon it as the bastion of islam. in September 1911,

had broken out between the Ottoman Lmpire and italy following

an Italian attack and occupation of Tripoli. After a little

over a year, in October 19*12, followed the Balkan war, as a

result of which the Turkish Lultan's dominion in .-urope was

further reduced. The fate of Turkey, whose jultan was also

1. John Gumming, ed., ..'olitical indie. (London 1932) p. 94.

2. oee I. H. ,ureshij The . uslim Community of the indo-
rakistan subcontinent. (The Hague 1962) p. 266., also
John Gumming, ed., on.oit.. pp. 94-96.



the Caliph of the entire -.uslim world further alarmed the

Indian Mislims. The muslin feelings towards Turkey had been

voiced earlier by .iir uyed thus: "when there were many --uslim

-dngdoms we did not feel much grief when one of them was des¬

troyed; now that so few are left, we feel the loss of even

a small one. If Turkey is conquered that will be a great

grief, for she is the last of the great powers left to Islam.

<»e are afraid that we shall become like the Jews, a people
■j

without a country of our own." t home . uslins were deep-

sly grieved over the annulment of the r'artition of Jengal

end externally it appeared to them that the diplomacy of the

dritish was responsible for the political vicissitudes of the

entire Islamic world. They began to set , connection between

their miseries at horae and abroad and attriouted at to the

•British policy, which, they thought, was oeing employed to

subjugate the muslims everywhere. it was therefore due to

the realisation on their part of this domestic and internation-

:el situation that an anti-British sentiment began to grow among

the - usiims. gainst this background, it i3 not difficult

1. statement to ->ir Theodore . orison, quoted in John Cui ming,
ec^*> op. eit.. pp. 95-6.

2. I. II. ureshi, ed., lien .nule md the rise of ii uslim
nationalism. (narachi 1967), pp» 179-80.



to see why 8 number of newspapers and periodicals began to

appear in India 7«-hich were extremely critical of dir dyed's

policy of loyalty to the British. Of particular signific¬

ance among these journals was / 1-llilal started in 1^12 by

an exceptionally brilliant young man who later became famous

as i«;aulana Abul Kalam Azad. fhis journal with its pungent

style took India by storm end within two years Al-riilal reached

a circulation of 26,000 copies per week, a figure ?;hich was till
1

then unheard of in Urdu journalism. i zad was perhaps the

most vocal and the most successful opponent of dir dyad's policy.

In a letter to a friend, soon after he started the 11-iiilal.

he wrote: "Aligarh movement has paralysed the Muslims. The

real aim i3 the promotion of Pan-Islam, -which is the true found-

sation and link for the progress and reform of Islam, and for

this there will never be a better opportunity then we have now.

To-day, no local or national movement can benefit the Muslims,

even if it be the tall talk of the /-ligarh University. 00

long as the whole world of Islam does not come together in an

international and universal alliance, how can small tracts help

the forty crores of Muslims." 2 /zad's activities to begin

1. 1-. A. K. Azadj India wins freedom. (Bombay 1959), p. 8.

2. Quoted by Albiruni, op,cit. p. 135.
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with ley in the realm of religious revivalism and Pen-Islamism

and therefore his influence in spreading anti-British feeling

was tremendous. Another i-usliin who appeared on the politic¬

al scene at about the same time and who later achieved eminence

was i-aulena iwuhammad /■ li. He founded, in 1^11, an English

weekly, The Comrade. His prescription for the cure of

ualim maladies was the promotion of unity between Hindus and

j.-usliros. While writing in the first issue of 1'he Comrade

he said "It is our firm belief that if the Muslims or the

Hindus attempt to achieve success in opposition to or even

without the cooperation of one another, they will not only

fail, but fail ignorniniously .... we may not create to-day

the patriotic fervour and fine national frenzy of Japan with

its forty millions of homogeneous people, but a concordat like

that of Canada is not beyond the bounds of practicability.

It may not be a love marriage, born of romance and poetry, but

a maneage (sic) de convenance, honourably contracted and

honourably maintained, is not to be despised'.' ^ The creation

of anti-British political consciousness on the one hand and

desire for more cordial relations with the Hindus on the other

1. Afzal iqbal, ed., oelect speeches and writings of ^.ulana
mohamed Ali. (Lahore 1§44), p. 257#



resulted in a change in the constitution of the All india

Muslim League. As a result of these developments the

i-usliin leadership was divided into two groups, the right

wing and the left wing. The "progressives" or the left

wing leaders like ^aulana muhanmad Ali, Abul Mem Azad,

:..r. Jinnah and j-'azli Hussein advocated closer relationship

with the Congress but the right wing consisting of Man

Muhammad uhafi, Maulu Hafi-ud-din and dyed Kaze A li object-

;ed to this departure from their traditional policy of

loyalty to the British and the protection only of the - uslim
i

rights without alienating the British Government. At

the League session in 1913 "the Progressives successfully

altered the programme which was now the attainment under the

aegis of the British crown, of a system of self-government,

suitable to indie, through constitutional means, by bringing

about, amongst others, a steady reform of the existing system

of administration by promoting national unity, by fostering

public spirit among the people of India and by cooperating

with other communities for the sei; purpose" ^

1. Azim iiusain, op. cit.. p. 99.

2. piloted by A zim iiusain, ibidf
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Co by 1913, the Muslim League, dominated by the progress-

:ive section of the -..uslim leaders like &. A. Jinnah, who were

interested in working for a common Indian nationality and

serving their Country by aweKening public opinion in support

of political reforms, came nearer and closer to the objective

of the Indian National Congress by including the demand of

self-government for indians as its goal. -this resulted in

the complete eclipse of the conservative section of the Muslim

leadership by the progressive and left wing uslim leaders

who stood for closer cooperation with the Congress in their

efforts to achieve political objectives. The conservative

leaders like The Aga ivhan were alarmed because the Muslim League

had come so much nearer the Congress goal of self-government

for India when it passed the resolution for a system of

self-government suitable to indie in 1913* perhaps

not averse to this if this goal was pursued by gradual stages,

but if it meant a more hasty impulse to jump at the apple

when only the blossoming stage was over, then the day that

witnessed the formulation of the ideal will be a very unfortun-
1

:ate one in the annals of their Country." As a result

1. Quoted by Mohammad Noman, op.cit., p. 134.
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the moat conservative sections resigned as e mark of dis¬

approval of this policy of the League and with that came

an end to the Presidentship of the Age Khan of the kuslim

League who had been appointed its permanent president. -this

marked the fact that the era of Cir Byed's policy of politic-

sal inaction was dead and gone. The coming of the first

world war in which Muslim Turkey joined as a belligerent

against Britain created a dilemma for the Indian Moslems.

Their spiritual allegiance to the Caliph of Turkey and their

loyalties to the rdng Lmperor seemed to work in opposite

directions. Nevertheless, they remained loyal to Britain

and proved their loyalty by fighting the battles in different

theatres of war. But the situation on the home front was

different. The anti-British feeling was mounting among

the fuslims as a result of British policy towards Turkey,

the internment of two prominent Muslim leaders, i.-ohamed Ali

and Bhankat Ali in 1915, the demolition of a portion of a
4

mosque in Cawnpore and other repressive measures of the

Covernment like the forfeiture of the security of the <_uslim

newspapers, The Comrade and The Hamdard for indulging in
2

inflammatory writings. It the same time prominent Muslim

1. -jee . C. Cmith, op. cit.. p. 197

2. ibid.
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leaders like Haulane Azad were strongly urging Hindu-Muslim

unity. He pleaded with the Muslims to get rid of the fear

of the Hindu majority. Ke severely denounced ~>ir oyed's

policy of loyalty and referred to all those who advocated that

policy as "heretics and hypocrites who during the last forty

years had cooperated with the satans of Hurope to weaken the

influence of islamic Caliphate and Hn islam." According

to Azad this fear of a Hindu majority had been deliberately

planted in the minds of the Muslims by the British to per-

jpetuate their rule in India. He warned the n,uslims that

their name will go down in history as puppets and traitors

to the cause of their Country's freedom. -ochorting them,

he said, "Remember that patriotism demands from Hindus that

they should struggle for their Country's independence. Hut

for Muslims this is a religious duty, a Jihad. You are

fighters for God's battle and jihad includes every endeavour

which is made in the name of truth end freedom. To-day,

those people (Hindus) who are engaged in a struggle for their

Country's progress and independence are also waging a jihad.

1. jercival Gpear, ed., The Oxford History of India.
(London 1958), p. 775.



You should have been in the forefront of this Jihad. Xhere-

sfore, arise Ji God also wishes that.you should wake up and dis¬

charge your duty to wage Jihad relentlessly. You have not

done anything in India, but now your God desires that you

should do here, too, whet you are enjoined upon to do every¬

where else." ^ it was therefore becoming obvious that

one great result of Britain's anti-Turkish policy in the middle

•Bast and repressive measures in J-rtdia was to drive Hindus

and Muslims into each other's arms. The emergence of anti-

:British agitation and the corresponding submergence of anti-

Hindu consciousness, attributable largely to the external

factor and the indian Muslim's concern for Turkey, made it

possible for the forging of "indu-i-uslim unity against the

British. The political consciousness of the Muslims was

thus heightened largely by the events abroad. The Hindus

had become politically conscious by the acts of omission and

commission of the Government at home. Bo these two streams

of discontent were to converge in 1916 into a pact signed

between the National Congress and the Buslim League resulting

1. Badr ul Hasan, ed., inazameen bul :^lam J zad. Urdu,
(Delhi 1944), Vol II., pp. 132-3.
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in "a communal constitutional agreement between the two bodies."

xn 1916 both Congress £nd the League held their annual sessions

simultaneously at Lucknow. Jinnah, presiding over the -uslim

League meeting, appealed strongly for unity. "Towards the

Hindus" he said, "our attitude should be oi' goodwill and

brotherly feelings, cooperation in the cause, our motherland,

should be our guiding principle. india's reel progress can

only be achieved by a true understanding and harmonious relet-

:ions between the two great sister communities," These

overtures of goodwill and friendship were fully reciprocated

by the Congress, ^ and the result was League-Congress agree¬

ment commonly known as the Lucknow pact of 1916. Hitherto

there hrd been sharp differences on the issue of electorates.

These differences were patched up at Lucknow and Muslims were

conceded separate electorates not only where they had existed

previously but i the Tunjab end the central provinces where

they did not exist under the provisions of the radian Councils

/ct of 1909. * uslim weightage was substantially increased

in -.uslim minority provinces. in the provincial councils

1. ■>, 0. emith, op.cit. p. 19'3.

2. Quoted by H. baiyidj xohd li .Jinnah. (2nd. edition,
nahore 19bi), PP« 101-02.

3. dee B. /mbed 4sr; Pakistan or the partition of -ndia.
(Bombay 1946), p. 141.



Muslims were to get their share as follows;- rtmjab - 50 per

cent; Bengal 40 per cent; united _rovinces 30 per cent;

Beher 25 per cent; Central Provinces 15 per cent; Madras 15

per cent; -onbay j'j per cent. i'he lUalims were to con¬

stitute one third of the elected members in the Central

Council. it as further provided in the pact that no bill

affecting a particular community should be proceeded with

in any council if three-fourths of the representatives of that

community opposed it. i'he ...uslixss were, however, to abandon

their existing right to vote in general as well 83 separate

electorates. ^
Curing the war despite a major policy statement in

ugust 1917 by the secretary of ~>tote for India, with regards

to the introduction of reforms whereby the separate elector-

sates and the .,-uslim seats at the centre as well as in the

provincial councils were to be continued in accordance with

the agreement reached at <ucknow, the bulk of the -uslim

opinion was interested more in i.uslim Turkey and its fate

then in domestic politics. >.ith the j Hied victory at the

1. / . B. Keith; Speeches and documents on Indian -'olicy
1750 ~ 1921., (London 1922), Vol. 11., p. 125.

2. Ibid; p. 155,



end of the war, the uslims became apprehensive about the

probable destiny of Turkey. They demanded that Jazirat-

'ul-/rab including Mesopotamia, Trabia, .Syria and Palestine

• ith the holy places situated therein must always remain

under the direct suzerainty of the xiialifah i . accordance

with the wishes of the -rophet of -'-slam who "had with his

dying breath bidden them to preserve these places under a

purely -usiim Government, and therefore that mandates over

Iraq, oyria and rtlestine were contrary to the religious

law of islam." October 27th., 19*19 w^s observed as the

-liilafat ->ay and the well kno- n .iiilafat movement v as started

To secure the acceptance of their demands a body known as

the -vhilal'.'t Jonferenci was instituted ft a meeting of Hindus

and -"'uslims on November 23, 1919 et xelhi after a few pre-

: Liiiiinary meetings in dif erent part, ox' the Country. kir.

. . X. Gandhi took e leading pert in these discussions and it

was he who advised the uslims to resort to non-cooperation
2

to get their demands accepted by the government. rhe

Xihilsfat Conference held its first session in Jecei..oer 1919

at mritser under the Presidentship of - aulana Jhankat 1 li.

1. . i ulana »-uhsicad .'-li, quoted by T. ...orison in J. Gumming
edited, op,cit.. p. 96.

2. 3. . x.bed kar o ■. cit., . 139.

j. Tufail j'hmad . anglori, .-u33almanon ka - oshan Mistaqbil.
(Urdu)., (5th. ... lition, delhi, 1945), p. 510.



it was at this session that a decision was taken to send a

delegation to Lurope to plead the cause of -Jiilafat and ex-

:plain the - uslin point of view. This deputation, headed

by ...aulana i.uhammad li reached Lurope early in March 1920,

and adaressed various meetings in raris and London. Appeal-

:ing lor the preservation oi the -Milalat in iurkey, ..uhamrad

Ali put forward his threefold claim in a speech at _aris on

...arch 21, 1920. "That the .hilafat shall not be dismember¬

ed, but thet the xiiilifah shall have sufficient temporal power

for the defence of the faith, that in the island of Arabia

there shafl be exclusive ...uslim control without mandate or

protection, and that the nhalifah shall remain as heretofore

the warden of the holy Jt'laces," ^ specking in London two

days later, on -.arch 23, he warned that "Turkey cannot be

torn into fragments like Germany and Austria, because the day

you tear the Lmpire of the Jiilafet to fragments you outrage

the feelings of seventy five millions of your own people,
2

That is where the principle of self determination comes in."

nut despite these entreaties and threats, the delegation returned

1. Afzal iqbal, op.c.t.. p.159«

2. rbid; p. 179.



home empty handed in October 1920. In the meantime the

Treaty of sevres had been published. it imposed a severe

peace on furkey and under it all that remained of the Qtto-

:man empire was a 3mall Turkish state confined mainly to the

interior of Asia Minor* xhe „.uslims felt that they had been

betrayed. Theybelieved that the promises made to them during
1

the war had not been redeemed. Tven prior to the public¬

ation of the Treaty of Cevres, the Khilafat Conference had

met at Calcutta, in February--arch 1920, and decided to launch

a non-cooperation movement to get their wrongs redressed.

This decision was reaffirmed at a meeting of the conference

at Allahabad in June 1920. In the interval between these

two meetings of the conference, ..r. Gandhi used all his in¬

fluence to persuade the Congress to join the Muslims in their

campaign of non-cooperation. It was not easy even for a

man of *r. Gandhi's influence as there was a powerful section

of opinion in the Congress who were opposed to their participat¬

ion in an agitation which was purely religious and exclusive-

sly a -uslim affair. _.ut >..r» Gandhi insisted that the Congress

1. uj.oyd George had declared in Jan. 1913, ".Nor are we fighting
to deprive Turkey of the rich and renowned lands of Asia - inor
and Thrace which are predominantly Turkish in race" (iV-oriion
in J.Cumming, op.cit;p.94). let after the wsr Greece was to
administer Cmyrna and -jouth .estem sis .dnor, and to add
eastern Thrace to her realm.
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should join hands with the -uslims in their hour of trial.

for him it was "such an opportunity of uniting Hindus and -oh-

sammadans as would not arise in a hundred years." That

many of the leading congressmen remained unconvinced is clear

from the following remarks of j. rs. unie Besant, "it was found

that the iJhilefat ws not sufficiently attractive to Hindus, so

at the meeting of the /11 India Congress Committee held at

Bens res on fay }0 and 31, the _"unjab atrocities and the defic-

:iences of the ..eform /ct were added to the list of provoc-
o

Jative causes" Consequently the Jongress agreed on the

non-cooperation programme at a special session at Calcutta

in .September 1920. i'his decision wa3 later confirmed and

elaborated at the annual session of the Congress at Nagpur

and the following practical steps were recommended. 1. Burrend-

;er of all >ritish titles. 2. efusal to attend any Government

functions, j, ithdrawal of all students from schools and

colleges, 4. Boycott of British law courts by lawyers end

litigants. 5. Ho participation in the coming elections either
-l

as electors or as candidates. it 7<as at this session of

1. uoted by G. J,Garrettj n -Indian Commentary. (London 1928), p. 147.

2. .-rs. . resent quoted by ^en; -he Birth or . r nistan.
(Calcutta 1950), p. 70.

j, i . -math; nationalism and Hefom in -ndia. (New Haven 193B)»
p. 117.



the Congress that Mr. Jinneh said good-bye to Congress, never

to return again. lie was opposed to this method of >. r. Gandhi

as he believed it to be unconstitutional and wrong ^ to adopt

such a program:©. * oreover he saw no wisdom in withdrawing

the boys from schools and colleges "without substituting the
2

existing educational institutions by National ones." hut

his discordant and solitary voice was not heard. The Country

'•as in no mood to listen to him. -opular feeling was deeply

stirred and the demand was for leaders who could keep the agit¬

ation against the liiilafat wrongs and in favour of swaraj at

fever heat. Luch leaders were already at hand. maulana

mohd / li, hi3 elder brother iiaulana Chantcat li and i. r. Gandhi

became the idols of millions, - ilindus end ...uslims alike.

/ period of intense end exciting activity ensued, . r. Gandhi

and the /li brothers toured the Country and spoke fervently

to enlist the joint support of Hindus and Muslims in what was

described as the common cause of the whole Country. J

1. uotcd by H. oolitho; Jinnah. (London 1954), p. 35.

2. .. . ii. Leiyid; oharai&d ' li Jinnah; (2nd. edition, .jahore 1953),
pp. 101-02.

5. d. ... Lmbedkar op. cit; p. 153-40.



xhe hhilafat movement as very largely a mass move-

;nsent. it attracted Hindus end kuslim alike. -he word

liiilafat en J owe ra,i were on everybody's lips. " hilafat"

was interpreted by rural people as a word originating from

Ahilaf, which in Urdu meant "against", end so they thought
•j

they were supposed to oppose the Government. indu-

x.uslim unity was at its height. xn 1921, at the time of

the i uslim religious festival, the He grid, - uslims voluwtar-

:ily gave up the sacrifice of the cows. dwami bhrad-hanand,

one of the windu religious leaders, was allowed to enter the
2

Jama masj id of -Jelhi to deliver an address.

in spite of this ostensible show of amity and good-

swill between the Hindus and musliins, the emphasis of i.r.

Gandhi and the / li brothers 'was not quite the same. Comment

sing on this campaign, fhe i.odem xievie.v pointed out that,
" ending between the lines of their speeches, it is not diff-

sicult to see that with one of them the sad plight of the

ishilafat in distant furkey is the central fact, 7;hile with

1. Jewaharial Nehru; in 'utooiography; (London 1953), p.69.

2. xta jendra erased; indie divided; (Hombay 1947), pp. 122-3



the other attainment of -wrsraj here in Indie is the object

in view." .. r, Gandhi retorted sharply that "I claim that

with us both the khilafet is the central fact, with i.aulana

u.ohamed / li because it is his religion, -with me because, in

laying down my life for the ishilafat, I ensure the safety of
1

the cow, that is my religion, from the . U33elmen knife."

"hether Ilr. Gandhi and the ' li brothers were speaking with two

voices or one, it is a fact that the scenes of cooperation

between the two cor: unities were unprecedented. -;udged oy

the rnas3 support the hhilafat non-cooperation movement en-

:joyed, it was unsurpassed in the history of indie. "In

terms of sheer physical proportion it was one of the great-

jest movements of the world." it may safely be said that

if the lack of political unity between the Hindus and the

. uslims had been the only obstacle in the way of freedom,

mdia had surmounted it during the hilafat agitation days.

But perhaps much more important than the presence of polit-

sical unity as the absence of social unity which had stood

like the great wall of Chine between the two co unities.

1. .uoted by B. k. /mbedkar op,cit.. p. 140,

2. uoted by b. ben; o ,cit., p. 73.



It cannot, however, be denied that an advance -was made in

that direction. There were frequent occasions when Hindus

and Muslims drank water fron. the same cup. But these fits

of sanity were so few and this phase of the Indian communal

problem was so short lived that nothing constructive was

achieved, .t did appear at the time that the traditional

hostility had been composed, but in fact the cracks were

only papered over and not filled. This was perhaps an

unreal alliance of strange bed-fellows in common misery and

not an enduring unity which springs from purity of hearts

and through understanding.



CONCLUSION,

It is a well known feet that after the holocaust

of 1857 the Indian Muslims came under a dark cloud. Since

they were the former rulers, it was generally believed that

they had a special hand in fomenting and fanning the flames

of this conflageration. it was therexore quite natural

for the Sritish authorities to suspect their loyalty. Gon-

ssequently their share in the administration of the country

was reduced to negligible proportions end their fortunes

had sunk so low as has been pointed out by a British Indian

official that they, who were the former rulers of India,

could scarcely hope for any post now above the rank of porter,

messenger, filler of inkpots end menders of pens in many

Government offices. This was particularly true of Govera¬

iment offices in Calcutta. The Muslims were still dreaming

of their past glory and grandeur end were not willing to

reconcile themselves to the changed circumstances. They

were unwilling to acquire western education and learning as

they wrongly believed that it would foster disbelief in the

Muslim faith. ^any Luslims argued that to read English

was forbidden by the laws of Islam. while the i-uslims were

sulking and brooding over their misfortunes, the sister com-

imunity, the Hindus, were taking great strides on the road

towards all round progress. Co, whereas the Hindu, drinking
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deep in the fountain of European arts and sciences, were

experiencing an intellectual and moral renaissance, the

-uslims all over India were falling into a state of material

indigence and intellectual decay. in short, their condit¬

ion after the mutiny was deplorable; they were education¬

ally backward, economically downtrodden, religiously bigott-

:ed and superstitious. They were in need of a wise leader

who could lift them from the depth of degradation and decad-

:ence to the pinnacle of prosperity and progress. The

leader did come. i.'his was jir dyed ihmed i\han. He had

an herculean task to perform. On the one hand he had to

convince the British of the uslim loyalty: on the other he

hed to convince his coreligionists that the acquisition of

western sciences and learning was not inimical to the teach¬

ings of their religion. in order to remove the stigma

of disloyalty from the head of his community he wrote various

pamphlets like The causes of Indian mutiny and The Loyal

uharrmadans of India pointing out the causes of mutiny and

the services rendered by some of the uslims at the perils

of their lives during the mutiny. He believed that it was

indispensable for the . U3lims to be restored in the confid¬

ence of the British. do his early efforts were directed

towards promoting a feeling of friendliness between his co-

:religionists end the British. He did this by advocating



a policy of unquestioned loyalty among his coreligionists to«ar-

:ds the British. His panacea for the ills of the Muslims

was loyalty to the British ani the acquisition of .estern

learning end sciences. /shile in Britain he was deeply

impressed by the culture end education of the British. On

his return to India he undertook to reftfrm his community

culturally, educationally and even religiously. f'or this

purpose he started a magazine, i'azibul ' khlag. endeavouring

to reform their manners; thought of opening an ..... .0. college

at /ligerh end undertook a reinterpretation of the holy noran

in strict conformity with the principles of nature. He had

to encounter tremendous opposition especially on account of

his religious reform for which he was denounced as an heretic.

But he did not falter in his efforts to work for the 3alvet-

sion of his community.

He was not a coramunalist in the sense communelisin was

understood in India in later years. He however believed

that the muslims were educationally and economically backward

as compared to the Hindus and therefore paid special atten¬

tion to the conditions and problems of his community. He

was a fervent advocate of Hindu-Muslim friendship although

he was greatly discouraged by the language controversy started

oy some of the Hindu leaders. Ihis was an attempt to oust

the Urdu language. But the ...usliros felt that next to the



loss ox' religion no loss would be greater than the loss

of Urdu language. Thus a cultural conflict between the Hindus

and musliins appearing as early as 1867, drove a wedge between

the two coiiiaunities. The Muslims were already suffering

due to the lack of the knowledge of English as they did not

take kindly to western education in the beginning and now,

if Urdu was to be substituted by Hindi as en official language

of the court and Government offices, they were bound to suffer

further. This perhaps was the beginning of the conflict

between ihe two communities. dir dyed Ahmed hereafter paid

more attention to the building up of his community. The

Hindus were already educationally and econondcally more

advanced than the muslims and now hen Indian Ac tional Jon-

:gress was formed in 1835 it was slso, right from the be¬

ginning, dominated by the Hindus, Sir dyed Ahmed Hhan

was opposed to the - uslirn participation in politics for

several reasons, firstly he thought that the Indian

national Congress was politically too aggressive and he did

not approve of -uslim involvement in it lest they be dubbed

again as disloyal. He had taken great pains to rehabilit¬

ate the shattered confidence of the dritish in the :,uslim

community and did not wish the mutiny of 1857 to repeat it-

t self hich proved so disastrous for the Indian . uslim3.

decondly, he did not consider the demands of the Indian



National Congress, namely the representative government end

the competetive examination for the higher services, suitable

for India, which was inhabited by various communities with

diversity of language, caste, creed, culture and with long

historical rivalry. fhe Muslims perhaps never forgot that

they were once the undisputed masters of India. Cir dyed

.Ahmed whan however did not oppose the Indian National Congress

openly till some of the Muslims who had joined it were being

raised to prominent position in the Congre33 to prove that

it was not dominated by the Hindus. He felt that it -as

dominated by the Hindus and this was only a trick to hood-

:wink the i-iuslims. Kealising that this was an attempt where¬

by the Muslims will be absorbed and submerged in the rising

tide of Hindu nationalism, he took up cudgles against the

Indian National Congress by openly exhorting his coreligion-

sists to stay aloof from it. No domSbt a number of Muslims

joined the Congress but, by and large, the majority of the

kuslims did not participate in it. He argued that if the

demand of the Congress for representative government w&a met

it would mean the domination of the i...uslims by the Hindus

since the uslims v7ere four times less numerous than the ilindus.

He appealed to the Muslims that the existence of the Critis'n

rule was essential for the survival and protection of the

Muslims and even for the peace of india. Loyalty to the



British was their only chance who might protect them against

the majority coira unity. lie formed various organisations

to thwart and check the growing influence of the Congress.

His warnings to his community with regard to the designs

of Congress Hindus were justified in 1893 when there occurr-

:ed serious communal riots in Bombay. The advent of Hindu

religious revivalism culminating in the formation of Anti-cow

.idlling -.Society which was intended and regarded as a direct

provocation to the i.uslims further embittered the relations

between the two communities. The revival of the cult of

Beiraji painfully reminded the .uslims how treacherously the

Muslim General Afzal Khan was murdered two centuries ago by

devsji the marhatta Hindu hero whose exploits were being

extolled and popularised in 1893«

The Ganpati festivals of the Hindus, in which, in

a procession the god i3 carried to his final resting place

in the water, was further intended to offend the . uslims,

which was never as openly celebrated as in 1393 in the wake

of the Hindu-, uslim riots. In the face of this anti-Muslim

campaign the .uslims grew apprehensive and quickly formed

the duhammadan defence .Association in 1893 whose aim was to

acquaint the authorities with the views of the Indian Muslims

and also to prevent them from participating in political agit-

:ation.
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The idea of Muslim loyalty to the 3ritish constantly

advocated by dir dyed earlier had brought home to the musliros

the idea of their separate entity as a nationality in India

. hose interests were different and even opposed to the Hindus.

The religious revivalism of Hindus further confirmed it. do

in a choice between the British and the Hindus, they chose to

be loyal to the former, not because they were stooges, as has

been held by some Hindu writers, but, that was the only sens-

sible course of action open to them for the sake of their

interests. in the opening years of the twentieth century,

once again the revival of the language controversy, the groTi¬

ling influence of the extremist section of Congress leaders

led by 3. G. Tilak, the mingling of religion in politics

in the Bengal partition agitation by the Hindus and the

incubation of the kinto-morley reforms convince a the Indian

.'-uslima of the need of a political organisation of their

own and consequently mualim neague was formed in 1906.

The formation of . uslim League marked the beginning

of . uslim politics in en organised form. The . usliu:s of

India during this time were generally satisfied end happy

with their situation. The Bengal partition had given them

a - uslim majority province; the dimla deputation had been a

successful affair end the iuuslim -^eague, that is their politic-

sal organisation, had been formed with a view to safeguarding



their interests in an organised manner. The majority of the

- uslims remained indifferent to politics, adhering faithfully

to the policy advocated by bir byed as long as they could

possibly afford, but when forced to enter politics under the

dictates of circumstances, they formed their own separate

political party strictly in consonance with bir byed's views

who had earlier found various organisations to thwart and

check the growing influence of the Indian national Congress.

Thus j uslim league seems to be the culmination of ~>ir byed' 3

policy who repeatedly urged Muslim aloofness from the Indian

national Congress, pointing out that their interest lay in

a different direction.

The feeling of general satisfaction of the muslims,

pointed out earlier, in the closing years of the first decade

of the twentieth century was not destined to last long. The

annulment of the bengal partition and the general crisis in

the world of international Islam which strangely so coincided

to transform the attitude of the Muslims completely towards

the briti3h ana the Hindus. The -uslims attributed their

misery abroad in Islamic countries to the british international

policy. Consequently abandoning the friendship of the british

they sought the friendship of the Hindus, which seemingly made

the Hindu-., uslim entente possible, thoutJh it proved short-lived

and unenduring.
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